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As an organisation with diverse expertise, the Defence Science
and Technology Agency (DSTA) plays a pivotal role in providing
and building new capabilities and systems to meet Singapore’ s
defence and national security needs and to support the Singapore
Armed Forces in their transformation into a third-generation
fighting force.

Richard Lim
Chief Executive,
Defence Science & Technology Agency

Over the years, DST A’s engineers have amassed considerable
experience in defence technology, making them an invaluable
learning resource. A journal can serve as a repository of their
accumulated knowledge and expertise.
I have the pleasure to introduce DSTA Horizons.
DSTA Horizons comprises a selection of DSTA’s innovative solutions
and studies in the various disciplines of defence science technology,
covering topics ranging from protective technology to advances
in network-centric warfare. Through this journal, we hope that
readers can have better insight into the world of technology and
their applications in defence and security.
I would like to thank the authors who have contributed to this
inaugural issue. I encourage others to do the same, be they from
DSTA or our partners in the community.
It is the desire of DSTA that DSTA Horizons become yet another
channel for sharing of knowledge within the defence
technology community.
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ABSTRACT
The Infrared Fever Screening System (IFss), conceptualised by
Defence Science & T echnology Agency and Singapore
Technologies Electronics during the Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome outbreak in 2003, is the first infrared-based system
in the world to be used for fever screening of large groups of
people. The IFss does not measure skin temperature but uses
a two-point detection concept to screen for fever . The first
decision point is to sieve out probable febrile persons using
thermal imagers and the second decision point is the
confirmation that the subject has an elevated body temperature
using conventional clinical thermometers. Statistics, physics
and human physiology were key inputs in the design of the
IFss. Workflow and other operational considerations such as
operator training are also important in ensuring the
performance of the IFss. The authors relate their experience
in the development and deployment of the IFss.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS) hit Singapore in March 2003, there was

of Clinical Thermology (ACCT) (Ronald Brum,
et al, 2003) proposes that the most ef fective
point-of-contact screening of individuals
in public places is clinical digital infrared
thermal imaging.

a need to ef ficiently screen large groups of
people for fever as it is the only known
symptom of SARS. This was especially critical
at immigration checkpoints to control the
spread of SARS. However, conventional means
of taking temperature using ear and oral
thermometers were too slow and
inconvenienced everyone. On 3 April 2003, the
Singapore Ministry of Health (MOH)
approached

D S TA

for possible

alternative solutions.
DSTA manages complex defence science and
technology programmes and conducts research
and development (R&D) in multi-disciplinary
areas ranging from engineering, information
technology to biomedical sciences. The Sensor
Systems Division (SSD) in DSTA manages the
acquisitions and development of sensors for
the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) and is
experienced in the field of electro-optics and
radar. Working with MOH to understand the
requirements, DSTA quickly came up with a
design concept using the SAF's military thermal
imager. Singapore Technologies (ST) Electronics,
which designs and manufactures thermal
imagers, was roped in to work together in this

This paper shares our experience in the
development and deployment of the IFss,
especially the important considerations that
have gone into the system design.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF
THE IFss
2.1 Design concept
The design aim of the IFss is to detect fever
suspects with high confidence, relative ease
and speed so that they can be sent for medical
diagnosis. The W orld Health Organisation
(WHO) and Communicable Disease Centre
(CDC) guidelines relating to SARS identify a
suspect case as one whose body temperature
is greater than 38 C (Brum, et al, 2003).
Therefore, the IFss must identify individuals
with a body core temperature above 38 C. The
requirements also dictate that the system be
non-obtrusive and have high throughput. In
the ideal case, the system should be both fast
and accurate. Unfortunately , as in most
engineering problems, there is a tradeof f
between speed and accuracy.

project. The idea was quickly turned into a
prototype within a week.
The result is the Infrared Fever Screening System
(IFss), a system that can screen large groups of
people quickly, non-intrusively and with a high
level of confidence in sieving out febrile
persons. It is the first thermal-imager -based
system in the world to be used solely for mass
human temperature screening and is now in
use at Singapore's immigration checkpoints,
hospitals and major government buildings.
When the IFss was introduced, it generated
immense international interest in the use of
thermal imagers for human temperature

Screening a large group of people for fever is
similar to the radar detection problem. In the
case of the radar , it has to scan a large
surveillance space for very few targets. The
radar must be able to distinguish RF echoes of
real targets from clutter noise. One way is to
narrow down probable targets in two steps.
Like the Radar Double Threshold Detection
Scheme, the IFss uses a two-tier detection
concept to screen a large group of people for
fever. The first decision point is the detection
of individuals with high skin temperatures and
the second decision point is the confirmation
that the subject has an elevated body
temperature using conventional
clinical thermometers.

For the first decision point, the thermal imager
was chosen to rapidly scan and screen a large
group of people efficiently. The area of interest
will be the facial region since facial skin is thin,
with blood vessels close to the skin surface.
Those found to have a higher -than-normal
facial skin temperature are assumed to have
a higher-than-normal body core temperature
and subjected to the second test using
conventional clinical thermometers.
A thermal imager can capture electromagnetic
radiation in the infrared band. According to
Planck's Law, all objects that have temperatures
above zero degrees Kelvin emit infrared (IR)
radiation. IR radiation energy and temperature
can be correlated. As can be seen in Figure 1,
a greater amount of IR energy is radiated when
an object has a higher temperature. Therefore
by comparing total IR radiation energy emitted
by objects across a specific wave band, relative
temperature differentials can be obtained.
The IFss requires a constant and stable
temperature source called the thermal
reference source (TRS). The TRS is located within
the field of view of the thermal imager such
that IR energy radiated from other objects
within the field of view can be compared
to the energy radiated from the TRS. The
temperature of the TRS thus represents
an adjustable threshold setting for
temperature screening.
The IFss works in real-time by sampling the
IR energy radiated from a scene, processing
it using a computer and generating a
pseudo colour video of relative
temperature distribution.
It is important to note that the IFss is designed
to provide relative temperature dif ferences
and not absolute temperatures. It is designed
from a total system engineering perspective,
i.e. taking into consideration thermal imager
specifications, human body and skin
temperature physiology, human traffic flow
and environmental conditions. It should not
be regarded as an absolute temperature
measurement tool, but rather as a tool for fast
mass screening.

Figure 1. Energy versus wavelength for
various temperatures

2.2 Key Considerations
2.2.1 Physics
Thermal imager
A key component of the IFss is the thermal
imager. When the IFss was first conceptualised,
there was an operational need to produce and
deploy these systems quickly. Cooled military
thermal imagers operating in the 3- 5 m
waveband were used as they could be made
available by the SAF. Optimised for military
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scenarios, they have very high gain and the
advantages of better spatial resolution and
sensitivity. However, compared to commercial
uncooled thermal imagers, they have a smaller
field of view, higher power consumption,
longer start-up time and higher cost. The peak
wavelength (Wien's Law) for human body
temperatures, which is around 1 0 m, falls
outside the cooled thermal imager waveband.
As such, uncooled thermal imagers were chosen
to replace these military thermal imagers for
long-term operation.
Developed by ST Electronics, the 8-12

m

waveband uncooled thermal imagers in use
now are based on microbolometer technology.
Microbolometers are thermoelectric in nature,
which means that when the detector senses IR
energy, it reacts by changing resistance.
Changes in resistance are converted to electrical
signals to form a video image.
With help from various organisations including
DSTA, SPRING Singapore (Standards,
Productivity and Innovation Board) created a
technical reference that specifies the technical
and implementation requirements for thermalimager-based systems used for human
temperature screening. The important technical
parameters include uniformity, drift, minimum
detectable temperature difference (affected

The performance of the IFss is dependent on
the stability and accuracy of the TRS, since it
is used as a reference to which objects are
compared. Besides using a high performance
TRS, the external environment, namely the
ambient temperature and air flow, also has to
be stable. Trials were conducted to see if the
IFss was suitable for use in uncontrolled
ambient conditions, but the performance was
found to be inconsistent in such environments.

2.2.2 Human Physiology
Some knowledge of human physiology, in the
areas of body temperature regulation and the
characteristics of fever, is needed to understand
the considerations and limitations of using skin
temperature to detect fever.

Characteristics of body temperature
Core or internal body temperature is generally
considered to be the temperature of blood in
the heart and the brain. However, this is not
easily accessed, except with the insertion of
an invasive catheter. Therefore, other body
sites are used as proxies to assess human core
temperature. The of fset from the "core
temperature" increases from rectal, oral, ear,
axilliary (under armpit) to skin (in the head
and neck region) (American Society for Testing
and Materials, 2003).

by number of quantisation levels, uniformity,
and maximum drift between self-corrections),
distance effect, and accuracy and stability of
TRS. These key parameters will af fect the
performance of all thermal-imager -based
screening systems.

Other considerations
Besides emitting IR radiation, objects can also
reflect IR radiation. As such, ambient lighting
condition becomes an important consideration
when situating the IFss for reliable results.
Stray light and reflections, which may change

The relation between one's core temperature
and skin temperature varies from person to
person, and is dependent on skin blood
perfusion and environment conditions. In
addition, skin temperature cannot be
independently correlated with internal body
temperature. However, we have found through
our trials that areas in the face region,
namely, the temples, neck and a small patch
of skin between the eyes and nose, are the
closest to core temperature due to the
proximity of blood perfusion. These are the
areas focussed on when examining the IFss
images on the video display.

throughout the day (such as sunlight from a
nearby window), must thus be minimised when
operating the IFss.

The offset from core temperature is factored
into the design of the IFss as the threshold.

This will be discussed in detail in the following
section on statistics.
Another consideration af fecting core
temperature is the Circadian V ariation. The
core temperatures of human beings follow a
24-hour cycle, with the following points in
the cycle1:
- Zenith (highest, approx. 37.5 C) at 4-6pm
- Nadir (lowest, approx. 35.5 C) in the
early morning
However, someone with fever is probably
unaffected by this Circadian Variation, so the
performance of the IFss with the set threshold
should not be affected. The Circadian Variation,
does imply that the false alarm rate (percentage
of people who have no fever but are deemed
feverish) is probably lower in
the morning.
It should be noted that children tend to have
higher body temperatures than adults.
Therefore, the false alarm rate for children is
probably higher compared to adults.

Detection and regulation of
temperature
Human beings belong to a group of animals
called Homeotherms. Homeotherms regulate
and maintain a constant body temperature
using a variety of regulation mechanisms. There
exists a gradient between core and surface
temperature to minimise heat loss and permit
cooling. Radiation, conduction, convection and
evaporation (sweating) are the regulation
mechanisms used to exchange heat with the
environment (Figure 3). Of these mechanisms,
only the radiation of IR energy is used by the
IFss to detect fever.
The part of the brain that controls this
regulation is the hypothalamus. Its inputs are
the peripheral detectors such as cold and warm
thermoreceptors in the skin as well as the
central detectors like the hypothalamic sensor

Figure 2. Mechanisms of heat loss from the body
(Guyton, 2000)
and tissue receptors. The hypothalamus, a key
node of the temperature regulation feedback
loop (Figure 2), controls the regulation
mechanism using hormones (like thyroxine and
epinephrine) and via the nervous system
(through muscular activity, vasodilation and
vasoconstriction).
The thermoreceptors in the skin are more
sensitive to rapid change than steady change
so subjects should be acclimatised in a stable
environment before being screened (for
example, they should not be checked
immediately after they enter a cold room from
a hot environment). Otherwise, their skin
temperature may not be representative of the
actual core temperature.
For consistency, the IFss requires subjects to be
at or close to resting metabolic rate. The
performance of the IFss is affected if the subject
is subjected to activity that may af fect the
regulation of his body temperature, such as
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Figure 3. Temperature regulation feedback loop
(Pressley, 2000)

1 John Kattwinkel, M.D., Regulation of Body Temperature: http://hsc.virginia.edu/

med-ed/phs/pdf/RegulationofBodyTemperature.PDF
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Figure 2. Mechanisms of heat loss from the body
(Guyton, 2000)
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sweating and vasodilation. If the
subject is observed to be sweating,
he will be advised to step aside,
wipe down and rest for a couple
of minutes before being
screened again.

one for a healthy population (Figure 5). It is
also expected to have a lower variance
compared to that of the healthy population.

Characteristics of Fever
The use of skin temperature as a
proxy to the core temperature
may be inaccurate at certain stages of fever
and thus it is possible that some individuals
with fever may not be picked out by the IFss.
For body temperature regulation, the body
determines a temperature as its "set-point" at
any one time. Fever occurs when the
hypothalamus detects pyrogens and raises the
set point. As can be seen in Figure 4, fever
can be broken into different stages. The IFss
is designed to detect people at the plateau of
the fever (when his core temperature is high)
and not at the rising slope (immediately after
fever starts) or falling slope (after fever breaks).
When the fever begins, the body attempts to
raise its temperature and vasoconstriction
occurs to prevent heat loss through the skin.
The skin temperature will thus be cold and IR
radiation may not cross the set threshold.
Therefore individuals at this stage of fever will
not be picked out.

Figure 4. Time course of typical fever (Pressley, 2000)

2.2.3 Statistics (Threshold
setting)
Statistics have to be considered due to the
nature of human skin temperature. As

Figure 5. Effect of threshold setting
explained earlier in the human physiology
section, skin temperature cannot be
independently correlated with internal body
temperature. A statistical method must be
employed such that skin temperature is looked
at from a macro (populations) instead of a
microscopic (individuals) point of view . An
analogy can be drawn to human height versus
foot size. While we cannot independently
correlate an individual's foot size to his height,
the trend of a taller person having a larger
foot allows us to statistically examine the
relationship between height and foot size in
a population. Similarly, we can use statistics to
correlate skin temperatures with core
temperatures for a population.
The average skin temperature of the
population of normal healthy people is well
researched and documented. According to
medical research on human body
thermography, at resting metabolic rate and
with normal clothing in a room temperature
of 15 to 20 C, the skin temperature of an
individual from a healthy population is
between 32 C to 35 C. The probability
distribution function (PDF) of skin temperatures
for a population is expected to look like a
normal Gaussian distribution.
Even though there is an absence of similar
research and documentation on the skin
temperature distribution of a febrile
population, the skin temperature of a febrile
population is expected to also follow a normal
distribution, but with a higher mean than the

When a threshold is set, it cuts the upper tail
of the PDF curve for the healthy population
and lower tail of the curve for the febrile
population. For the healthy population, the
area under the curve to the left of the threshold
is the probability of true negative (no fever
classified as no fever). The area under the curve
to the right of the threshold is the probability
of false positive (no fever identified as having
fever), also known as the false alarm rate. For
the febrile population, the area under the
curve to the left of the threshold is the
probability of false negative (fever classified
as no fever) and the area under the curve to
the right of the threshold is the probability of
true positive (fever identified as having fever).
Proper threshold setting is thus very crucial to
the robustness of IFss operation. T oo low a
threshold setting will result in a lower
percentage of missed detections, but will also
mean more false alarms. Too high a threshold
will mean less false alarms, but will also increase
the percentage of missed detections.
In other words, if the priority is to make sure
that very few febrile people are missed, the
threshold must be set lower. This may be at
the expense of a higher false alarm rate. If the
priority is to minimise the number of people
pulled out to be checked with a conventional
clinical thermometer, the threshold must be
set higher. This, however, will mean that a
higher percentage of febrile people will
be missed.

populations, one population with the disease,
the other population without the disease, there
is rarely a perfect separation between the two
groups. ROC plots can be used to help select
optimum decision thresholds by finding the
best (lowest) combination of false negatives
and false positives.
However, this optimal threshold obtained may
not give an acceptable (low enough) false
negative fraction (proportion of febrile
population that will not be detected) if the
priority is to minimise false negatives.
Therefore, the initial approach to our trials is
to characterise the febrile population facial
skin temperature and use the data to find an
acceptable threshold with a low enough false
negative fraction.

2.3 Trials
A series of trials was conducted to verify the
IFss design, obtain a suitable threshold setting
and validate the performance of the IFss.

2.3.1 Prototype Trial
Using the IFss prototype, a trial was conducted
at the Accidents & Emergency Department of
Singapore General Hospital on 4 April 2003 to
calibrate the thermal imager, characterise the
skin temperatures for febrile population and
establish the acceptable initial threshold to
be used.
Very few cases of high fever patients (seven
cases) were presented for testing due to the
threat of infection. Given the small sample

This concept is similar to the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis developed
in signal processing and used in clinical
medicine to judge the ability of a test to
discriminate diseased cases from normal cases
(Zweig & Campbell, 1993; National Committee
for Clinical Laboratory Standards, 1995). Similar
to the problem of separating feverish people
from healthy people, when one considers the
results of a particular test for disease in two

size, the chi-squared distribution was used for
the population variance. The small population
of febrile patients was further narrowed down
to those with body core temperature of 38 C
and above. The corresponding skin
temperature characteristics were found:
Mean skin temperature, Tm/F = 36.16 C
Standard deviation,

m/F = 0.40 C
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the IFss was effective in screening and sieving
out passengers with elevated body core
temperature for the second temperature check
using conventional clinical thermometers. It
was also established that the threshold could
be set at 35.1 C. The IFss was declared
operational at Changi Airport on 11 April 2003.

febrile populations.
Using the IFss, a trial was conducted to obtain

KEY

data on the forehead skin temperatures of

Sensitivity
Specificity
+LR

As more time became available, more tests
were subsequently conducted to further
characterise and validate the skin temperature
distribution of both healthy and

healthy people. Thirty-six healthy adults, aged
18 to 45 years, were screened using the IFss.
Their thermographs were recorded and
analysed to determine their forehead skin
temperatures. The mean skin temperature was
found to be 32.85 C, with a standard deviation

-LR

Sensitivity
100.0
100.0
93.5
93.5
91.3
91.3
82.6
82.6
39.1
39.1
30.4
28.3
0.0

Specificity
0.0
83.9
83.9
87.1
87.1
90.3
90.3
93.5
93.5
96.8
96.8
100.0
100.0

healthy person having a skin temperature
below 34.75 C (2 above mean) is 97.5%. Since

2.3.2 Validation at Changi
Airport

population, this result gave us confidence that

The IFss prototype, with this initial threshold
setting of 35.1 C, was set up and tested at
Changi Airport on passengers of selected
flights. Nurses, using ear thermometers,
measured the body core temperatures of all
passengers screened. This was to confirm that
there was no miss and that those detected by
the IFss had indeed higher than normal
temperature. The results from the first flight
indicated that at the initial threshold setting
of 35.1 C, the workload of the second threshold
check and the number of false alarms appeared
to be high, up to 10%. The IFss threshold was
then varied in the range of 34.7 C to 35.75 C
so as to find the optimal setting.

Another test was conducted at Singapore's

the threshold setting of 35.1 C will have a low
false alarm rate.

Alexandra Hospital on patients with fever to
validate the effectiveness of the IFss with the

were non-febrile and 15 were febrile.
Thermographs from the IFss were recorded
and analysed. The maximum facial temperature
was used as the criterion value. The results
were analysed using the ROC methodology
and the results are shown in T able 1.

-LR

1.00
6.20
5.80
7.24
7.08
9.43
8.54
12.80
6.07
12.13
9.43
-

0.00
0.08
0.07
0.10
0.10
0.19
0.19
0.65
0.63
0.72
0.72
1.00

picking out febrile people with the trade-off
being an approximately 16% false alarm rate.
The final threshold setting of 35.0C was chosen.

3. OPERATION AND
DEPLOYMENT

The results showed that if the threshold was
set at 35.0 C, we could expect close to 100%
sensitivity and 83.9% specificity. In other words,
we would have a very high confidence of

threshold set at 35.1 C. Patients with body
temperatures above 38 C were scanned using
the IFss to determine if they would be picked
out using the threshold setting. The results
showed a 100% probability of true positive
for patients tested with body core temperatures
above 38 C. In other words, there was
confidence that the IFss was effective in picking
out patients with core temperatures
above 38 C.
Lastly, a trial was conducted at Singapore's Tan
Tock Seng Hospital (TTSH) using the IFss with
a total sample of 46 patients, out of which 31

+LR

Probability that a test result will be positive when the disease is present
Probability that a test result will be negative when the disease is not present
Positive likelihood ratio (ratio between the probability of a positive test
result given the presence of the disease and the probability of a positive
test result given the absence of the disease)
Negative likelihood ratio (ratio between the probability of a negative test
result given the presence of the disease and the probability of a negative
test result given the absence of the disease)

of 0.95 C. In other words, the probability of a

the sample was representative of a healthy

With more experience and proficiency gained
in operating the IFss, it was established that

Criterion
>=32.71
> 35.02
> 35.5
> 35.61
> 35.63
> 35.65
> 35.79
> 35.81
> 37.01
> 37.19
> 37.4
> 37.5
> 38.13

2.3.3 Further Trials

The probability of a febrile person (>38C body
core temperature) having skin temperature
above 35.36 C is 97.5%. To confidently sieve
out potential febrile persons with elevated
body core temperature of 38 C and above, the
threshold could be set at 35.36 C (2 ). To take
into account the quantisation levels of the
thermal imager and the TRS stability, the IFss
initial threshold was set at 35.1 C.

Table 1. Results of TTSH Test

Figure 6. Common setup of IFss

A typical setup of the
IFss, consisting of a
t h e r m a l i m a g e r,
thermal reference
source (TRS), central
processing unit (CPU)
and display monitors
is shown in Figure 6.
Modularity is a
feature of this setup.
The thermal imager,
TRS, and computer
can be upgraded
with minor changes
in the software. It
also facilitates
maintenance and
replacement.
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Relative temperature is represented on a colour
scale in the increasing order: black, blue, green,
yellow and red. Any object above the threshold
temperature set on the TRS will appear reddish.
Two screen captures from the IFss are shown
in Figure 8. The person on the top is cool (facial
region is bluish or greenish) while the person
on the bottom is considered feverish (patches
of red on the forehead).

Figure 7. IFss in operation

The placement of IFss is critical for its
effectiveness. The IFss should be installed in a
controlled environment with stable ambient
temperature. Where possible, the IFss should
not be set up facing glass panels or placed
directly under air-con outlets or near halogen
lamps.

Guideposts can be installed to regulate and
In operation (see Figure 7), a stream of people
control the flow of the people so that each
will walk a predetermined path past the TRS.
subject stays in the field of view for at least
One operator monitors the display while
two seconds. This will give the operator enough
another controls the flow of people. The
reaction time to determine whether a subject
thermal imager is pre-adjusted such that it
should be picked out. A controlled flow also
focuses on the face and neck regions as well
allows the operator to correlate the
as the TRS. Radiation
thermograph on the
energy captured by the
video display to the
thermal imager is
corresponding
continuously processed
individual.
by the CPU and
displayed on the IFss
As the IFss may be
display monitor. The
required to operate
operator in front of the
between 18 to 24 hours
display will need to
continuously, responsive
determine who needs
technical support, as well
to be picked out based
as logistics package
on the percentage and
including spares,
size of red patches on
preventive maintenance
their faces and necks.
and
corrective
Anyone identified is led
maintenance, will have
away by the other
to be devised to ensure
operator to have his
high equipment
temperature checked
serviceability and
using a conventional
availability.
clinical thermometer
(such
as an
oral thermometer).
Figure 8. IFss images

Adequate training of operators is important
for successful deployment of the IFss. Since the
video images are in real time and there is a
spread of possible scenarios (such as size and
intensity of red patches on the head regions)
the operators must be trained to confidently
distinguish between feverish cases and nonfeverish cases. They will need to make
judgement calls on borderline cases and that
will depend largely on the experience and
confidence of operators. Ideally, there should
be an automatic detection and alarm system
within the IFss. However, due to the variety of
factors that cannot be controlled (i.e. small
changes in environment, speed of movement,
human height) any alarm systems will probably
involve some uncertainty.
In the absence of an alarm system, operators
must work in shifts to reduce errors due to
fatigue or even boredom.

4. CONCLUSION
The IFss is designed to detect relative
temperature differences and should not be
regarded as an absolute temperature
measurement tool, but rather as a tool for fast
mass screening. It will be extremely dif ficult
to measure absolute temperatures without
strict control of the environment and long
dwell time on each individual. Integrating
these requirements would compromise the
ease of use and speed of screening.
In the development of the IFss, considerations
in statistics, physics and human physiology
were key inputs. Though human physiology
limits any system that uses skin temperature
to detect fever from having flawless
performance, the use of thermal-imager-based
systems is still the only ef fective solution for
fast and efficient fever screening.
As the threshold setting is statistically
determined, a very small percentage of false
alarms or missed detections may be inevitable.

The setting of the threshold is a trade-of f
between the false negative fraction and the
level of false alarm. During periods of high
SARS risk, very high confidence in picking out
febrile individuals is more important than a
low false alarm rate. Therefore, a threshold
setting of 35.0 C is chosen. Using this threshold,
the sensitivity is close to 100%, with a false
alarm rate of about 16%. This threshold
temperature may be adjusted up during low
risk periods to reduce the workload of IFss
operators by reducing the false alarm rate.
Future work in this area will develop on two
fronts. Firstly, the medical fraternity will need
to be involved to conduct more comprehensive
trials to characterise the distribution of human
skin temperatures under various scenarios.
Secondly, the scientific community will need
to develop or adapt thermal imagers that
are optimised for the human body
temperature range.
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Adequate training of operators is important
for successful deployment of the IFss. Since the
video images are in real time and there is a
spread of possible scenarios (such as size and
intensity of red patches on the head regions)
the operators must be trained to confidently
distinguish between feverish cases and nonfeverish cases. They will need to make
judgement calls on borderline cases and that
will depend largely on the experience and
confidence of operators. Ideally, there should
be an automatic detection and alarm system
within the IFss. However, due to the variety of
factors that cannot be controlled (i.e. small
changes in environment, speed of movement,
human height) any alarm systems will probably
involve some uncertainty.
In the absence of an alarm system, operators
must work in shifts to reduce errors due to
fatigue or even boredom.

4. CONCLUSION
The IFss is designed to detect relative
temperature differences and should not be
regarded as an absolute temperature
measurement tool, but rather as a tool for fast
mass screening. It will be extremely dif ficult
to measure absolute temperatures without
strict control of the environment and long
dwell time on each individual. Integrating
these requirements would compromise the
ease of use and speed of screening.
In the development of the IFss, considerations
in statistics, physics and human physiology
were key inputs. Though human physiology
limits any system that uses skin temperature
to detect fever from having flawless
performance, the use of thermal-imager-based
systems is still the only ef fective solution for
fast and efficient fever screening.
As the threshold setting is statistically
determined, a very small percentage of false
alarms or missed detections may be inevitable.

The setting of the threshold is a trade-of f
between the false negative fraction and the
level of false alarm. During periods of high
SARS risk, very high confidence in picking out
febrile individuals is more important than a
low false alarm rate. Therefore, a threshold
setting of 35.0 C is chosen. Using this threshold,
the sensitivity is close to 100%, with a false
alarm rate of about 16%. This threshold
temperature may be adjusted up during low
risk periods to reduce the workload of IFss
operators by reducing the false alarm rate.
Future work in this area will develop on two
fronts. Firstly, the medical fraternity will need
to be involved to conduct more comprehensive
trials to characterise the distribution of human
skin temperatures under various scenarios.
Secondly, the scientific community will need
to develop or adapt thermal imagers that
are optimised for the human body
temperature range.
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ABSTRACT
The increasing demand and reliance on unmanned air vehicles
(UAV) in warfighting and peacekeeping operations has doubled
the pace of UAV-related research and development in recent
years. Equipped with more capabilities, UAVs today are able
to play a greater role in critical missions. Achieving information
superiority, minimising collateral damage, fighting effectively
in urban areas against widely-dispersed forces, and striking
autonomously and precisely are areas where UA Vs will be
increasingly indispensable. Three major thrusts in UA V
development include the growth in size of strategic UAVs for
better endurance and payload, reduction in size of tactical
UAVs and the weaponisation of UAVs to offer lethal capability
in combat missions. This paper describes future UAV technology
trends and their evolution. The forecast of technology growth
will focus on datalink, sensor and information processing
capabilities. Interesting UAV developments will be covered
in Appendix A.
“We are entering an era in which unmanned vehicles of all
kinds will take on greater importance – in space, on land,
in the air and at sea.” - President George W Bush.
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1. FUTURE UNMANNED
BATTLEFIELD
The role of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
in modern warfare has evolved with each
successive conflict, from naval gunfire support
during the 1991 Gulf War to real time satellite
relay of video over Kosovo in 1999 to attacking
mobile Al Qaeda fighters in Afghanistan
in 2002/2003.
Afghanistan marked the formal debut of the
Hellfire-carrying Predator, giving warfighters
a sneak preview of what tomorrow’s dedicated
Unmanned Combat Air V ehicles (UCAVs)
promise to offer. Supporting US Special Forces
in search of Al Qaeda operatives, the Predator
was credited with the assassination of the
terrorists’ chief of military operations. More
recently, it was widely credited with the killing
of another senior Al Qaeda figure in Yemen.

evolve such that they can perform as well as,
if not better than, current manned systems in
order to gain the confidence of military
commanders. Today, continued advances in
unmanned systems technology are pushing
the envelope in terms of performance,
propelling UAVs into a greater variety of
missions and applications to be true
force multipliers.

2. EVOLUTION OF UAV
IN THE SAF
Our UAV or rather RPV (Remotely Piloted
Vehicle) history could be traced back to the
early 70s when we recognised the potential of
RPV to provide real-time aerial imagery
intelligence to the ground forces. We acquired

UAVs will track the paradigm shift towards a
network-centric warfare concept, seamlessly
integrating into all three key areas of defence
systems encompassing the sensor, shooter and
Command and Control (C2) network. UAVs will
allow the force commander to “see first,
understand first, act first and finish decisively”
by providing platforms for deploying sensors,
weapons, and communications architecture
(see Figure 1).

a few Mastiff RPVs in 1978 for the purpose of
operational and technical trials.
In 1985, when the Mastiff RPVs were retired,
we introduced the more advanced Scout RPV
systems. The Scout systems served the Singapore
Armed Forces (SAF) well and it continued to
develop the operational and maintenance
capabilities. In 1998, the SAF entered into the
"UAV era" when we decided to replace the
Scout with the Searcher system which was more
technologically advanced. The Searcher UAV,
a medium size UAV system, is 5m long and has

The Predators provide sustained sensor/shooter
presence, enabling commanders to have new
levels of recognition, tracking and interdiction
of target areas, once considered impossible.
Equipped with optical sensors with resolutions
good enough to read road signs from 4.5km
away, the Predator allows operators to identify
and distinguish human targets, to follow them
if they were motorised, and to destroy them
even if armoured.

a wingspan of 7.6m. It can operate

Armed forces worldwide are beginning to

cost of training. The simulator was the first of

explore the possibilities offered by unmanned

its kind for UAVs when it was operationalised

systems as both sensor and weapons platforms.
The promise of an autonomous, highly

autonomously up to 100km from its Ground
Control Station (GCS).
To ensure that our Republic of Singapore Air
Force (RSAF) pilots are proficient in operating
the UAVs, DSTA also conceived and
implemented the UAV training simulator. This
was an innovative way of training our pilots
within our limited air space and reducing the

Figure 1. Future Unmanned Battlefield

survivable and absolutely fearless UA V will
usher in a new paradigm in which the ultimate
consideration is no longer the value of pilots’
lives, but rather the mission and cost
effectiveness of UAVs.
Nations have to carefully study and redefine
the value of human operators – where and
how much to do away with humans, bearing
in mind the costs to the economy at large. At
the same time, unmanned systems have to

Operation Enduring Freedom saw the successful
integration of sensor, shooter and C2 data
streams using Link 16 and other datalink
technology, including the RQ-1 Predator UAV,
RC-135V/W Rivet Joint Signals Intelligence
(SIGINT) aircraft, U-2 high-altitude
reconnaissance aircraft, E-8 Joint Surveillance
Target Attack Radar System (Joint ST ARS)
aircraft, and the RQ-4A Global Hawk long
endurance UAV.

in 1998.
The SAF has since operated the Searcher till
now. Studies are now being carried out on a
High Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) UA V,
the next possible transformation.

3. UAV EVOLUTION
The furious drive towards UAV deployment in
every theatre of war has seen the debut of
many revolutionary concept UAVs including

the X-45 UCAV, the Neptune Maritime UA V
and the X-50 Canard Rotor Wing (CRW) (see
Appendix A for a summary of recent
breakthroughs in UA V developments).
Increasing demand for better performance and
higher reliability will escalate the development
and production cost of UA Vs. Whether the
platform is designed to be better than manned
rated aircraft or expendable depends on its
application, the payloads it carries, mission
pay-off and cost effectiveness.
The misconception that all classes of UAVs will
be low cost and expendable has severe
consequences downstream. Policy makers in
the US are beginning to re-examine their long
history of cancelled UA V developmental
programmes in the light of unrealistic
cost expectations.
The $268 million DarkStar concept
demonstration programme is an appropriate
example. Lockheed Martin abandoned the
stealthy HAE (High Altitude Endurance) UAV
due to the unrealistic, unattainable unit flyaway
price of US$10 million set by Defence Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Even the
successful non-stealthy HAE counterpart, the
Global Hawk, ended up with US$644 million
in developmental costs, and a whopping
US$73.7 million unit flyaway price (Leonard
and Drezner, 2002).
For strategic high-value UAVs to perform as
well as manned systems, US policy makers are
beginning to acknowledge that unmanned
system developmental programmes will have
similar complexity, and hence acquisition cost.
This shift towards realistic price expectations
can be seen in the X-45 Unmanned Combat
Air Vehicle (UCAV) Advanced T echnology
Demonstrator (ATD) which has cost US$655
million to date, with significant work on both
airframe and payload integration yet to
be done.
UAVs have traditionally been employed as
sensor platforms in intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance (ISR) missions, target
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pay-off and cost effectiveness.
The misconception that all classes of UAVs will
be low cost and expendable has severe
consequences downstream. Policy makers in
the US are beginning to re-examine their long
history of cancelled UA V developmental
programmes in the light of unrealistic
cost expectations.
The $268 million DarkStar concept
demonstration programme is an appropriate
example. Lockheed Martin abandoned the
stealthy HAE (High Altitude Endurance) UAV
due to the unrealistic, unattainable unit flyaway
price of US$10 million set by Defence Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Even the
successful non-stealthy HAE counterpart, the
Global Hawk, ended up with US$644 million
in developmental costs, and a whopping
US$73.7 million unit flyaway price (Leonard
and Drezner, 2002).
For strategic high-value UAVs to perform as
well as manned systems, US policy makers are
beginning to acknowledge that unmanned
system developmental programmes will have
similar complexity, and hence acquisition cost.
This shift towards realistic price expectations
can be seen in the X-45 Unmanned Combat
Air Vehicle (UCAV) Advanced T echnology
Demonstrator (ATD) which has cost US$655
million to date, with significant work on both
airframe and payload integration yet to
be done.
UAVs have traditionally been employed as
sensor platforms in intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance (ISR) missions, target
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acquisition, battle damage assessment, SIGINT,
COMINT (Communications Intelligence) and
ELINT (Electronics Intelligence). The advent of
light airborne precision weapons, autonomous
target acquisition and recognition technologies
will push UAVs towards becoming armed and
lethal unmanned platforms. UA Vs with the
ability to pick out targets and attack
autonomously with persistent presence over
areas of interest will come of age in the near
future and commanders are beginning to see
them as indispensable weapons of war .
The continued development of strategic and
tactical UAVs follows the line of employing
UAVs as multi-role multi-mission platforms.
UAVs will see progressive developments
towards both extreme ends of the size
spectrum. Strategic UAVs will see continuous
growth in size for better endurance, reliability
and payload capacity, while the mini- and
micro- UAVs will grow smaller , lighter and
more expendable. The tactical, close range
platforms will become more versatile, with
multi-mission, multi-role capability. Figure 2
shows payload versus air vehicle costs for
various UAV classes, underlining the possibilities
for present and future applications.

Control System) and Joint Surveillance Target
Attack Radar System (STARS) currently provide
long range, all weather , wide area
comprehensive surveillance. However, they are
handicapped by the penalties associated with
human physiology, resulting in limited
endurance and lowered payload capacity .
Strategic UAVs, designed from the ground up,
will be able to remain airborne for days or
weeks at a go, providing a truly “unblinking”
eye in the sky. These include Medium Altitude
Endurance (MAE), High Altitude Long
Endurance (HALE) UAVs as well as lighter than
air aerostat vehicles and balloons.
Near-term developments are focused on the
RQ-4A Global Hawk, which is seen as a
replacement for the U-2 spy plane. Northrop
Grumman intends to evaluate new payloads
on its “White T ail” advanced technology
demonstrator, such as hyperspectral imagery
sensors, electronically scanned array radars,
and SIGINT packages. Featuring a larger wing
and extended fuselage, this larger version is
able to accommodate larger payloads and
provide more onboard electrical power to
operate them.
In the 2015 timeframe, DARPA expects to field
the diamond-shaped SensorCraft as the
strategic UAV replacement for the Global
Hawk. The SensorCraft will employ lightweight
composites, swept-wing laminar flow and
aeroelastic wings to reduce Maximum T akeOff Weight (MTOW ) by about 25%, allowing
greater endurance – some predict up to 60
hours. Bristling with structurally integrated
sensors, the SensorCraft will play a critical role

Figure 2. Payload vs AV Cost

A. Strategic UAV

in supporting attacks against difficult targets
such as stealthy cruise missiles and mobile
missile launchers. Possible payloads include
electro-optics/infrared sensors, air and ground
moving target indicators (AGMTI), synthetic

Strategic UAVs will grow in size for greater
payload capacity, reliability and endurance.
High altitude airborne surveillance and
communications assets such as the E-2C

aperture radars (SAR), as well as SIGINT, early

Hawkeye AWACS (Airborne W arning and

multi-static operations.

warning (EW), and hyper-spectral imagery (HIS)

B. Tactical UAV
Tactical UAVs (TUAVs) will evolve towards
multi-role multi-mission platforms. As UA V
technology matures, we see that UAVs become
increasingly cost effective as they adopt more
missions per platform MTOW – they either have
to grow smaller, or be able to satisfy a greater
number of missions and roles. Besides current
applications in Reconnaissance, Surveillance
and Target Acquisition (RSTA), the tactical UAV
mission set could be expanded to include target
designation, strike, chem-bio detection, mine
countermeasures, Theater Air Missile Defense,
electronic warfare and information warfare.
The near-term solution to the US Army’ s
requirement for TUAVs includes the RQ-7A
Shadow 200 expected to be fielded this year
at the brigade level. However, the US Army’s
Future Combat Systems (FCS) programme
envisions a family of UA Vs to serve at every
echelon – not unlike the Fox A T programme
championed by the European Aeronautic
Defence and Space Company (EADS). Payloads
with functional and/or architectural
commonality would be deployed on disparate
TUAVs to reduce payload developmental costs
and allow cost savings from economies of scale.
Boeing’s proposal for the FCS programme spans
the size spectrum of TUA Vs (Tactical UAVs),
including man-packable Micro Air V ehicles
(MAVs), organic VTOL (Vertical Take-Off and
Landing) UAVs carrying 4.5 kg payloads for
one hour, tube-launched UAVs with endurance
of six to eight hours at 1,000 ft, and a Shadowlike TUAV flying at 15,000 ft.

C. Micro UAV

Australia’s Defence Science and T echnology
Organisation (DSTO) successfully test flew a
micro robotic aircraft. The 1kg aircraft carried
an electronic ocelli, an optical payload designed
to mimic dragonfly vision, weighing a mere
5g. The ocelli demonstrated robustness to
adverse conditions such as low sun, patchy
cloud and low light levels, allowing its use as
an altitude controller for MAVs.
Flapping wing designs mimicking the flight
pattern of nature’s creations have attracted
funding in the US of more than US$50 million.
Research foci include flapping wing airframes,
microscopic jet engines and moleculesize avionics.
Despite the relative immaturity of flapping
wing designs compared to their fixed wing
counterparts, they are able to address real
operational needs such as high maneuverability
and better aerodynamic performance. Some
examples of flapping wing designs include
Georgia Tech’s Entomopter, CalTech’s Micro
Bat, and Berkeley’ s Micro-mechanical
Flying Insect.

D. Vertical Take-Off Landing
UAV

Micro UAV (MAVs) have significant military
and law enforcement utilities because they are
less detectable, cheap to produce, truly
expendable and can be organic to smaller units
such as special task forces, groups and
companies, providing over-the-hill and urban
area reconnaissance at reduced signature
without risk to the personnel.

Experience with Vertical Take-Off Landing
(VTOL) UAVs has been rather dismal over the
last 10-15 years. Technology challenges and
cost overruns led to repeated cancellation of
developmental programmes. The past
“casualty” include EADS’ Seamos and
Bombardier’s CL-327.

MAVs take the other path towards cost
effectiveness – growing smaller and smaller .

Despite the performance penalties suffered by
the VTOL aircraft, there remains a market for

packages, providing 360 multi-phenomena
collection with the possibility of mono-, bi- or

Advances in payload miniaturisation continue
relentlessly with integrated MicroElectromechanical Systems (MEMS) reducing
payload sizes to that of the average silicon
chip. While the performance of such sensors
may not be as impressive as their larger
counterparts, their small size, weight and
power requirements make for deployment on
increasingly smaller vehicles allowing
close-up surveillance.
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acquisition, battle damage assessment, SIGINT,
COMINT (Communications Intelligence) and
ELINT (Electronics Intelligence). The advent of
light airborne precision weapons, autonomous
target acquisition and recognition technologies
will push UAVs towards becoming armed and
lethal unmanned platforms. UA Vs with the
ability to pick out targets and attack
autonomously with persistent presence over
areas of interest will come of age in the near
future and commanders are beginning to see
them as indispensable weapons of war .
The continued development of strategic and
tactical UAVs follows the line of employing
UAVs as multi-role multi-mission platforms.
UAVs will see progressive developments
towards both extreme ends of the size
spectrum. Strategic UAVs will see continuous
growth in size for better endurance, reliability
and payload capacity, while the mini- and
micro- UAVs will grow smaller , lighter and
more expendable. The tactical, close range
platforms will become more versatile, with
multi-mission, multi-role capability. Figure 2
shows payload versus air vehicle costs for
various UAV classes, underlining the possibilities
for present and future applications.

Control System) and Joint Surveillance Target
Attack Radar System (STARS) currently provide
long range, all weather , wide area
comprehensive surveillance. However, they are
handicapped by the penalties associated with
human physiology, resulting in limited
endurance and lowered payload capacity .
Strategic UAVs, designed from the ground up,
will be able to remain airborne for days or
weeks at a go, providing a truly “unblinking”
eye in the sky. These include Medium Altitude
Endurance (MAE), High Altitude Long
Endurance (HALE) UAVs as well as lighter than
air aerostat vehicles and balloons.
Near-term developments are focused on the
RQ-4A Global Hawk, which is seen as a
replacement for the U-2 spy plane. Northrop
Grumman intends to evaluate new payloads
on its “White T ail” advanced technology
demonstrator, such as hyperspectral imagery
sensors, electronically scanned array radars,
and SIGINT packages. Featuring a larger wing
and extended fuselage, this larger version is
able to accommodate larger payloads and
provide more onboard electrical power to
operate them.
In the 2015 timeframe, DARPA expects to field
the diamond-shaped SensorCraft as the
strategic UAV replacement for the Global
Hawk. The SensorCraft will employ lightweight
composites, swept-wing laminar flow and
aeroelastic wings to reduce Maximum T akeOff Weight (MTOW ) by about 25%, allowing
greater endurance – some predict up to 60
hours. Bristling with structurally integrated
sensors, the SensorCraft will play a critical role

Figure 2. Payload vs AV Cost
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(VTOL) UAVs has been rather dismal over the
last 10-15 years. Technology challenges and
cost overruns led to repeated cancellation of
developmental programmes. The past
“casualty” include EADS’ Seamos and
Bombardier’s CL-327.

MAVs take the other path towards cost
effectiveness – growing smaller and smaller .

Despite the performance penalties suffered by
the VTOL aircraft, there remains a market for

packages, providing 360 multi-phenomena
collection with the possibility of mono-, bi- or

Advances in payload miniaturisation continue
relentlessly with integrated MicroElectromechanical Systems (MEMS) reducing
payload sizes to that of the average silicon
chip. While the performance of such sensors
may not be as impressive as their larger
counterparts, their small size, weight and
power requirements make for deployment on
increasingly smaller vehicles allowing
close-up surveillance.
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such UAVs especially for operations where
space is limited – such as surface vessels and
urban warfare. Further technological advances
in areas such as shrouded rotors, composite
manufacturing processes and canard rotor
wings will usher in smaller, more capable VTOL
UAVs ensuring their continued relevance in
the future battlefield.
VTOL UAVs provide a small, highly
maneuverable platform to conduct overhead
surveillance, remote sensing, communications
relay and ultimately “fly-on-the-wall”
surveillance. The low cost, unmanned VTOL
craft is particularly attractive for ISR applications
as opposed to the manned option. They have
small footprints and lower signatures. They
also save costs associated with piloted craft,
eliminate casualties and are easily portable to
the area of operations.
Shrouded rotor concepts as employed by ST
Aerospace’s Mini-Tailsitter or FanTail and Allied
Aerospace’s iSTAR provide more thrust than
the open blade design of conventional
helicopters. Besides improving system safety,
the shrouded rotor allows diameter reduction
of VTOL rotors and hence platform sizes
without compromising on performance.
Revolutionary manufacturing processes allow
the low cost production of complex rotors
which represent a quantum leap in VTOL
performance. Instead of the present
lightweight flexible rotors that are connected
to the rotor hub through articulated joints,
the A160 Hummingbird has carbon-fibre
composite rotor blades which are tapered and
possess variable cross sections from the blade
root to tip. The stiffness varies from the root
to tip allowing a rigid and hingeless system,
which features a larger diameter and lower
disk loading, compared to a conventional
helicopter rotor system with the same lift
c a p a c i t y. T h e r o t o r b l a d e s a r e
electromechanically actuated and can operate
from 140 to 350 rpm. With low disk loading
and rotor tip speeds, the variable speed rotor
system is able to give efficient low power loiter.

capability with the advantages of fixed wing
aircraft to give the best of both worlds. The
developmental CRW is a stoppable rotor design
which allows both VTOL capability and efficient
high speed cruise.

E. Unmanned Combat Air
Vehicles

towards the intended goal of ground-up design
high risk missions such as Suppression of Enemy
Air Defenses (SEAD), a stealthy, high speed,
high-g capable UCA V equipped with next
generation weapon systems is seen as a costeffective alternative to manned systems. France
and the US has targeted to achieve this in the
2012-2020 timeframe.

manned systems to take up the role of shooter

F. Key Elements in Networkcentric Warfare

platforms due to their perceived value-add in
making real-time decisions and in-flight mission
reconfigurations. However, two main factors
have prompted a shift in this conception,
towards the employment of UAVs as attacking
platforms: the limits of pilot physiology, and
the need for reduced sensor-to-shooter times.
The Unmanned Combat Air Vehicles (UCAV) is
unfettered by a pilot’s physiological constraints.
Unlike manned fighters, the UCA V can go
beyond the 10g regime, has no need for
controlled environment (temperature, pressure
and oxygen), is truly fearless, is able to handle
multiple sources of information and address

The concept of network-centric warfare
embodies a paradigm shift from the traditional
way users get information through a
centralised collection agency to users getting
information directly, near real time, from the
sensors in a network-centric manner .
The key tenets of the network-centric warfare
concept which guarantee the widespread
deployment of a variety of UAVs include data
fusion and management of layered sensors for
successful exploitation of knowledge and
engagement of threats before closure using
unmanned systems.

them through real-time multi-tasking.
Also, experiences in Kosovo have prompted a
re-examination of the Observation, Orientation,
Decision and Action (OODA) loop in order to
reduce the latency between sensor and shooter.
During this campaign, targets of opportunity
spotted by the Predator UA V eluded
destruction due to the time it took for attack
aircraft deployed from Italy to engage
these targets.
In order to shorten the sensor-to-shooter cycle,
efforts were made to adapt the Predator UAV
to launch Hellfire missiles, with the first missile
launch successfully conducted in February 2001
destroying a stationary Army tank. The AGM114 Hellfire armed Predators have subsequently
Freedom, providing a critically needed interim
solution for engaging time critical targets.

interfaces, development costs for new
capabilities will be significantly reduced.

of the ultimate UCAV. Optimised to undertake

The military establishment has always conceived
the UAV as a sensor platform, leaving the

been field-proven in Operation Enduring
Revolutionary concepts such as the X-50 Canard
Rotor/Wing (CRW) Dragonfly combine VTOL

However, this temporary fix is but one step

In this framework, besides being sensor and
shooter platforms, UAVs will also serve as
airborne communications nodes, providing
mobile network coverage for manoeuvring
forces, not unlike a satellite. This relieves
manned systems for greater value-added
missions whilst providing a cost-effective means
of maintaining reliable communications.
However, military planners have acknowledged
that it would be a nightmare to manage
bandwidth and the sharing of information
between the sensor, shooter, knowledge and
command grids, especially with intensive
imagery and video applications.
Besides being platforms for distributed network
architecture, unmanned systems will drive the
interface standardisation of components such
as payloads, datalinks and control stations
towards a “plug-and-play” concept, enabling
users to customise their UAV system according
to the specific missions or needs. With standard

4. VALUING UAVS
Advances in microfabrication technology will
allow us to place a billion transistors on a single
silicon chip in the 2010 timeframe, 20 times
more than what current technology allows.
Smaller transistors also mean faster processing
speeds, resulting in an exponentially increasing
trend for processing power. In this timeframe,
defence scientists hope to use the available
processing power to replace the pilot with its
silicon equivalent – no less than a pilot-ona-chip.
While one school of thought aims to effectively
interface and integrate the pilot’ s thought
processes with his machine, UAV proponents
seek to develop a silicon-based pilot which can
take inputs from sensors, make decisions based
on that input, and engage the enemy with the
appropriate effects – without the inherent
reaction time delays associated with the
human pilot.
The outdated mental model of an unmanned
platform being an expendable camera with
wings must be refreshed. The preferred model
would be that of a pilot-on-a-chip able to
perform at least as well as, if not better than
current manned systems in a variety of missions.
The following summarises the four advantages
that UAVs have over their manned
counterparts.
1) Not Limited by Human Physiology
Not bound by the constraints of human
physiology, machines have greater endurance,
will withstand more severe ambient conditions,
can simultaneously perform a greater number
of functions more accurately, and will dive into
targets without hesitation.
2)
Casualty Minimisation
UAVs will help shoulder some of the demands
placed on manned systems, especially in
missions where the risk-reward analysis favours
the employment of unmanned platforms to
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such UAVs especially for operations where
space is limited – such as surface vessels and
urban warfare. Further technological advances
in areas such as shrouded rotors, composite
manufacturing processes and canard rotor
wings will usher in smaller, more capable VTOL
UAVs ensuring their continued relevance in
the future battlefield.
VTOL UAVs provide a small, highly
maneuverable platform to conduct overhead
surveillance, remote sensing, communications
relay and ultimately “fly-on-the-wall”
surveillance. The low cost, unmanned VTOL
craft is particularly attractive for ISR applications
as opposed to the manned option. They have
small footprints and lower signatures. They
also save costs associated with piloted craft,
eliminate casualties and are easily portable to
the area of operations.
Shrouded rotor concepts as employed by ST
Aerospace’s Mini-Tailsitter or FanTail and Allied
Aerospace’s iSTAR provide more thrust than
the open blade design of conventional
helicopters. Besides improving system safety,
the shrouded rotor allows diameter reduction
of VTOL rotors and hence platform sizes
without compromising on performance.
Revolutionary manufacturing processes allow
the low cost production of complex rotors
which represent a quantum leap in VTOL
performance. Instead of the present
lightweight flexible rotors that are connected
to the rotor hub through articulated joints,
the A160 Hummingbird has carbon-fibre
composite rotor blades which are tapered and
possess variable cross sections from the blade
root to tip. The stiffness varies from the root
to tip allowing a rigid and hingeless system,
which features a larger diameter and lower
disk loading, compared to a conventional
helicopter rotor system with the same lift
c a p a c i t y. T h e r o t o r b l a d e s a r e
electromechanically actuated and can operate
from 140 to 350 rpm. With low disk loading
and rotor tip speeds, the variable speed rotor
system is able to give efficient low power loiter.

capability with the advantages of fixed wing
aircraft to give the best of both worlds. The
developmental CRW is a stoppable rotor design
which allows both VTOL capability and efficient
high speed cruise.

E. Unmanned Combat Air
Vehicles

towards the intended goal of ground-up design
high risk missions such as Suppression of Enemy
Air Defenses (SEAD), a stealthy, high speed,
high-g capable UCA V equipped with next
generation weapon systems is seen as a costeffective alternative to manned systems. France
and the US has targeted to achieve this in the
2012-2020 timeframe.

manned systems to take up the role of shooter

F. Key Elements in Networkcentric Warfare

platforms due to their perceived value-add in
making real-time decisions and in-flight mission
reconfigurations. However, two main factors
have prompted a shift in this conception,
towards the employment of UAVs as attacking
platforms: the limits of pilot physiology, and
the need for reduced sensor-to-shooter times.
The Unmanned Combat Air Vehicles (UCAV) is
unfettered by a pilot’s physiological constraints.
Unlike manned fighters, the UCA V can go
beyond the 10g regime, has no need for
controlled environment (temperature, pressure
and oxygen), is truly fearless, is able to handle
multiple sources of information and address

The concept of network-centric warfare
embodies a paradigm shift from the traditional
way users get information through a
centralised collection agency to users getting
information directly, near real time, from the
sensors in a network-centric manner .
The key tenets of the network-centric warfare
concept which guarantee the widespread
deployment of a variety of UAVs include data
fusion and management of layered sensors for
successful exploitation of knowledge and
engagement of threats before closure using
unmanned systems.

them through real-time multi-tasking.
Also, experiences in Kosovo have prompted a
re-examination of the Observation, Orientation,
Decision and Action (OODA) loop in order to
reduce the latency between sensor and shooter.
During this campaign, targets of opportunity
spotted by the Predator UA V eluded
destruction due to the time it took for attack
aircraft deployed from Italy to engage
these targets.
In order to shorten the sensor-to-shooter cycle,
efforts were made to adapt the Predator UAV
to launch Hellfire missiles, with the first missile
launch successfully conducted in February 2001
destroying a stationary Army tank. The AGM114 Hellfire armed Predators have subsequently
Freedom, providing a critically needed interim
solution for engaging time critical targets.

interfaces, development costs for new
capabilities will be significantly reduced.

of the ultimate UCAV. Optimised to undertake

The military establishment has always conceived
the UAV as a sensor platform, leaving the

been field-proven in Operation Enduring
Revolutionary concepts such as the X-50 Canard
Rotor/Wing (CRW) Dragonfly combine VTOL

However, this temporary fix is but one step

In this framework, besides being sensor and
shooter platforms, UAVs will also serve as
airborne communications nodes, providing
mobile network coverage for manoeuvring
forces, not unlike a satellite. This relieves
manned systems for greater value-added
missions whilst providing a cost-effective means
of maintaining reliable communications.
However, military planners have acknowledged
that it would be a nightmare to manage
bandwidth and the sharing of information
between the sensor, shooter, knowledge and
command grids, especially with intensive
imagery and video applications.
Besides being platforms for distributed network
architecture, unmanned systems will drive the
interface standardisation of components such
as payloads, datalinks and control stations
towards a “plug-and-play” concept, enabling
users to customise their UAV system according
to the specific missions or needs. With standard

4. VALUING UAVS
Advances in microfabrication technology will
allow us to place a billion transistors on a single
silicon chip in the 2010 timeframe, 20 times
more than what current technology allows.
Smaller transistors also mean faster processing
speeds, resulting in an exponentially increasing
trend for processing power. In this timeframe,
defence scientists hope to use the available
processing power to replace the pilot with its
silicon equivalent – no less than a pilot-ona-chip.
While one school of thought aims to effectively
interface and integrate the pilot’ s thought
processes with his machine, UAV proponents
seek to develop a silicon-based pilot which can
take inputs from sensors, make decisions based
on that input, and engage the enemy with the
appropriate effects – without the inherent
reaction time delays associated with the
human pilot.
The outdated mental model of an unmanned
platform being an expendable camera with
wings must be refreshed. The preferred model
would be that of a pilot-on-a-chip able to
perform at least as well as, if not better than
current manned systems in a variety of missions.
The following summarises the four advantages
that UAVs have over their manned
counterparts.
1) Not Limited by Human Physiology
Not bound by the constraints of human
physiology, machines have greater endurance,
will withstand more severe ambient conditions,
can simultaneously perform a greater number
of functions more accurately, and will dive into
targets without hesitation.
2)
Casualty Minimisation
UAVs will help shoulder some of the demands
placed on manned systems, especially in
missions where the risk-reward analysis favours
the employment of unmanned platforms to
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minimise casualties. This is essential for
maintaining public support at home
and abroad.
Costs
3)
Lower T raining
UAV operators will train almost solely in high
fidelity simulators, and their UAVs maintained
in storage for long periods of time. Limiting
the UAV flying time lessens Operations and
Support (O&S) costs associated with peacetime
training such as fuel, spare parts and
maintenance, whilst reducing accident rates
in peacetime training.
4) Reduced Manpower Requir ements
The USAF currently maintains a pilot to aircraft
ratio of about 1.3 to 1, whereas a single UAV
operator may be able to control multiple highly
autonomous UAVs. Reducing manpower
required to perform the same mission boosts
manpower allocation efficiency, and is especially
relevant to countries facing manpower
shortages due to falling birth rates.

5. TECHNOLOGY DRIVERS
Technological advances are bringing new
capabilities and functionalities to UAVs, to the
point where they can be feasible, cost-effective
alternatives to their manned counterparts in
an ever-increasing number of mission sets.
UAVs are now at the crossroads where growing
technological capabilities are beginning to
meet operational requirements.
The prime technology drivers for UAVs can be
broadly categorised into the
following groups: autonomy,
communications, sensors,
weapons systems, survivability
and reliability, propulsion and
ground control station.

that could accomplish entire missions without
man-in-the-loop (MITL) intervention if
necessary. Figure 3 below shows the progress
of processing on a log scale, in terms of million
instructions per second (MIPS). By 2010, the
sheer amount of brute computing power
available will render human operators obsolete
in an increasing number of tasks and missions.
Key foci for the development of autonomous
technologies will include fault-tolerant flight
control systems (FCS), in-flight mission
management, cooperative engagement,
distributed data fusion and automatic target
recognition/engagement.
Fault-tolerant FCS under development can
utilise alternative combinations of remaining
control surfaces, when a primary control
effector fails, to maintain flight stability, such
as that demonstrated during the X-36
programme (Bookstaber, 1998).
In-flight mission management refers to the
ability to reconfigure flight path and navigation
controls combined with onboard capability to
react to changing mission needs. The X-45 is
expected to achieve “adaptive autonomy” by
late 2003 - equipped with sensors to visualise
its environment in terms of threat and other
dynamically changing information, with
onboard decision-making logic to manage its
missions on-the-fly (Cook, 2002a).
The UCAV will be capable of swarm
engagements leveraging artificial intelligence

future RF systems. A ground-based lasercom

On the Decentralised Data Fusion (DDF) front,
BAE Systems Australia has embarked on an
Autonomous Navigation and Sensing
Experiment Research (ANSER) programme to
demonstrate the ability to fuse data from a
variety of sensors, both on- and of f-board,
without a central processing facility (Bostock,
2002). This will give UAVs situational awareness
without having to transmit bandwidthconsuming video imagery back to a central
processing facility.

of data transmission.

Taken to the next level, this battle awareness
will allow next generation UCA Vs to
automatically recognise targets and engage
them with the appropriate munitions. They
will demonstrate consistent positive
identification of legitimate targets and
rejection of illegitimate targets – the degree
of accurate identification impacting the ManIn-The-Loop (MITL) requirement and
consequently the Orbat (Order of Battle)
needed to man such a system.

B. Datalink and Communication
High data rate, wideband, Low Probability of
Interception (LPI), secure, all-weather datalinks are needed for responsive C3 battle
management. UAVs must be networked with
other manned aircraft, UCAVs, offboard sensors
and ground stations for overall battle
management, in order to develop a single
integrated air picture.

A. Autonomy
Exponentially increasing
signal processing speeds will
enable greater levels of
autonomy resulting
ultimately in hands-free UAVs

and robust, Terabytes per second - capable
datalinks to develop a decentralised, multiple
UAV tactical picture compilation of threats
and targets before modifying in-flight tasking
to cope with the altered tactical situation. The
X-45 programme aims to demonstrate a
“coordinated adaptive autonomous” flight
involving two vehicles by 2005 (Cook, 2002a).
Amongst other things, swarmed UCA Vs can
re-task each other, minimise target search time
by cooperative searching, and engage targets
and threats detected by other UCA Vs.

Figure 3.

Optical systems based on lasers can potentially
offer data rates two to three orders of
magnitude greater than those of the best

system was demonstrated in 1996 to have a
data rate of 1.1 Tbps over a 140km range, with
airborne and space borne Tbps lasercom
systems expected to go operational in the 2020
- 2025 timeframe (Of fice of Secretary of
Defence, 2001). Airborne lasercom systems
with small apertures (7cm to 13 cm) using low
power semiconductor lasers have a significantly
lower probability of detection, weigh 30 to 50
percent that of comparable RF systems and
consume less power, whilst offering Tbps rates

Besides increasing available transmission rates,
ongoing research into connectivity concepts
such as the Small Unit Operations Situational
Awareness (SUO SAS) programme will drive
efficient bandwidth management using a “LAN
within LANs” concept (Pengelly, 2002). Dynamic
datalink sizing and nodal management will
allow users to maintain low, medium or high
data rate connections with a continuously
moving and changing host of nodes depending
on proximity and community of interest.

C. Weapons Systems for UAV
Advanced Seekers. Internal carriage and
aircraft survivability have driven the next
generation of missile seekers towards a fireand-forget capability, away from those
requiring human guidance and intervention.
These new weapons will likely rely on low-cost
imaging infrared or millimetre-wave seekers
that have become available. The degree of
autonomy built into these weapons will impact
the degree of human involvement required,
directly relates to how many targets can be
engaged in a given period of time, and
translates to weaponised UA V and UCA V
lethality and mission ef fectiveness.
Smaller Munitions. For weaponised UAV and
UCAVs to achieve their initial cost and stealth
advantages by being smaller than their manned
counterparts, they will need smaller munitions
that are more powerful and more precise. One
advanced warhead uses plasma energy to effect
destruction via a focused planar wave with
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minimise casualties. This is essential for
maintaining public support at home
and abroad.
Costs
3)
Lower T raining
UAV operators will train almost solely in high
fidelity simulators, and their UAVs maintained
in storage for long periods of time. Limiting
the UAV flying time lessens Operations and
Support (O&S) costs associated with peacetime
training such as fuel, spare parts and
maintenance, whilst reducing accident rates
in peacetime training.
4) Reduced Manpower Requir ements
The USAF currently maintains a pilot to aircraft
ratio of about 1.3 to 1, whereas a single UAV
operator may be able to control multiple highly
autonomous UAVs. Reducing manpower
required to perform the same mission boosts
manpower allocation efficiency, and is especially
relevant to countries facing manpower
shortages due to falling birth rates.

5. TECHNOLOGY DRIVERS
Technological advances are bringing new
capabilities and functionalities to UAVs, to the
point where they can be feasible, cost-effective
alternatives to their manned counterparts in
an ever-increasing number of mission sets.
UAVs are now at the crossroads where growing
technological capabilities are beginning to
meet operational requirements.
The prime technology drivers for UAVs can be
broadly categorised into the
following groups: autonomy,
communications, sensors,
weapons systems, survivability
and reliability, propulsion and
ground control station.

that could accomplish entire missions without
man-in-the-loop (MITL) intervention if
necessary. Figure 3 below shows the progress
of processing on a log scale, in terms of million
instructions per second (MIPS). By 2010, the
sheer amount of brute computing power
available will render human operators obsolete
in an increasing number of tasks and missions.
Key foci for the development of autonomous
technologies will include fault-tolerant flight
control systems (FCS), in-flight mission
management, cooperative engagement,
distributed data fusion and automatic target
recognition/engagement.
Fault-tolerant FCS under development can
utilise alternative combinations of remaining
control surfaces, when a primary control
effector fails, to maintain flight stability, such
as that demonstrated during the X-36
programme (Bookstaber, 1998).
In-flight mission management refers to the
ability to reconfigure flight path and navigation
controls combined with onboard capability to
react to changing mission needs. The X-45 is
expected to achieve “adaptive autonomy” by
late 2003 - equipped with sensors to visualise
its environment in terms of threat and other
dynamically changing information, with
onboard decision-making logic to manage its
missions on-the-fly (Cook, 2002a).
The UCAV will be capable of swarm
engagements leveraging artificial intelligence

future RF systems. A ground-based lasercom

On the Decentralised Data Fusion (DDF) front,
BAE Systems Australia has embarked on an
Autonomous Navigation and Sensing
Experiment Research (ANSER) programme to
demonstrate the ability to fuse data from a
variety of sensors, both on- and of f-board,
without a central processing facility (Bostock,
2002). This will give UAVs situational awareness
without having to transmit bandwidthconsuming video imagery back to a central
processing facility.

of data transmission.

Taken to the next level, this battle awareness
will allow next generation UCA Vs to
automatically recognise targets and engage
them with the appropriate munitions. They
will demonstrate consistent positive
identification of legitimate targets and
rejection of illegitimate targets – the degree
of accurate identification impacting the ManIn-The-Loop (MITL) requirement and
consequently the Orbat (Order of Battle)
needed to man such a system.

B. Datalink and Communication
High data rate, wideband, Low Probability of
Interception (LPI), secure, all-weather datalinks are needed for responsive C3 battle
management. UAVs must be networked with
other manned aircraft, UCAVs, offboard sensors
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advantages by being smaller than their manned
counterparts, they will need smaller munitions
that are more powerful and more precise. One
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detonation pressure many times greater than
that achieved with conventional explosives.
Thus, even with a small quantity of plasma
warhead, the focused planar energy will be
able to “cut” through metal structures such as
radar antennae with ease.
Another interesting munition is the Small
Diameter Bomb (SDB) – a 114kg weapon with
the destructive power of a 907kg conventional
bomb, able to penetrate 1.5m of concrete to
destroy buried command posts and hardened
shelters. A highly intelligent, jet-powered,
medium range, loitering version with 3m CEP
is expected to be available by 2012
(Cook, 2002b).
Directed Energy Weapons (DEW). Within a
decade, weaponised UA V and UCA Vs are
expected to deploy DEWs such as high powered
microwave (HPM) weapons systems (Koch and
Cook, 2002). The HPM weapon system emits a
transient, high-powered energy spike which
shorts closely spaced transistor lines, destroying
microfabricated sensors and processors. It is
aimed at disabling platforms, transmitters in
C3 centres, enemy radars and weapons with
electronic sensors. Unmanned platforms are
therefore most suited for deploying such
weapons, where the possibility of self-inflicted
damage from induced skin currents and
electromagnetic interference (EMI) is far
from trivial.

and dual band systems. The US Navy’s Littoral
Airborne Sensor/Hyperspectral (LASH) allows
airborne imaging and detection of buried and
underwater objects, useful in anti-sub and
mine countermeasures (MCM) missions
(Rockwell, 2001). Benefits of HSI include
improved clutter rejection, decoy
discrimination, higher reliability of detection
and target ranging.
Jigsaw, a 3D LADAR sensor, is set to be deployed
on the US Army’s tactical UAVs (Roos, 2002).
It will work alongside the foliage penetration
(FOPEN) system to build 3D, real-time images
of targets, allowing imaging through
obscurants with better resolution offered by
optical frequencies. The FOPEN system covers
a much larger area with more false alarms.
Jigsaw will then be tasked to provide high
reliability target verification before final
weapon release.

D. Sensors

An autonomous SAR/MTI radar detecting both
ground and air targets is envisaged to be the
primary sensor in future UAVs used mainly for
air-to-ground warfare. With high resolutions
of 30cm or better, the SAR/GMTI radar will
locate precisely both fixed and moving ground
targets while an AMTI radar surveillance mode
may be required for air situation awareness.
The state of the art L ynx SAR, co-developed
by Sandia National Laboratories and General
Atomics, operates in the Ku band with a slant
range of 30km in 4 mm/hr of rain, capable of
0.1m resolution (T sunoda, et al., 1999).

Passive and low signature sensors with LPI are
essential to boost stealth and survivability of
the UAV. Noteworthy advances include
Hyperspectral Imaging (HSI), Laser Radar
(LADAR), Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) with
Moving Target Indicator (MTI).

Other techniques to achieve Low Probability
of Detection (LPD) include frequency selective
radome design, stepped Linear Frequency
Modulation (LFM), pseudo-noise radar
emissions, civilian waveform mimicry , and
bistatic radar cooperative imaging.

Multi-dimensional sensors will provide
increased target signature information by
scanning across a large number of discrete
spectral bands (multispectral, 10-100 and
hyperspectral, more than 100) to gain more
information about each image pixel, additively
adding information gleaned from each band
to form a more complete picture than single

E. Survivability and Reliability
The level of survivability for a UA V must be
strictly defined at specific levels of attrition,
beyond which performance and cost cannot
be traded. This will determine its mission
effectiveness vis-a-vis available platforms such
as the manned fighter and cruise missile.

Survivability of the platform will depend on
its speed (see next section “Propulsion”)
and stealthiness.

aerodynamic drag, they do not need the
pressurisation and temperature shielding
required to accommodate human beings.

Stealth design considerations include engine
intake/vent design, internal weapon bays,
seamless composite skins, fewer windows and
hatches, smaller platform sizes and radar
absorbent structures and material to reduce
the IR/RF signature.

The Pulse Detonation Engine (PDE) under
development by NASA represents a quantum
leap in propulsion technology. This is an airbreathing, intermittent combustion jet engine
that relies on a travelling detonation wave for
the combustion and compression elements of
the propulsive cycle. Capable of a range of
speeds from Mach 0 to 3, it allows for a very
high dash speed (supersonic) to the target
area, a long loitering time at the target area
and is efficient at low speed. The mechanical
simplicity of this engine provides low cost and
high reliability. In tandem with its industry
partners, NASA expects to demonstrate a
developmental PDE in 2005, with full-scale,
operational engines available in 2009 (Marshall
Space Flight Center, 2002).

One way to minimise detection for the tactical
UAV is to reduce acoustic signature by use of
quieter electrical propulsion systems. However,
despite extensive studies for airborne
applications, electrical propulsion systems will
meet the power requirements of only a limited
number of UAV applications in the near future
(Office of Secretary of Defense, 2001). Instead,
in the near term, acoustic signature reduction
will focus on areas traditionally associated with
ship and submarine design such as acoustically
absorbing materials; signature modelling,
phenomenology and control; and structural
characterisation.
With the increase in size, platform and sensor
cost, future UAV systems are aiming for Mean
Time Between Loss (MTBL) of at least 10,000
hours. Higher dollar value UAVs such as those
in the strategic class are targeting 100,000
hours, equivalent to that of a business jet. The
use of manned rated engines, triply redundant
flight critical equipment, adoption of soft- and
hardware architecture equivalent to that of
manned aircraft with air -worthiness
qualification are just some of the solutions to
meet the expected demand for highly reliable
UAVs in the future.

F. Propulsion
No longer limited by human physiology, the
UAV propulsion and airframe can now be
designed beyond the 10g regime, to the
theoretical limit of 20g where current turbines
go out of round due to centrifugal forces.
Greater speeds and higher maneuverability
translates to greater survivability. Hypersonic
UAVs may be contemplated – besides having
a higher thrust-weight ratio and reduced

G. Ground Control Station
The future UAV operation concept calls for a
Ground Control Station (GCS) to possess the
capability to control multiple and dif ferent
UAVs, in order to serve various users of the
network. Such a GCS could easily be reconfigurable in the field to control a different
UAV or another payload. In addition, scalability
facilitates the increase of GCS consoles to
control many UAVs and perform additional
applications or of f-line processing.
Future GCS design will enable portability to
d i ff e r e n t h a r d w a r e , a l l o w i n g e a s y
customisation for Naval, Land and Air
applications. It comprises commercial off-theshelf (COTS) items for greater supportability
and to harness the latest technology ,
incorporating intelligent design to reduce the
task load imposed on the operators associated
with UAV control and monitoring.
Being a crucial element in the UAV system, the
next generation GCS needs to be highly reliable.
Hot backups for the critical control functions
in different levels of system operation must
be designed with fail-safe and
fail-soft features.
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detonation pressure many times greater than
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Thus, even with a small quantity of plasma
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the destructive power of a 907kg conventional
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medium range, loitering version with 3m CEP
is expected to be available by 2012
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weapons, where the possibility of self-inflicted
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underwater objects, useful in anti-sub and
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discrimination, higher reliability of detection
and target ranging.
Jigsaw, a 3D LADAR sensor, is set to be deployed
on the US Army’s tactical UAVs (Roos, 2002).
It will work alongside the foliage penetration
(FOPEN) system to build 3D, real-time images
of targets, allowing imaging through
obscurants with better resolution offered by
optical frequencies. The FOPEN system covers
a much larger area with more false alarms.
Jigsaw will then be tasked to provide high
reliability target verification before final
weapon release.
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An autonomous SAR/MTI radar detecting both
ground and air targets is envisaged to be the
primary sensor in future UAVs used mainly for
air-to-ground warfare. With high resolutions
of 30cm or better, the SAR/GMTI radar will
locate precisely both fixed and moving ground
targets while an AMTI radar surveillance mode
may be required for air situation awareness.
The state of the art L ynx SAR, co-developed
by Sandia National Laboratories and General
Atomics, operates in the Ku band with a slant
range of 30km in 4 mm/hr of rain, capable of
0.1m resolution (T sunoda, et al., 1999).

Passive and low signature sensors with LPI are
essential to boost stealth and survivability of
the UAV. Noteworthy advances include
Hyperspectral Imaging (HSI), Laser Radar
(LADAR), Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) with
Moving Target Indicator (MTI).

Other techniques to achieve Low Probability
of Detection (LPD) include frequency selective
radome design, stepped Linear Frequency
Modulation (LFM), pseudo-noise radar
emissions, civilian waveform mimicry , and
bistatic radar cooperative imaging.

Multi-dimensional sensors will provide
increased target signature information by
scanning across a large number of discrete
spectral bands (multispectral, 10-100 and
hyperspectral, more than 100) to gain more
information about each image pixel, additively
adding information gleaned from each band
to form a more complete picture than single
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The level of survivability for a UA V must be
strictly defined at specific levels of attrition,
beyond which performance and cost cannot
be traded. This will determine its mission
effectiveness vis-a-vis available platforms such
as the manned fighter and cruise missile.

Survivability of the platform will depend on
its speed (see next section “Propulsion”)
and stealthiness.
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required to accommodate human beings.

Stealth design considerations include engine
intake/vent design, internal weapon bays,
seamless composite skins, fewer windows and
hatches, smaller platform sizes and radar
absorbent structures and material to reduce
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The Pulse Detonation Engine (PDE) under
development by NASA represents a quantum
leap in propulsion technology. This is an airbreathing, intermittent combustion jet engine
that relies on a travelling detonation wave for
the combustion and compression elements of
the propulsive cycle. Capable of a range of
speeds from Mach 0 to 3, it allows for a very
high dash speed (supersonic) to the target
area, a long loitering time at the target area
and is efficient at low speed. The mechanical
simplicity of this engine provides low cost and
high reliability. In tandem with its industry
partners, NASA expects to demonstrate a
developmental PDE in 2005, with full-scale,
operational engines available in 2009 (Marshall
Space Flight Center, 2002).

One way to minimise detection for the tactical
UAV is to reduce acoustic signature by use of
quieter electrical propulsion systems. However,
despite extensive studies for airborne
applications, electrical propulsion systems will
meet the power requirements of only a limited
number of UAV applications in the near future
(Office of Secretary of Defense, 2001). Instead,
in the near term, acoustic signature reduction
will focus on areas traditionally associated with
ship and submarine design such as acoustically
absorbing materials; signature modelling,
phenomenology and control; and structural
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With the increase in size, platform and sensor
cost, future UAV systems are aiming for Mean
Time Between Loss (MTBL) of at least 10,000
hours. Higher dollar value UAVs such as those
in the strategic class are targeting 100,000
hours, equivalent to that of a business jet. The
use of manned rated engines, triply redundant
flight critical equipment, adoption of soft- and
hardware architecture equivalent to that of
manned aircraft with air -worthiness
qualification are just some of the solutions to
meet the expected demand for highly reliable
UAVs in the future.

F. Propulsion
No longer limited by human physiology, the
UAV propulsion and airframe can now be
designed beyond the 10g regime, to the
theoretical limit of 20g where current turbines
go out of round due to centrifugal forces.
Greater speeds and higher maneuverability
translates to greater survivability. Hypersonic
UAVs may be contemplated – besides having
a higher thrust-weight ratio and reduced

G. Ground Control Station
The future UAV operation concept calls for a
Ground Control Station (GCS) to possess the
capability to control multiple and dif ferent
UAVs, in order to serve various users of the
network. Such a GCS could easily be reconfigurable in the field to control a different
UAV or another payload. In addition, scalability
facilitates the increase of GCS consoles to
control many UAVs and perform additional
applications or of f-line processing.
Future GCS design will enable portability to
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customisation for Naval, Land and Air
applications. It comprises commercial off-theshelf (COTS) items for greater supportability
and to harness the latest technology ,
incorporating intelligent design to reduce the
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6. IMPACT OF UAV
PROLIFERATION
The paradigm shift embodied by UA V
employment spawns a multiplicity
of implications.
First and foremost, population size will no
longer be the system resource bottleneck. The
balance of power is then no longer dominated
by brute size and strength, but by the economic
prowess of combatant nations. The
considerations for “exchange ratio” will shift
from lives and platforms lost, to the dollar
value of the UAVs and unmanned platforms.

A. Peacetime training
requirements
On the other hand, peacetime training
requirements will significantly shape future
UAV developments. To address safety concerns
of operating in civilian airspace, UAV systems
will have to become more reliable – with no
small impact on system cost. Airworthiness
certification issues have to be comprehensively
tackled, to adequately address the concerns of
airspace administrators in the operation of
unmanned vehicles in civilian airspace.

B. Counter-UAV Technology
With the proliferation of UAVs and unmanned
systems in the longer term, the barriers to entry
will increasingly be lowered both in terms of
cost and availability. What then constitutes an
adequate defence against swarms of “fearless”
UAVs?

Electronic Counter Measur es (ECM).
More so than other manned assets, UAVs are
more susceptible to electronic countermeasures
such as jamming, spoofing and deception due
to their reliance on a datalink to the ground
crew as the primary control mechanism.
However, increasingly autonomous and
intelligent UAVs with “adaptive autonomy”
may be able to overcome ECM by adaptively

nulling interfering signals, or may even be
sufficiently autonomous to complete the entire
mission without input from the ground.

Information Warfare (IW). The increased
employment of UAVs will result in greater
amounts of information being produced by
the sensor grid. Emphases will shift from
destroying large numbers of enemy sensors,
to exploiting the information they produce,
either to sow confusion with false data or to
gain information about enemy intent. The
operational utility of manipulating enemy
unmanned assets, as well as the threat of them
doing the same to us, will spur continued
advances in IW.
High Power Microwaves (HPM). Unmanned
systems may potentially be most vulnerable to
HPM effects. Due to its asymmetric ef fect
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7. CONCLUSION
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Specifications
MTOW
Length
Wing span
Engine
Payload
Top speed
Endurance
Range
Ceiling

6,804 kg
8.2 m
10.3 m
6,300 lb st Honeywell
F124-GA-100
1,361 kg
895 km/h (0.75 Mach)
Not specified
1,850 km
10,670 m

Following the successful completion of its first
two flights on 22 May 2002 and 13 June 2002,
Boeing’s X-45 programme was awarded an
additional US$460 million for its DARPA/USAF
sponsored ATD, on top of previous contracts
totaling US$195 million. The large quantum
of these contracts indicates unparalleled
seriousness to acquire UCAV capability in US
UAV developmental history.
The X-45A (for Airforce) began flying in late
2002, leading to the start of multi-aircraft
flight-test demonstrations in 2003. X-45
development is being pursued in 5
phases/spirals, from Spirals 0 to 4. Spiral 0
involves the testing of two X-45A prototypes
and the associated ground control station
(GCS). Spiral 1 encompasses the development
of the larger, stealthier and more advanced X45B air vehicle. This precursor to the production
version is due for completion in 2004, with a
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second unit in 2005. It is seen as the basic
platform for deployment of a variety of
payloads to be defined in subsequent spirals.
Spiral 2 UCAVs will be the first production
models optimized for the pre-emptive SEAD
mission (available in post 2010 timeframe),
while Spiral 3 vehicles will perform reactive
SEAD. Spiral 4 aircraft will incorporate directedenergy weapons (DEWs), such as lasers and
high-powered microwave payloads.
In a contract modification in April 2003, DARPA
requested Boeing to modify the X-45B to meet
joint requirements of the US Air Force and US
Navy. This design is to replace the X-45B and
is named X-45C. It is expected to have a greater
MTOW of 16,570 Kg, payload of 2,040 Kg and
a top speed of Mach 0.85. It will use the GEF404-GE-102D (7000 lb) after-burning turbofan
engine, and have a ceiling of about 13,715m.
The Spiral 1 time frame has therefore been
extended to end of 2006, with the first flight
of the X-45C scheduled for mid-2006.
The X-45 is designed from the ground up to
perform strike missions. It incorporates stealth
concepts developed under its “Bird of Prey”
technology demonstrator programme,
including its airframe shape, internal weapons
bay and inlet design. The final version is
expected to carry a variety of weapons,
including the JDAM 500, small diameter bombs
(SDB), the Low Cost Autonomous Attack System
(LOCAAS), and DEW. Exemplifying the so-called
“wooden round” concept, it can be stored in
a container for up to 10 years and set up in
two hours.
Besides having highly advanced sensors and
weapons systems, the X-45 will be one of the
most autonomous UAVs ever built, displaying
“adaptive autonomy”. This capability refers to
the ability to tap onboard and off board sensors
to synthesise battle situational awareness, and
then to autonomously react to perceived
threats and changing environment. It will be
able to coordinate actions with other UCAVs
to cooperatively engage threats according to
onboard algorithms.

Neptune Maritime UAV

X-50 Dragonfly

Specifications
MTOW
Length
Wingspan
Engine
Payload
Top speed
Endurance
Range
Ceiling

36.3 kg
1.83 m
2.13 m
15 hp
9.1 kg
157 km/h
4 hrs
74 km (downlink range)
2,440 m

Specifications
MTOW

645 kg

Rotor dia.

3.66 m

Length

5.39 m

Engine

700 lb st Williams F112 turbofan

Payload

91 kg

The Neptune Maritime UAV manufactured by
DRS Unmanned Technologies has completed
flight testing, and contracts with a total value
of US$5 million announced on 26 March 2003.
Deliveries have begun since mid-2003. It is
optimised for at-sea take-of f and landing,
whilst also capable of launch and recovery on
land. The propulsion system, sensor and other
electronic systems are situated above the float
line, and protected from water intrusion to
allow operation until the water landing process
is complete.

Top speed

278 km/h (test limit)

The Neptune’s small footprint, few component
assemblies (fuselage and two wings), compact
stowage and autonomous flight procedures
allow set-up, deployment and mission
management by two operators. One operator
is required to manage the flight profile and
operate the sensor payload, while the other is
needed to perform storage, transport and setup of the UAV.
This tactical-class UAV is designed to address
operations where runways are unavailable,
especially for surface vessel deployment. The
Neptune opens up new possibilities for surface
vessels to acquire their own organic ISR
platform without the need for either runways
or landing pads.

Ground tests, including tests at 100 percent
rotor speed, were largely completed in July
2002. The first flight was planned for late 2002,
but was delayed following technical problems
that required some redesign of the swashplate
and fuel system. The first hover flight of 80seconds was “of ficially” completed on 4
December 2003. T wo flights involving
conversion from rotary to fixed-wing are
scheduled for early 2005.
Follow-on versions could evolve into vehicles
capable of conducting specialized missions,
including armed escort, urban operations and
tactical air support – all operating from space
limited ships and forward bases.

A160 Hummingbird Warrior

741-926 km/h (expected)
Endurance

4 hrs

Range

1,815 km (expected)

Ceiling

3,050 m (expected)

In response to a Navy requirement for an

Specifications

unmanned, high speed, ship-based VTOL,
McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Systems began

MTOW

1,800 kg

work on the Dragonfly concept in 1992.

Rotor dia.

9.75 m

Subsequently, Boeing was awarded a US$24

Engine

300 hp Subaru motorcar engine

million contract by DARPA in March 1998 for

Payload

135 kg

proof of concept demonstration of two

Top speed

260 km/h

prototypes. These are being built at the

Endurance

30-40 hr (expected)

Phantom Works facility in Mesa, Arizona.

Range

4,630 km

Ceiling

9,145 m

CRW craft of fer the best of both worlds,
allowing VTOL capability and ef ficient high
speed cruise. During takeof f, the Dragonfly
would spin its centre wing to achieve liftof f
like a helicopter. A two-bladed teetering rotor
is then used to generate the required lift for
hover and low-speed forward flight. As it
increases velocity, lift generation is transitioned
to a canard and horizontal tail, and flaps are
deployed from the front and rear wings. The
spinning centre wing no longer provides lift,
and is stopped, acting as a third wing.

The A160 Hummingbird Warrior programme
is one of the two projects developed by DARPA’s
Advanced Air Vehicle (AAV) program. Abraham
Karem and his team at Frontier Systems were
awarded a contract in March 1998 to meet the
needs of the US Army and Marine Corps for
an affordable VTOL UAV, possessing a long
ferry range and high endurance capability with
substantial payloads. Frontier Systems has since
been acquired by Boeing in May 2004, and
Phantom Works will complete the development
before transferring the programme to Boeing
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Integrated Defense Systems. The platform is

On 29 January 2002, the vertical take-off and

dismounted troops. Under the auspices of the

highly scaleable, with a 29-inch version

also developed as a sensor and communications

landing unmanned aerial vehicle was

Organic Air Vehicle (OAV) program, the 9-inch

demonstrated under the OA V programme,

vehicle for US Special Ops Command and the

demonstrated successfully during its first

iSTAR was developed to provide on-demand

with higher payload capacity and endurance.

DARPA/Army Future Combat Systems (FCS)

forward flight in Southern California. Successful

reconnaissance, surveillance and target

programme. The US Army views the A160

procedures include autonomous liftoff, hover

acquisition for Future Combat Systems (FCS)

It was announced in May 2004 that the iSTAR

Hummingbird as a potential candidate for the

at 50ft and variable RPM flight and

unit cell operations.

had made a number of successful, fully

unmanned combat rotorcraft (UCAR), while

autonomous forward flight. Following two

the US Navy is considering the Hummingbird

crashes, the original three-blade rotor was

as a potential replacement for the abandoned

The iSTAR marries the ideal platform with a

The 2-minute flights included auto-takeof f,

subsequently replaced with a four-blade rotor.

Fire Scout.

gamut of small sensors to produce a relocatable

hover-hold, several waypoint captures and

Its first hover flight with the four-blade rotor

sensor able to takeoff and land from virtually

landing on pre-determined targets.

was conducted in November 2002, while the

anywhere. Allied Aerospace’s LADF design is

The Hummingbird has a conventional main-

first forward flight was conducted in

tail-rotor helicopter configuration. Unlike

February 2003.

BIOGRAPHY

contemporary lightweight flexible rotors that
are connected to the rotor hub through
articulated joints, the A160 has carbon-fibre

autonomous flights with the 29-inch version.

iSTAR

Wang Jong Chin is a Programme Manager in Guided Systems Division. He is

composite rotor blades instead. The blades are

responsible for the acquisition and development of major UAV systems. His

tapered and possess variable cross sections

other responsibilities include joint development activities with local and

from the blade root to tip, allowing variable

overseas agencies. He graduated from the National University of Singapore

stiffness from the root to tip. These blades are

in 1991 with a BEng (EE).

light, rigid and hingeless, featuring a larger
diameter and lower disk loading compared to
a conventional helicopter rotor system with
the same lift capacity. The rotor blades are
electromechanically actuated and can operate

Victor Chua Yung Sern is a Project Engineer in Guided Systems Division.

from 140 to 350 rpm. With low disk loading

He graduated with a BEng (EE) from the National University of Singapore in
2002. He joined DSTA in July 2002 and is currently involved in the acquisition

and rotor tip speeds, the variable speed rotor
system is able to give ef

and development of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle systems.

ficiently low

power loiter.
The vehicle has a fuel-efficient piston engine,
giving it unbelievable fuel efficiency, good top
speed, unprecedented altitude capability, and
is very silent. The programme will also develop
efficient heavy fuel engine technologies to
further advance current range and endurance
projections, and to improve op reliability and
logistics compatibility. On October 2002, a

Specifications
UAV Size

6 ft

2.2 ft

MTOW

250 kg

22.7kg

1.59 kg

Diameter

1.83 m

0.67 m

0.23 m

Engine

-

-

-

Payload

0.75 ft

90.7 kg

9.1 kg

0.23 kg

Top speed

-

-

-

Endurance

> 5 hrs

2 hrs

1.3 hrs

Range

> 900 km

185 km

120 km

US$0.74 million 10-month contract was
awarded to Sonex Research to design and

DARPA and the US Army awarded Allied

develop a HFE conversion kit for a 300-hp

Aerospace a four-year US$15 million contract

gasoline automotive engine. For safety

for the MAV ACTD programme in March 2004.

considerations, the US military prefers diesel

The iSTAR VTOL UAV uses lift augmented

fuel to gasoline-fed engines.

ducted fan (LADF) technology to support
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BACKGROUND
The military transformation process is a long
and tedious one. Sweden, for example, has
taken the opportunity arising from the end of
the cold-war and dismantling of the Warsaw
Pact countries to shape its forces for the future
through an extended and involved
experimentation process that could be a decade
long or more. The emphasis is on getting
network-centric architectures, concepts of
warfighting and methodologies right instead
of just on operational readiness. The stakes to
transform are very high and countries have to
take more than a leap of faith.
Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) validated some
of the touted benefits of a joint and fully
networked force – massing of ef fects rather
than force, higher force exchange ratios
through better situation awareness and
coordinated engagements, OIF achieved a 7090 to one exchange ratio, meaning that for
every coalition force soldier, there were 70 to
90 Iraqis. As a reference, Israel achieved a 4to-1 exchange ratio with the Arab States in
the Israel-Arab conflicts. In contrast to
Operation Desert Storm in 1991, the US (and
coalition forces) employed half the number of
troops, one-third the number of air sorties,
and only 13% of the munitions in OIF. Some
factors that contributed to these numbers:
application of precision weapons (almost 10
times more) against Iraqi ground troops
(compared to Desert Storm), rapidity and
intensity of strikes (munitions in OIF were
delivered over three weeks versus six weeks
for Desert Storm) and the reduced preparation
time of the Iraqis (the Iraqis had five months
to prepare in Desert Storm compared to just
few weeks in OIF). (Conetta, 2003)
A hidden factor underlying these success factors
was the far superior communications capability
of the US forces compared to that of the Iraqis.
They were able to maintain close coordination,
disseminate sensor and intelligence information
1The

US Tactical Unit of Action (UA) is brigade-based.

and enable coordinated strikes over an
expanded theatre of operations. While the
deployment of troops and application of
munitions have dropped drastically , the
demand for communications has
increased dramatically.

a brigade. Even then, it has embarked on its
own programme for “air -land” integration
(Bulle Operationelle Aeroterrestre) similar in
capabilities to the FCS.
A desired outcome is to bring about an increase
in force projection and maneuverability. Force

In Desert Storm, 542,000 US warfighters were
deployed and used 99 Mbps of satellite
communications. In contrast, only 350,000
warfighters (almost half compared to Desert
Storm) were deployed but they used a total of
3,200 Mbps of satellite communications. This
is almost a 60-fold increase in bandwidth
utilisation on a “per warfighter” basis. While
further analysis would be needed, it would
not be an exaggeration to infer that the
intensity of future battles would be
proportionate in nonlinear terms to the
communications bandwidth applied.
Communications connectivity and bandwidth
would become a critical success factor in
future battles.

TRENDS
Lightness and Agility

multiplication is achieved through coupling
the forces with distributed and/or organic
sensors and weapons. The greater lightness,
agility and flexibility also means that forces
could be re-tasked and probably re-configured
to meet a broader spectrum of mission needs
i.e. from peace-enforcement, counter-terrorism,
low-intensity conflicts to hot war.

Increasing Stand-off Distance
Guided munitions such as Joint Direct Attack
Munitions (JDAMs) not only provide greater
accuracy for engagement of enemy forces, but
are also formidable and relatively inexpensive
stand-off weapons. Future versions of JDAMs
i.e. JDAM-Extended Range would include the
DiamondBack range-extension wing kit. Standoff weapons will continue to improve in both
range and sophistication to counter the threat
of increasingly sophisticated surface to air

As militaries transform, the pursuit of lighter
and more agile forces intensifies. The Canadian
Army plans to upgrade its light artillery pieces
on trucks to increase mobility and sell of f its
larger self-propelled howitzers. The guns’ fire
control system would also be digitised. It is
anticipated that the digitised system would
have a greatly reduced setup time i.e. 30
seconds instead of five to seven minutes for
the howitzers.

missiles (SAMs) that can engage targets 150 to
200 miles away. Besides providing a tactical
advantage, increasing the stand-off distance
also provides an asymmetric advantage – an
ability to strike decisively at an enemy’s centre
of gravity while still beyond reach and thus
avoiding physical harm. This trend applies not
only to air-to-surface munitions, but also to
other weapon systems being developed.

Sophisticated stand-off weapons are not only
available but affordable. The down-side of
such weapons is that they cannot be re-tasked
and this makes engagement of mobile targets
more difficult. However, this is expected to
change. Communications systems can be
coupled with weapon systems to aid re-tasking
and real-time mission tailoring. Development
of future unmanned combat vehicles with a
space entry/re-entry capability further ups the
ante on increasing stand-off sophistication of
weapons. This development trend creates the
strategic option for pre-emptive strikes, helping
militaries challenge the tyranny of both space
and time.

Engaging an Elusive Enemy
The evolution to a future network-centric,
knowledge-based force will require the pursuit
of pervasive and persistent intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR)
capabilities to improve the protection and
survivability of future lighter and mobile
platforms and engage enemies at the earliest
opportunity in complex operational terrains
e.g. urban environments.
In many aspects, network-centric warfare
recognises the importance of “time” as an
important element of force multiplication. The
military wants do things in shorter times:
decisions must be faster , sensor-to-shooter
chains must be reduced and forces must be
deployed in shorter time. Secondly, the military
wants time to be completely non-existent; at
least it does not want it in the equation, for
example persistent sensors and sensor networks
can detect targets with zero time tolerance.

Ground-to-ground munitions have increased
Both the US1and Israel (Jane’s Defense Weekly,
2004) are also transforming their ground forces
to brigade-sized denominations as the basic
combat formation. The US pursues its Future
Combat Systems (FCS) programme in earnest
and early trials of this capability are anticipated
by 2007. The French is an exception, having
already based the basic combat formation on

the ground forces’ capabilities to engage
enemies from beyond line-of-sight (BLOS). For
example, a new multiple rocket launcher (MRL)
developed by China, WS-2, will have a
maximum range of 350km and a circular error
probable (CEP) of 500m. Compare this to the
WS-1 developed in 1980s, which has a
maximum range of 100km and CEP of 1% (of
the rockets’ range).

Zero time tolerance is the key to the military’s
capability to deal with sudden changes and
surprises. This concept will drive a pervasive
and persistent ISR concept. It is developing on
two fronts: a) networking of strategic sensors
i.e. imagery satellites, A WACs, etc and
b) networking of tactical sensors which includes
every
soldier and platform
(manned/unmanned) as sensor nodes.
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A desired outcome is to bring about an increase
in force projection and maneuverability. Force

In Desert Storm, 542,000 US warfighters were
deployed and used 99 Mbps of satellite
communications. In contrast, only 350,000
warfighters (almost half compared to Desert
Storm) were deployed but they used a total of
3,200 Mbps of satellite communications. This
is almost a 60-fold increase in bandwidth
utilisation on a “per warfighter” basis. While
further analysis would be needed, it would
not be an exaggeration to infer that the
intensity of future battles would be
proportionate in nonlinear terms to the
communications bandwidth applied.
Communications connectivity and bandwidth
would become a critical success factor in
future battles.

TRENDS
Lightness and Agility

multiplication is achieved through coupling
the forces with distributed and/or organic
sensors and weapons. The greater lightness,
agility and flexibility also means that forces
could be re-tasked and probably re-configured
to meet a broader spectrum of mission needs
i.e. from peace-enforcement, counter-terrorism,
low-intensity conflicts to hot war.

Increasing Stand-off Distance
Guided munitions such as Joint Direct Attack
Munitions (JDAMs) not only provide greater
accuracy for engagement of enemy forces, but
are also formidable and relatively inexpensive
stand-off weapons. Future versions of JDAMs
i.e. JDAM-Extended Range would include the
DiamondBack range-extension wing kit. Standoff weapons will continue to improve in both
range and sophistication to counter the threat
of increasingly sophisticated surface to air

As militaries transform, the pursuit of lighter
and more agile forces intensifies. The Canadian
Army plans to upgrade its light artillery pieces
on trucks to increase mobility and sell of f its
larger self-propelled howitzers. The guns’ fire
control system would also be digitised. It is
anticipated that the digitised system would
have a greatly reduced setup time i.e. 30
seconds instead of five to seven minutes for
the howitzers.

missiles (SAMs) that can engage targets 150 to
200 miles away. Besides providing a tactical
advantage, increasing the stand-off distance
also provides an asymmetric advantage – an
ability to strike decisively at an enemy’s centre
of gravity while still beyond reach and thus
avoiding physical harm. This trend applies not
only to air-to-surface munitions, but also to
other weapon systems being developed.

Sophisticated stand-off weapons are not only
available but affordable. The down-side of
such weapons is that they cannot be re-tasked
and this makes engagement of mobile targets
more difficult. However, this is expected to
change. Communications systems can be
coupled with weapon systems to aid re-tasking
and real-time mission tailoring. Development
of future unmanned combat vehicles with a
space entry/re-entry capability further ups the
ante on increasing stand-off sophistication of
weapons. This development trend creates the
strategic option for pre-emptive strikes, helping
militaries challenge the tyranny of both space
and time.

Engaging an Elusive Enemy
The evolution to a future network-centric,
knowledge-based force will require the pursuit
of pervasive and persistent intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR)
capabilities to improve the protection and
survivability of future lighter and mobile
platforms and engage enemies at the earliest
opportunity in complex operational terrains
e.g. urban environments.
In many aspects, network-centric warfare
recognises the importance of “time” as an
important element of force multiplication. The
military wants do things in shorter times:
decisions must be faster , sensor-to-shooter
chains must be reduced and forces must be
deployed in shorter time. Secondly, the military
wants time to be completely non-existent; at
least it does not want it in the equation, for
example persistent sensors and sensor networks
can detect targets with zero time tolerance.

Ground-to-ground munitions have increased
Both the US1and Israel (Jane’s Defense Weekly,
2004) are also transforming their ground forces
to brigade-sized denominations as the basic
combat formation. The US pursues its Future
Combat Systems (FCS) programme in earnest
and early trials of this capability are anticipated
by 2007. The French is an exception, having
already based the basic combat formation on

the ground forces’ capabilities to engage
enemies from beyond line-of-sight (BLOS). For
example, a new multiple rocket launcher (MRL)
developed by China, WS-2, will have a
maximum range of 350km and a circular error
probable (CEP) of 500m. Compare this to the
WS-1 developed in 1980s, which has a
maximum range of 100km and CEP of 1% (of
the rockets’ range).

Zero time tolerance is the key to the military’s
capability to deal with sudden changes and
surprises. This concept will drive a pervasive
and persistent ISR concept. It is developing on
two fronts: a) networking of strategic sensors
i.e. imagery satellites, A WACs, etc and
b) networking of tactical sensors which includes
every
soldier and platform
(manned/unmanned) as sensor nodes.
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A future sensor network is anticipated to be
highly heterogeneous, both physically and
functionally. Physical nodes can be very big
and heavy, like satellites and Boeing 747 type
aircraft; they can also be portable (i.e. a
network of portable acoustics sensors) (Scanlon
et al, 2004) and highly compact devices like
micro-sized detectors i.e. motes that can be
dispersed in large quantities in the field.
Functionally, sensors have to deal with a
spectrum of threats: both conventional and
non-conventional targets i.e. from SAMs to
biological, chemical and nuclear devices such
as “dirty bombs”.
A pervasive and persistent ISR architecture will
need to deal with competing demands arising
from the heterogeneous nodes, disparate
functions and both temporal and spatial
distributions. Yet, a single picture has to exist
that yields coherent understanding
and decisions.

Unmanned Aviation Integrated
with Land Combat
As unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) enter mass
production and prices fall significantly, they
could be deployed in larger numbers
economically. A communicating fleet of UAVs
could be explored to provide force protection
and precision attack capabilities2.
UAVs are anticipated to be fielded in greater
numbers in the future. The competition to
build and sell the next-generation UA V and
unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV) is fast
heating up both in the US and in Europe. UAVs
have the potential to actively shape the
battlespace by extending sight and weapon
reach closer to the enemy farther out. If the
UAVs are cheap enough, there would be no
need to consider their return, unlike manned
missions. Asymmetric strategies such as the
Japanese “kamikaze” flights that devastated
the Allied navies in the Pacific during W orld
2 US
3 US

War II could possibly be executed at a
comparatively lower cost with higher efficiency.
UAVs have a great potential to impact and
transform the land battle by providing tactical
responsiveness and extending the sight and
reach of military means. Even if it tilts the loss
exchange ratio in a land combat slightly by
10%, tens of thousands of soldiers could be
saved (based on a deployment of few hundred
thousands in a typical land battle). The concepts
and the right numbers to achieve the desired
effects will have to be experimented and
developed3.

CHALLENGES
The challenges for communications are twofold: communications as an enabler and
communications creating a direct impact on
war outcomes.

Communications as Enabler
The trends outlined earlier impact future
military communications. With lighter and agile
forces, it is possible to have greater dispersion
of forces. Improving the speed and span of
command is necessary. This is not conceivable
without communications systems bridging the
distance and the ability to push and pull
information on a demand basis. Current
communications systems either do not meet
the mobility or range requirement or both.
In an integrated “C4ISR-kill” (Command,
Control, Computer, Communications,
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissancekill) future, the communications range must
at least be as far as the range of the stand-off
distance. This will enable concurrent real-time
mid-course guidance and correction, target
tracking and estimation of impact, possibly
through a video link embedded within the
weapon. Providing a dedicated link is feasible.

Joint Unmanned Combat Air Systems (J-UCAS) is an example.
Future Combat Systems Programme has developed a 4-tier UAV architecture that relies heavily
on UAVs.

However, synergising such links to form a
coordinated and integrated network with an
element of stealth is a technical challenge.
Pervasive and persistent ISR is only possible if
there is pervasive and persistent
communications. It is difficult to envision this
any other way, except if the military could
tolerate delays. This imposes significantly
different and stringent requirements on the
communications system. As described in the
previous section, the ISR network is likely
heterogeneous. This makes network coordination highly complex. In addition, both
range and data throughputs are stretched to
their technologically possible maximum. In the
future, where more nodes co-exist in a network,
an exponential increase in network capacity is
required. System availability is also a major
concern since persistence becomes the key
criterion and this will normally conflict with
what is physically achievable.
The integration and harmonisation of
unmanned aviation with land combat would
be a significant challenge for communications.
Issues of electronic warfare vulnerability ,
information assurance, and overcoming
sporadic but frequent
i n t e r m i t t e n t
communications loss must
be resolved. Dif ferent
communications
architecture is being
experimented with but
more key R&D challenges
are still ahead, and none of
the competing technologies
seems to be ef ficient and
affordable.

Communications
Creating Direct Impact on
War Outcomes
Unlike the platform-centric era, the networkcentric paradigm suggests that the network
itself creates and holds value for the warfighter.
To illustrate this point, the US Co-operative

Engagement Capability (CEC) system improves
the anti-air warfare capability by fusing
correlated sensor tracks into a coherent picture
that enables precise and rapid engagement of
fast moving targets (missiles, etc), These
advances were previously impossible with
existing sensors operating individually. The
new capabilities are not enabled by the existing
sensors, which are neither updated nor
changed, but by the networking and
information processing system.
Because the network is now directly responsible
for the effects, it is necessary to study the
network just like any weapon system: vital
attributes of the network should be examined
and linked to desired war outcomes.
For example, by using a proof-of-concept
simulation model, combat outcome (effects)
was related to decision processes and C4ISR
capabilities (Gonzales et al, 2001). The scenario
includes two opposing tank divisions with equal
capability, except where the “red” force has
an almost 2:1 force ratio advantage while the
“blue” force has a speed advantage (its tanks
have almost twice the speed of “red” tanks).
The results relating to communications impact
are indicated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Impact of communications delay on
battle outcome (Gonzales et el, 2001)
The numbers on the horizontal axes refer to
communications delay in minutes while “B”
and “R” give attributes of blue and red forces
respectively.
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A future sensor network is anticipated to be
highly heterogeneous, both physically and
functionally. Physical nodes can be very big
and heavy, like satellites and Boeing 747 type
aircraft; they can also be portable (i.e. a
network of portable acoustics sensors) (Scanlon
et al, 2004) and highly compact devices like
micro-sized detectors i.e. motes that can be
dispersed in large quantities in the field.
Functionally, sensors have to deal with a
spectrum of threats: both conventional and
non-conventional targets i.e. from SAMs to
biological, chemical and nuclear devices such
as “dirty bombs”.
A pervasive and persistent ISR architecture will
need to deal with competing demands arising
from the heterogeneous nodes, disparate
functions and both temporal and spatial
distributions. Yet, a single picture has to exist
that yields coherent understanding
and decisions.

Unmanned Aviation Integrated
with Land Combat
As unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) enter mass
production and prices fall significantly, they
could be deployed in larger numbers
economically. A communicating fleet of UAVs
could be explored to provide force protection
and precision attack capabilities2.
UAVs are anticipated to be fielded in greater
numbers in the future. The competition to
build and sell the next-generation UA V and
unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV) is fast
heating up both in the US and in Europe. UAVs
have the potential to actively shape the
battlespace by extending sight and weapon
reach closer to the enemy farther out. If the
UAVs are cheap enough, there would be no
need to consider their return, unlike manned
missions. Asymmetric strategies such as the
Japanese “kamikaze” flights that devastated
the Allied navies in the Pacific during W orld
2 US
3 US

War II could possibly be executed at a
comparatively lower cost with higher efficiency.
UAVs have a great potential to impact and
transform the land battle by providing tactical
responsiveness and extending the sight and
reach of military means. Even if it tilts the loss
exchange ratio in a land combat slightly by
10%, tens of thousands of soldiers could be
saved (based on a deployment of few hundred
thousands in a typical land battle). The concepts
and the right numbers to achieve the desired
effects will have to be experimented and
developed3.

CHALLENGES
The challenges for communications are twofold: communications as an enabler and
communications creating a direct impact on
war outcomes.

Communications as Enabler
The trends outlined earlier impact future
military communications. With lighter and agile
forces, it is possible to have greater dispersion
of forces. Improving the speed and span of
command is necessary. This is not conceivable
without communications systems bridging the
distance and the ability to push and pull
information on a demand basis. Current
communications systems either do not meet
the mobility or range requirement or both.
In an integrated “C4ISR-kill” (Command,
Control, Computer, Communications,
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissancekill) future, the communications range must
at least be as far as the range of the stand-off
distance. This will enable concurrent real-time
mid-course guidance and correction, target
tracking and estimation of impact, possibly
through a video link embedded within the
weapon. Providing a dedicated link is feasible.

Joint Unmanned Combat Air Systems (J-UCAS) is an example.
Future Combat Systems Programme has developed a 4-tier UAV architecture that relies heavily
on UAVs.

However, synergising such links to form a
coordinated and integrated network with an
element of stealth is a technical challenge.
Pervasive and persistent ISR is only possible if
there is pervasive and persistent
communications. It is difficult to envision this
any other way, except if the military could
tolerate delays. This imposes significantly
different and stringent requirements on the
communications system. As described in the
previous section, the ISR network is likely
heterogeneous. This makes network coordination highly complex. In addition, both
range and data throughputs are stretched to
their technologically possible maximum. In the
future, where more nodes co-exist in a network,
an exponential increase in network capacity is
required. System availability is also a major
concern since persistence becomes the key
criterion and this will normally conflict with
what is physically achievable.
The integration and harmonisation of
unmanned aviation with land combat would
be a significant challenge for communications.
Issues of electronic warfare vulnerability ,
information assurance, and overcoming
sporadic but frequent
i n t e r m i t t e n t
communications loss must
be resolved. Dif ferent
communications
architecture is being
experimented with but
more key R&D challenges
are still ahead, and none of
the competing technologies
seems to be ef ficient and
affordable.

Communications
Creating Direct Impact on
War Outcomes
Unlike the platform-centric era, the networkcentric paradigm suggests that the network
itself creates and holds value for the warfighter.
To illustrate this point, the US Co-operative

Engagement Capability (CEC) system improves
the anti-air warfare capability by fusing
correlated sensor tracks into a coherent picture
that enables precise and rapid engagement of
fast moving targets (missiles, etc), These
advances were previously impossible with
existing sensors operating individually. The
new capabilities are not enabled by the existing
sensors, which are neither updated nor
changed, but by the networking and
information processing system.
Because the network is now directly responsible
for the effects, it is necessary to study the
network just like any weapon system: vital
attributes of the network should be examined
and linked to desired war outcomes.
For example, by using a proof-of-concept
simulation model, combat outcome (effects)
was related to decision processes and C4ISR
capabilities (Gonzales et al, 2001). The scenario
includes two opposing tank divisions with equal
capability, except where the “red” force has
an almost 2:1 force ratio advantage while the
“blue” force has a speed advantage (its tanks
have almost twice the speed of “red” tanks).
The results relating to communications impact
are indicated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Impact of communications delay on
battle outcome (Gonzales et el, 2001)
The numbers on the horizontal axes refer to
communications delay in minutes while “B”
and “R” give attributes of blue and red forces
respectively.
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blue force has a significant communications

the complexity and challenges of architecting,
design and implementation of communications
networks for the network-centric warfare

delay – 15 minutes or more. Once the blue

paradigm. Communications engineers should

force’s communications delay falls below 15

focus on understanding network attributes

minutes, any relative advantage that red has

contributing to battle outcome. If this is

over blue is lost (red has a 2:1 force ratio).

accomplished, it has potential to give greater

A significant result shown on the left chart is
that the red force almost always wins if the

persistent communications
covering a wide area. This gives
some sense that at least part of
the communications problem
can be solved to enable future
military concepts. On the other
hand, the high TCO may mean
that the military will have to
find the will to commit more
resources or find other low-cost
alternatives.

significance and value to the R&D we pursue
The right chart indicates similar results: that

and provide a higher performance to cost ratio

blue force is able to achieve a relative

for communications networks developed

advantage over the red force once its

or acquired.

communications delay falls below 15 minutes.
In fact, as this delay reduces to zero, the blue
force is almost always able to exploit its relative
advantage (twice the tank speed) to create an
absolute advantage and achieve total
annihilation of the opposing force even though
the red force has a 2:1 force ratio advantage.
Two observations can be made. First, the
network determines whether a force is able
to convert a relative advantage (i.e. superior
platform numbers, superior platform speed
etc) into an absolute superiority. Second, the
network exhibits force multiplying effects only
when the network latency is reduced below
15 minutes. In this scenario, 15 minutes latency
is a critical threshold factor – a ‘magic’ network
number or attribute that determines if the

TECHNOLOGY
It is almost certain that there are no current
communications systems that would meet all
the challenges outlined. Furthermore, such
solutions have to be cost-effective. While it is
not possible to define the solutions now ,
important technologies will inevitably shape
the solutions.

Space-based Communications
Space-based communications can serve a wide
range of military communications needs. It
operates on line-of-sight principles. However,
it can occupy orbits ranging from 400km (Low

network exhibits force multiplying ef fects.

Earth Orbit) above the earth up to 37,000km

The threshold factor or ‘magic’ number/

earth. Thus, it has the possibility to provide

attribute may vary according the scenarios.

non-line of sight communications to

Even if the network is expensive and “gold-

warfighters in all the domains of land, air and

plated”, it may not benefit the battle outcome

sea. For example, with only three satellites in

if it does not satisfy the ‘magic’ number/

geosynchronous orbit, it is possible to provide

attribute. Is this threshold factor significant?

full earth coverage. This means that if achieving

How can it be explained? Threshold ef fects

communications persistence is key, then space-

occur in nonlinear, dynamic systems. Network-

based systems are the most direct means.

(Geosynchronous Equatorial Orbit) from the

centric warfare which relies on “system of
systems” are naturally large, nonlinear and

The current generation of satellites such as

dynamic systems. It is therefore not surprising

IPStar, Anik-F2, WildBlue (recently revived),

to find threshold ef fects although they

have capacity in the tens of gigabits per second

are new and deserve further study

of information. They cost between US$350

and investigation.

million - US$420 million to build, launch and
operate with ground facilities. One observation

Although the above example examines a

is that these satellites are bigger and heavier

limited scenario, it provides some insights into

than their conventional counterparts.

An alternative and promising
approach is to share the TCO
with a commercial service
provider. Countries such as
Australia, Korea and Spain have done this. Coshared civilian and military satellites are a
feasible possibility.

Figure 2. Average transponder equivalents per
satellite launched (Futron, 2004)
A study of the chart in Figure 2 indicates that
the average transponder per satellite launched
has exceeded 60 transponders and an
increasing trend has persisted for the past 15
years. This trend is in line with our observation
that bigger and heavier satellites will be
launched. (Satellites like Anik-F2 have
approximately 80 active transponders at least
or exceeding 36MHz.)

Yet another approach is not to follow the trend
(bigger, heavier satellites) but invest instead
on small geosynchronous satellites. In this
approach, the number of transponders carried

The chart in Figure 3
indicates that the
quantity of satellites
launched over the next
decade
will
be almost flat. A
maximum of 15
l a u n c h e s
per year is expected.
Figure 3. Trend
Satellite bandwidth will
increase, and the utility
of satellite-based communications will probably
broaden over the next decade. (This trend
shown does not consider the bandwidth of
military-launched satellites.) However, the sheer
numbers also indicate that the total cost of
ownership (TCO) of satellite-based
communications systems is probably still going
to be high in the near future.
For the military, this is both good and bad
news. The good news is that it is possible to
leverage satellite systems for broadband,

of satellites launched per year (Futron, 2004)
will be reduced. However, the advantage of
range and bandwidth is still relatively intact.
It may mean however that intelligent
bandwidth management may be necessary to
de-conflict use. Intersputnik estimated that
this approach will reduce the TCO by 350%.
Each small geo satellite could cost (including
launch and ground control facilities) between
US$50 million - US$60 million and carry
approximately 10 transponders. Initially the
technology will enable C- and Ku-band
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can be solved to enable future
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hand, the high TCO may mean
that the military will have to
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The right chart indicates similar results: that

and provide a higher performance to cost ratio
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or acquired.

communications delay falls below 15 minutes.
In fact, as this delay reduces to zero, the blue
force is almost always able to exploit its relative
advantage (twice the tank speed) to create an
absolute advantage and achieve total
annihilation of the opposing force even though
the red force has a 2:1 force ratio advantage.
Two observations can be made. First, the
network determines whether a force is able
to convert a relative advantage (i.e. superior
platform numbers, superior platform speed
etc) into an absolute superiority. Second, the
network exhibits force multiplying effects only
when the network latency is reduced below
15 minutes. In this scenario, 15 minutes latency
is a critical threshold factor – a ‘magic’ network
number or attribute that determines if the

TECHNOLOGY
It is almost certain that there are no current
communications systems that would meet all
the challenges outlined. Furthermore, such
solutions have to be cost-effective. While it is
not possible to define the solutions now ,
important technologies will inevitably shape
the solutions.

Space-based Communications
Space-based communications can serve a wide
range of military communications needs. It
operates on line-of-sight principles. However,
it can occupy orbits ranging from 400km (Low
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than their conventional counterparts.

An alternative and promising
approach is to share the TCO
with a commercial service
provider. Countries such as
Australia, Korea and Spain have done this. Coshared civilian and military satellites are a
feasible possibility.

Figure 2. Average transponder equivalents per
satellite launched (Futron, 2004)
A study of the chart in Figure 2 indicates that
the average transponder per satellite launched
has exceeded 60 transponders and an
increasing trend has persisted for the past 15
years. This trend is in line with our observation
that bigger and heavier satellites will be
launched. (Satellites like Anik-F2 have
approximately 80 active transponders at least
or exceeding 36MHz.)

Yet another approach is not to follow the trend
(bigger, heavier satellites) but invest instead
on small geosynchronous satellites. In this
approach, the number of transponders carried

The chart in Figure 3
indicates that the
quantity of satellites
launched over the next
decade
will
be almost flat. A
maximum of 15
l a u n c h e s
per year is expected.
Figure 3. Trend
Satellite bandwidth will
increase, and the utility
of satellite-based communications will probably
broaden over the next decade. (This trend
shown does not consider the bandwidth of
military-launched satellites.) However, the sheer
numbers also indicate that the total cost of
ownership (TCO) of satellite-based
communications systems is probably still going
to be high in the near future.
For the military, this is both good and bad
news. The good news is that it is possible to
leverage satellite systems for broadband,

of satellites launched per year (Futron, 2004)
will be reduced. However, the advantage of
range and bandwidth is still relatively intact.
It may mean however that intelligent
bandwidth management may be necessary to
de-conflict use. Intersputnik estimated that
this approach will reduce the TCO by 350%.
Each small geo satellite could cost (including
launch and ground control facilities) between
US$50 million - US$60 million and carry
approximately 10 transponders. Initially the
technology will enable C- and Ku-band
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transponders but will be evolved to Ka-band
transponders, optimising the payload to
bandwidth ratio. (If 10 Ku-band transponders
were carried, this could translate to an
information rate of between 540 Mbit/sec to
1 Gbit/sec)
Along this trend of small, agile and flexible
satellites, a swarm of multiple low-weight
satellites could also have the potential of
reducing platform and launch costs. The
European Space Agency (ESA) received 70
proposals in its recent call for proposal (RFP)
for Earth observation missions (SpaceNews,
2004). Of these, 16 proposals had concepts that
either required formation-flying satellites, or
similar designs.
If the small geo satellite or the formationflying satellite business model proves to be a
feasible one, the military will be able to exploit
it for future military applications at a fraction
of the cost that are necessary with current big
geo (commercial) satellites.

On-Demand Stratospheric
Satellites
Stratospheric satellites are another possibility.
These are essentially platforms that operate
approximately 21km above the Earth's surface.
At this height, the stratospheric winds would
be relatively weak and power expenditure for
stationkeeping will be lower. At this range,
these balloons act as enormous virtual antenna
towers for radio communications of fering
excellent look angles for 40km-80km diameter
coverage and degraded performance beyond
100km. (The look / elevation angles are
absolutely essential. Lower flying platforms
can offer good elevation angles for
communications but with limited coverage
area. Thus, lower flying platforms are more
suitable for enabling tactical communications
coverage.) For wider coverage, multiple
stratospheric satellites are networked together.
However, the real advantage is that they are
more responsive than satellites in terms of
launch on-demand capability and they are

expected to cost much less than a heavy geo
satellite i.e. not more than US$10 million per
platform. This makes it possible for these
platforms to serve the needs of tactical forces
in addition to strategic requirements.
There are competing technologies in this area.
High Altitude UAVs, NASA’s Helios and “high
pressure” balloons are some examples. NASA’s
Helios has demonstrated working relay links
(cellular payload) at an approximate height of
60kft (although the Helios has achieved near
100kft) with terrestrial terminals. However, it
has limited payload capability which in turn
limits the capacity and bandwidth of the
application. Companies like Sanswire have also
advertised tests of platforms that have
potentially higher payload weight. It is an
attractive technology for the military . It is
expected this will accelerate the development
in the near term. When it is ready, the military
would have another alternative technology to
enable its network-centric concepts.

Software radios provide a new paradigm. There

Technically, the software radio is different from

are three aspects to this paradigm: business

previous military tactical radios. It is designed

model, technical and cost. First, the business

with significantly dif ferent requirements.

model. Software radios have a distinct vision

Current software radios operate across 2 MHz

– redefine the radio supply chain and adopt a

to 2 GHz and can support instantaneous data

disintermediation process as its key driver .

rates up to 100 Mbps or more. Compare this

Through disintermediation, the component

with a conventional tactical radio (see Figure

supply base will be broadened, competition
results, and greater market transparency is
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competitive
advantages and prices
are clear. The military
will not be held
hostage to a few key
suppliers (”lock-in”
effect) and could
instead exercise
selectivity and choice
in its acquisition and

the two are designed with very dif ferent
considerations in mind.

achieved – individual
suppliers’ technical

4 for a table of comparison) and it is obvious

Figure 4. Comparison of software radios and conventional radios

upgrade plans for
radios simply because multiple sources are now

The software radio is designed with access to

possible even for a single component. The

as wide a spectrum and as high a data

supply chain is also more ef ficient because

throughput as technology can afford to meet

The value of both satellite and aerial systems
(i.e. stratospheric satellites) is that they enable
the question of range, persistence, bandwidth
and capacity to be taken out of the equation
simultaneously. However, to exploit the
advantages of such systems, we would need
terminals that can operate at the appropriate
power, bandwidth, form, fit and function.
These terminals must be fairly resistant to
intentional and non-intentional interference,
be portable and mobile, and cost-efficient. In
some scenarios, these terminals should operate
autonomously and exploit peer -to-peer
communications opportunities without the
presence of advantageous relays i.e. satellites,
etc. Therefore, these terminals should operate
with and without advantageous relays.

every component is subject to competitive

the demands of future network-centric warfare.

forces – only suppliers with distinct competitive

It is also designed for longer range operations

advantage will be selected. Where the market

and to counter electronic warfare (EW) threat.

If such terminals are a technological goal, they
would be very complex and also very expensive
as a result. In order to increase the performance
to cost ratio, it is necessary to consider a
different paradigm.

equipment manufacturers. This helps not only

Software Radios

does not exhibit significant differentiation in
quality or technical superiority for certain
components, these would be acquired or
upgraded possibly at lowest quote.
In order to achieve this vision, a de facto
architecture standard is required. The de facto
standard currently is the US Joint Tactical Radio
System

– programme’ s

Software

Communications Architecture (SCA). The
existence of a de facto standard encourages
different players to enter the market and
compete. These players include both military
as well as commercial of f-the-shelf (COTS)
to bring in commercial best practices, but also

In terms of cost, a software radio such as the
JTRS costs approximately US$120,000US$150,000 per set, for a four-channel system.
This means that per channel cost is US$30,000US$38,000. However, this is for the new
prototypes (low rate initial production). It is
anticipated that the disintermediation process
for software radios will drive costs down.
Furthermore, a growing number of
military/commercial partnerships have been
able to produce lower -cost systems. Table 1
gives some examples of US Department of
Defense systems that have benefited from
military/commercial partnership related to
communications (Board on Manufacturing and
Engineering Design, 2002).

share economies of scale through leveraging
commercial large-scale manufacturing processes
and components.

By adopting commercial best practices for
military equipment manufacturing, the cost
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prototypes (low rate initial production). It is
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Table 1. Successful Cases of Military and Commercial Partnerships
(Board on Manufacturing and Engineering Design, 2002)

Performer-–Project

Actions (Summary)

Results

Rockwell Collins –
Navy ARC-210 radio

Redesign for commercial
parts and processes; annual
design reviews; maintenance
and availability responsibility
with contractor

Price reduced 42%; field
reliability (MTBF) increased
from 500 flight hours to 807
(+62%); annual cost reduction
and reliability improvement;
eliminated parts obsolescence

USAF ESC/RockwellCollins – JTIDS
receiver/synthesiser
PWA (uninhabited
fighter environment)

USAF ESC/GECMarcon – PLSR RF
module

Evaluated military certified
parts, commercial parts
meeting military temperature
requirements, and commercial
parts using both military and
commercial assembly

Commercial parts and processes
substituted for military

Military assembly costs 15%
higher; using mil-temp passive
and 10 commercial (of 33)
active components reduced
material cost by 23%; quality
as good as or better than for
commercial component failure
rate lower than military;
process-related failures equal,
even with more inspection in
military process
65% reduction in material cost,
30% reduction in labour for
assembly, test; same electrical
performance

was reduced by 50% or more. Also, based on

network are independent. This means also that

US SINCGARS (Single Channel Ground-Air Radio

approximately 70%-80% of radio and radio

System) radio cost trends, which shows a

network intelligence will reside in software

reduction of price from US$16,000 for an initial

waveforms instead of the radio hardware

prototype to US$3,000-US$4,000 for the current

platform. The software provides a competitive

version over a period of 10 years, we can

advantage by enabling customised waveforms

anticipate that future software radios could

(ECCM (Electromagnetic Counter Counter

cost substantially less to own. Based on these

Measures), LPI/LPD (Low Probability of

trends, an optimistic projection of the cost of
software radios in a decade’s time would range
from US$8,000-US$10,000. This would still cost
more than twice that of a conventional tactical
radio but would provide capabilities that
exceed current data rates by at least 20 times
and bandwidth access by 40 times.

Interception/Detection), cryptographic
algorithms, specific network protocols i.e.
MANETS (Mobile Ad Hoc Networks) to operate
and run on third-party hardware
radio platforms.

In an analysis of costs on existing and future-

•

“Think Super-Small”– A pico base-station

oriented US Navy network-centric systems,

today for cellular communications has

some lessons are given:

approximately the same dimensions of a
desktop PC. A mid-size satellite weighs

“The costs and challenges of the CEC and

approximately 2-3 tonnes. As a result, the

Intranet (FORCEnet) programmes can be

mobility of such equipment depends on the

summarised according to their network

capability of the transport. The availability

interaction categories. The Category 2

and nimbleness of the transport limits the

Intranet programme has experienced delays

mobility patterns of communications and

in implementation and high recurring costs

hence, future warfighters. R&D on transport

because it has hundreds of thousands of users

aircraft and new space systems launchers

(high reach) and high numbers of legacy

are geared towards higher weight payloads.

systems and applications and need to access

The use of such transports drives up the cost

stored data (high intensity , capacity, and

of the infrastructure and logistics

richness). The Category 4 CEC programme is

exponentially, while the technology behind

networking hundreds of platforms rather than

it progresses linearly. It seems an expensive

hundreds of thousands, but its high

proposition to think “big”. Communications

requirements for timeliness, monitoring, and

should think “micro” and “pico” where

robustness have driven high costs for

there is a potential non-linear leap in

development and for procuring each individual

capabilities to be obtained.

unit in the network.”
(Perry et al, 2004)
Therein lies the beauty of developing common
SCA waveforms and establishing an SCA
waveform depository: 75%-80% of a waveform
developed could be used across wide categories
of networks; while 20%-25% of waveform
features need be customised for specific
scenarios and requirements.

CHANGING THE
PARADIGM

•

“Think asymmetric advantage” – In the past,
the bulk of communications R&D funds
comes mainly from military sources. In the
last 10-15 years, that trend has changed.
Now, the commercial sector spends more
on communications R&D (i.e. 3 / 4G
(Third/Fourth Generation Cellular
Communications), Wireless Lans (WLANs),
Ultra Wideband (UWB) etc) than the military.
Consequently, commercial communications
systems have been increasingly more capable
(extremely high data rates), flexible (size
and interoperability) and affordable (i.e.

It is likely that hardware radio platforms will

We have reflected on some NCW trends and

802.11a/b/g wireless LANs). These factors

Waveforms

be increasingly commoditised. However, the

technologies that would mature in the future

combine to make commercial systems based

software radio will create the “secret edge”

– some would be wildly successful (”killer apps”)

on commercial standards extremely

Waveforms developed to SCA-compliance

in radio communications and networking, and

while the rest would be discarded with lessons

attractive to the military. However, these

control the functions of a software radio. In

the development costs of such software are

learnt. In the context of communications and

systems, chipsets and knowledge of the

monolithic conventional tactical radios, the

likely to remain high. However, if a waveform

IT in general, how should we fashion our own

intrinsic design are free access to all. This

waveform and the radio platform are

repository is established, the re-use factor of

communications systems for NCW? Some

makes it difficult to differentiate networks

integrated and indivisible. For the software

such waveforms is high. Not only will it foster

thoughts on this:

based on commercial standards and systems.

radio paradigm, the radio hardware and the

greater interoperability but will evidently

software that controls the radio and how radios

reduce development costs over time.

Furthermore, their “signatures” are known
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process-related failures equal,
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65% reduction in material cost,
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performance
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algorithms, specific network protocols i.e.
MANETS (Mobile Ad Hoc Networks) to operate
and run on third-party hardware
radio platforms.

In an analysis of costs on existing and future-
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today for cellular communications has
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proposition to think “big”. Communications
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should think “micro” and “pico” where

robustness have driven high costs for

there is a potential non-linear leap in

development and for procuring each individual
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unit in the network.”
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Therein lies the beauty of developing common
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waveform depository: 75%-80% of a waveform
developed could be used across wide categories
of networks; while 20%-25% of waveform
features need be customised for specific
scenarios and requirements.
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“Think asymmetric advantage” – In the past,
the bulk of communications R&D funds
comes mainly from military sources. In the
last 10-15 years, that trend has changed.
Now, the commercial sector spends more
on communications R&D (i.e. 3 / 4G
(Third/Fourth Generation Cellular
Communications), Wireless Lans (WLANs),
Ultra Wideband (UWB) etc) than the military.
Consequently, commercial communications
systems have been increasingly more capable
(extremely high data rates), flexible (size
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It is likely that hardware radio platforms will
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802.11a/b/g wireless LANs). These factors
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combine to make commercial systems based
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– some would be wildly successful (”killer apps”)
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Waveforms developed to SCA-compliance
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attractive to the military. However, these

control the functions of a software radio. In
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and their weaknesses can be targeted for
exploitation. In a network-centric paradigm,

CONCLUSION

where the network makes the dif ference
in battle outcomes, network differentiation

As the military transforms into a network-

and information “stealth” is critical. This is

centric, knowledge-savvy force, new

where

requirements will re-define future

commercial systems and

standards fall short. I would advocate

communications. Innovations will be shaped

customised “smarts” (software) in

by new operational concepts and weapon and

affordable

sensor trends. In the new paradigm,

hardware (e.g. leverage

commercial parts, etc). Within this context,

communications will not only be an enabler

core capability to develop waveforms

but will directly impact war outcomes.

is critical.

Achieving a deeper understanding of
communications linked to war outcomes will

•

“Building Capacity On-Demand, Rapidly” –
If the key to future warfare is agility ,
precision, persistence and speed, then the
ability to focus communications capacity
on-demand rapidly would be significant.
This indicates that systems such as
stratospheric satellites (or similar systems),
where on-demand launch is feasible, would
enable capacity to be built up rapidly and
directed at specific “hot-spots”.
Furthermore, stratospheric satellites which
can be projected and deployed in short
timelines would be a valuable asset.
Thinking “Super small” complements this
by relaxing the requirements (i.e. weight,
size, etc) on projection and dispersal means

c r e a t e a n e w f r o n t i e r . E s s e n t i a l l y,
communications engineers will need to be
increasingly multi-disciplinary to meet the
new challenges.
Old and new technologies converge to shape
tomorrow’s communications solutions. Each of
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“Measuring C3-ISR Systems Like A
‘Weapon’” – The fundamental philosophy
of NCW is that the network makes the
difference. Based on this fundamental
philosophy, the concept of networks as
enablers do not reap the full benefits of
NCW. Instead, they should be measured just
like “weapons” that create its ef fects.
Moreover, this measure of ef fects could
potentially help us innovate and re-balance
the “kill-chain” for higher cost-effectiveness.
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“Measuring C3-ISR Systems Like A
‘Weapon’” – The fundamental philosophy
of NCW is that the network makes the
difference. Based on this fundamental
philosophy, the concept of networks as
enablers do not reap the full benefits of
NCW. Instead, they should be measured just
like “weapons” that create its ef fects.
Moreover, this measure of ef fects could
potentially help us innovate and re-balance
the “kill-chain” for higher cost-effectiveness.
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following and vehicle following. The IDT also enables the driver
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, advances in computing and
networking technologies have brought
battlefield robotics another step closer to
reality. Robotics will play an increasingly
important role in the future battlefield as the
technology matures and allows force projection
and multiplication, with minimal exposure of
our soldiers to hazardous situations and
environments. Besides the maturation of
robotics technologies, the battlefield will also
evolve into one that will see more unmanned
operations, arising from the proliferation of
wireless ad hoc networks and non line-of-sight
weapons. With such technologies as robotics
and data networks comes a rapid expansion
of the boundaries of situational awareness
beyond what conventional sensors can give.
The future fighting vehicle will have to be reinvented to be more ef fective in this new
environment. The crew will no longer need to
be exposed to the dangers of driving “hatchup” and still be able to have the same or better
situational awareness compared to operating
hatch-up. Such a concept, where the crew can
drive and operate the fighting vehicle under
the protection of the hull, is termed Indirect
Driving. By integrating Indirect Driving
technology with robotic technologies, we can
create a new concept of manned and
unmanned platforms operating in synergy with
one another.
This paper is organised into seven sections:
Section 2 describes the design of the AUGV .
Section 3 focuses on the modes under which

AUGV has been tested. Section 4 describes the
Indirect Vision Operations (IVO) and Indirect
Driving Demonstrator design. Section 5 lists
the lessons learnt from both developments
and discusses the synergies and possible future
concepts that may arise from the integration
of the two technologies. Section 6 then reports
the synergies between the two technologies
and how they can be exploited for the concept
of Teaming. Section 7 concludes this paper .

2. AUGV DESCRIPTION
The AUGV was designed to develop
autonomous technologies through using the
M113 as a prototype platform. From this
project, we have developed significant local
know-how in technologies such as Machine
Perception, Autonomous Navigation and
Supervisory Control, V ehicle Control and
Actuation and Teleoperation.

Vehicle Platform
The AUGV is based on a M113A2 tracked
Armoured Personnel Carrier (APC) as the base
platform. Besides various sensors, it has to be
retrofitted with actuators to control its steering
levers, gear change lever and accelerator pedal,
along with other actuators for safety. Due to
the tracked locomotion and large mass, the
control algorithm development was
challenging and required many trials in the
field. Figure 1 shows the M113 integrated
with the sensors and Figure 2 is a CAD drawing
of the platform.

Vision Sensor suite consisting of stereo vision,
laser scanner, IR camera, CCD camera

GPS receiver
Reverse
camera

Safety
sensors

Figure 1. M113 integrated
with sensors

Vehicle
Actuation

Inertial
Measurement
Unit

Figure 2. CAD drawing of robotic M113

System Architecture

We integrated Commercial-off-the-Shelf (COTS)

hardware with custom algorithms to gain
machine perception. The Unstructured Terrain
Vision Module (UTVM) uses COTS stereo vision
system (a passive sensor) to provide 3D range
data, whilst the Laser Scanner Module (LSM)
provides “2 1/2 D“ range data (the laser provides
3D range but only in a plane). These two
modules are mainly “vision” sensors, as they
only provide terrain elevation only. The Road
Segmentation Module (RSM) and Night Driving
Module (NDM) give the vehicle some
perception capabilities. Through these two
modules, the vehicle is able to distinguish a
road in day and night. The RSM makes use of
colour information to differentiate between
roads and vegetation, and passes the road
centre information to the Vehicle Navigation
Module (VNM),
while the NDM
uses an infrared
camera
to
differentiate
between the
warmer roads and
the
cooler
vegetation. The
Vehicle Following
Module (VFM)
makes use of the
Figure 3. System Architecture of AUGV
laser scanners to
follow a known
Visual Guidance System
vehicle. The
information from these sensors is fused by the
One of the biggest challenges for autonomous
Sensor Fusion Module (SFM) in different ways,
capability is machine perception. Machine
depending on the operating mode, to provide
perception entails the sensing and
a combined map for the VNM. The VFM
understanding (sensing + understanding =
processes the laser scans of the target vehicle
perception) of the environment so that the
and allows the AUGV to follow it. Figure 4
robotic vehicle can make informed and
shows the sensors that make up
intelligent decisions. Machine perception is
the VGS.
difficult because we live in a 3D world, and
visual sensors will need to
collect and process a vast
amount of information in
real time (or near real time).
Modern
computer
technology has just begun
to make them portable and
cheap enough for
Figure 4. VGS sensors
field application.
Under the project, various enabling
technologies were explored. Through this
project, we have built up local capabilities in
these technologies. Such local capabilities
would benefit us in the future fielding of
unmanned ground vehicles. The overall system
architecture of the AUGV is shown in
Figure 3. The overall system consists of five
subsystems: Visual Guidance System (VGS),
Vehicle Piloting System (VPS), Vehicle Control
System (VCS), Teleoperation Control System
(TCS) and Robust Communications System (RCS).
As seen, major subsystems have names ending
in “system”. At the next level, the functions
that make up each subsystem have names
ending in “module”.
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Vehicle Piloting System

Vehicle Control System

The VPS allows the unmanned vehicle to
navigate from point to point, and avoid
obstacles in the process. This requires the
vehicle to try to reach the final destination as
well as perform local manoeuvres. These two
sets of requirements need to be integrated.
This is performed in the VNM. In order for the
vehicle to be able to reach its goal, it must
know its location relative to the destination.
This information is provided by the V ehicle
Positioning Module (VPM). The VPM uses the
Global Positioning System (GPS) for localisation,
but GPS can be unavailable under foliage or
in an urban environment. Therefore, the GPS
is supplemented by an Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU), which gives position estimates
during GPS outages. The Master Control
Module (MCM) acts as a heartbeat monitor for
all the critical modules, and it also ensures that
all the modules in the system work in concert,
especially during changes in operating mode.

The VCS consists of the Vehicle Control Module
(VCM), Vehicle Actuation Module (VAM) and
Vehicle Safety Module (VSM). The platform
used is a fully mechanically steered and
controlled vehicle; therefore a complete control
system has to be developed, comprising a low
level control of steering levers and accelerator
pedal, and a higher level control loop for
adherence to the VNM instructions. To achieve
this, extensive trials had to be performed to
characterise the dynamics of the vehicle. One
of the key challenges was the wide dynamic
range required of the control system, as the
terrain is unstructured. The VCM outputs the
control commands to the VAM that controls
the actuators that provide the physical link to
the vehicle. The VSM consists of ultrasonic and
radar sensors that act as safety bumpers that
will stop the vehicle when they detect obstacles
within their range. Figure 6 shows the
actuators that are integrated into the M113
for steering and accelerator control.

transmitter and receiver pair. From the OCU,
the operator is able to command the AUGV to
go to teleoperation or autonomous mode. He
can also control various functions of the AUGV
such as headlights and horn. Figure 7(a) shows
the teleoperation camera and Figure 7(b) shows
the OCU.

Robust Communications System
The RCS refers to the fast Ethernet network
that is implemented for the different modules
to communicate and exchange information. It
also includes the set of standard protocols
between the modules to facilitate this
information exchange.

3. AUGV OPERATION
MODES
Terrain

a. Teleoperation
camera

Fig 7. TCS
components
b. OCU

The target terrain for the operation of the
AUGV is the type found in Sungei Gedong
Training Area. It is mainly open and semistructured terrain. The open terrain is usually
located at the junction of a number of wide
dirt roads. Semi-structured terrain refers to
dirt roads that are unmetalled and defined by
vegetation on both sides. The roads are often
covered in red or brown dirt and gravel. Figure
8 shows the terrain that the AUGV operates
in.

Figure (a): Sensors of the VPM
Figure 5a. Sensors of the VPM

Actuators
Figure 6. Actuators control the
steering and accelerator

Teleoperation Control System

Figure 5b. Screen capture of VNM

The TCS consists of two parts: the first part
resides on the AUGV and comprises a
teleoperation camera, video transmitter and
RF modem; the second part comprises the
Operator Control Unit (OCU), video receiver
and Radio Frequency modem at the base. The
OCU issues commands to the AUGV via the RF
modem, and also receives status feedback from
the AUGV. Live video feed from the AUGV is
also transmitted to the OCU via the video

(a)

(b)
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Modes of Operation
The AUGV operates in the following modes:

a. Manual driving
The M113 was retrofitted in such a manner
that a human driver can still operate the vehicle
like a normal M113. This allows for ease of
movement between the workshop and trial
sites. During unmanned operations, a driver
can also act as a safety driver and intervene
by pulling the steering/brake levers, if necessary.

b. Teleoperation
The M113 can be remotely operated from a
base station. This is achieved by transmitting
live video feed acquired by a camera system
on board the AUGV. Vehicle status, such as
vehicle location, speed, heading, pitch and roll
are also transmitted to the base station via a
digital radio channel. A similar digital RF
channel transmits the commands from the base
station to the AUGV.

e. Vehicle Following
By combining information from the laser
scanner and GPS broadcasts from a leading
vehicle, we have demonstrated the feasibility
of Vehicle Following. The laser scanner returns
the profile of the leading vehicle, which the
AUGV follows. In the event that the laser
scanner loses “sight” of the leader, it relies on
the GPS broadcasts to continue following.

f. Waypoint teleoperation
In this mode of operation, the remote operator
works with a still image that is transmitted
from the AUGV. The still image is captured
from the front driving camera of the AUGV .
By selecting a point on the image, the operator
is able to command the AUGV to move to
(roughly) the desired position. When
completed, the operator can request for
another image to be transmitted to him. This
mode may be valuable when the
communication between the operator and the
AUGV is poor and only compressed images on
low frequencies can be transmitted.

c. Autonomous Navigation
The AUGV is able to navigate autonomously
between waypoints that are defined by GPS
coordinates. To accomplish this, a few
capabilities are combined: obstacle avoidance,
whereby the AUGV’ s machine perception
modules detect the presence of obstacles and
send this information to the path planning
module; Road Segmentation, that allows the
AUGV to detect unstructured roads; and Vehicle
Navigation Module that combines the local
terrain information with the global objective.

4. INDIRECT VISION
OPERATIONS

d. Night navigation and teleoperation

Indirect Vision Operations (IVOs) include
operations such as closed hatch indirect driving,
surveillance, target acquisition and designation
as well as controlling remote platforms such
as robotics element. Instead of using the naked
eye or periscope, the operators are assessing
and interacting with the external world
through the use of displays relaying live images
from the camera system.

By using a single Infrared (IR) camera, an
operator would be able to teleoperate the
AUGV. Due to the lack of colour information,
a degradation of performance is expected from
the operator. The IR camera is also used as the
sensor for the Night Driving Module, that is
able to identify the warmer road from the
cooler vegetation. From this, the AUGV is able
to identify the centre of the road and follow
it autonomously.

In order to study the issues associated with
IVOs, two separate platforms were configured
to understand issues (both in design and
operations) related to indirect driving,the most
basic and important IVO. Initially, a KOWARI
(a type of off-road vehicle similar to the SAF’s
Light Strike Vehicle) was retrofitted to gather
data and gain experience. Subsequently , a
BV206 was modified as the first Indirect Vision

Testbed (IVT). IVT not only serves as a testbed
for indirect driving, but it also serves as a
platform to test out indirect surveillance
through video images.
Drivability of the IVT is challenging as it is an
articulated vehicle. Another tracked vehicle,
the Indirect V ision Demonstrator (IVD) is
prototyped to further investigate additional
IVOs such as target acquiring and designation.
The IVD was reconfigured from a variant of
the BIONIX family of vehicles.
The key challenges in the development of IVD
are (i) to provide adequate Field of V iew via
the cameras for the driver to control the vehicle,
(ii) to display the real-time images via the
various cameras ergonomically so that the
driver can understand the external world and
(iii) redundancy in the control to allow another
crew to control the full functionality of the
IVD. The following paragraphs give an overview
of the IVD as well as its design.
Vehicle Layout - Figure 9 shows the overall
dimensions and layout of the IVD. The vehicle
is configured to carry two personnel and one
Human Factor Engineering (HFE) Specialist.
CrewStation - One of the challenges in IVD
was to design for both ergonomics as well as
redundancy through V etronics. The
CrewStation concept was developed from
feedback of earlier testing of KOWARI and IVT
as well as HFE analysis using the software called
“Safework”. The final design of the

Figure 10. IVD CrewStation
CrewStation is shown in Figure 10. Both
CrewStations are capable of performing the
roles of driving, surveillance and gunnery .
Both crew members view the external world
through a combination of LCD displays and
lookup periscopes. The primary display system
for each crew consists of three 6.8” LCD displays
and a multi-functional 12” LCD display . The
three 6.8” LCD displays show the current
camera group that the crew is viewing through,
i.e. a front set of driving cameras (three sets,
having a Horizontal Field-Of-View (HFOV) of
43 each), a side set of driving cameras (two
sets, having a HFOV of 99.2 each) and a rear
set of driving cameras (three sets, having a
HFOV of 43 each) or Observation set of cameras
(three sets, having a HFOV of 43
each).

Cameras - The combined FOV of the various
cameras (refer to Figure 11) is critical as it
replicates what the driver sees via his naked
eyes, periscope or assisted by the commander.
One of the challenges in the development of
IVD
is to
determine the
minimum number
of
cameras
required as well as
its FOV to avoid
the penalty of
e x c e s s i v e
weight/space (i.e.
Figure 9. Indirect Vision Demonstrator (IVD)
too many cameras)
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Figure 10. IVD CrewStation
CrewStation is shown in Figure 10. Both
CrewStations are capable of performing the
roles of driving, surveillance and gunnery .
Both crew members view the external world
through a combination of LCD displays and
lookup periscopes. The primary display system
for each crew consists of three 6.8” LCD displays
and a multi-functional 12” LCD display . The
three 6.8” LCD displays show the current
camera group that the crew is viewing through,
i.e. a front set of driving cameras (three sets,
having a Horizontal Field-Of-View (HFOV) of
43 each), a side set of driving cameras (two
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Cameras - The combined FOV of the various
cameras (refer to Figure 11) is critical as it
replicates what the driver sees via his naked
eyes, periscope or assisted by the commander.
One of the challenges in the development of
IVD
is to
determine the
minimum number
of
cameras
required as well as
its FOV to avoid
the penalty of
e x c e s s i v e
weight/space (i.e.
Figure 9. Indirect Vision Demonstrator (IVD)
too many cameras)
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5. Lessons learnt
Autonomous Unmanned Ground
Vehicle

allow the AUGV to adapt itself based on its
health status or external factors should be
carried out. This can then be extended to
responding to more unforeseen stimuli.

Indirect Vision
We have demonstrated the capability of
autonomous unmanned navigation of an
existing vehicle (M113), including such
Side Driving
Camera

Front Driving
Camera

Figure 11. External camera layout on IVD

intelligent behaviours as obstacle avoidance,
vehicle following and road following. However,
the speed of movement is not yet the desired
speed of at least 25 km/h. This is due to
limitations in machine vision, intelligent

and image distortion (i.e. fish-eye lens though
providing wide FOV but presents a
distorted image).

performance is on par with the CRTs. As seen
from Figure 12, the primary display system for
each crew consists of three 6.8” LCD displays
and a multi-functional 12” LCD display .

behaviours and vehicle response. While the
third factor can be considered a related but
separate problem in robotics, more work should
be done in the area of machine vision and

Two types of video cameras are employed in

artificial intelligence. These are discussed

the IVD; external and internal cameras. External

separately below.

cameras provide the primary visual information
for both crew in their LCD displays. Hence it is

Machine Vision - In our unmanned vehicle

essential that these cameras provide a high

testbed, we have explored stereo vision and

resolution and their dynamic performance is

laser scanning. Both complement each other:

also important to ensure that they function

one is passive and provides 3D information

Situational Awareness - One of the key

while the other is active and provides only a

concerns highlighted during the trial is the

line scan. Due to the short range of stereo

lack of general battlefield awareness while

vision, the vehicle is only permitted to move

performing IVOs, even with the aid of the Test

Fig 12. LCD Displays

at a maximum speed of 15 km/h so that it is

Message Transmitting System (TMTS). There

able to avoid obstacles or stop in time. For

were no 360 vision and audio suites simulating

The 6.8” LCDs from V iewTek (resolution of
1152 H x 234 V) are mechanically ruggedised
locally. The power supply input was also
modified to accept direct vehicle power; DCDC converter was used to step down the vehicle
power supply (24V) to the display unit power
requirement of 12 volts DC.

faster speeds, a two-pronged approach can be

what a hatch-out commander can see and hear.

well in dif ferent terrain and light level
conditions. In addition, night intensification
modules are also attached to the existing day
cameras to provide night operation capability.
Internal cameras were used to capture crew
responses for the purpose of HF analysis. These
video images are recorded during trials for offline evaluation.
Off-the-shelf cameras like the JVC TK-1369E,
Day Camera are used for the external cameras.
It is low-lux (0.03 lux) and has a night
intensification module which allows it to see
even in illumination of 0.01 lux.
LCD Displays - In the selection of the displays
for the crew station, space constraints and
display quality are the major factors of
consideration. The best option available in the
market is the AMLCD (Active Matrix Liquid
Crystal Display) flat panel displays. The AMLCD
has a much thinner depth than an equivalent
sized CRT. With current technology, the display

The need for operating closed-hatched is likely
in future wars when weapons will be more
lethal. The key challenge is how to “replicate”
the sensory feedback that hatch-out
commanders and driver/crew experience,
especially in the areas of situational awareness
and depth perception, as described below .
Future work will be done to study the
improvement that can be achieved in indirect
driving by way of 360 panoramic vision systems
and other human factors studies into how to
improve the “driveability” of indirect vision
driving. Looking further, technologies that may
provide drivers with indirect 3D vision will be
kept under watch for future studies and
integration.

The Barco 12” AMLCD Vector display system
(resolution of 800 H x 600 V) was selected for
the IVD, which consists of the Panel Module
(PM) and Video Control Module (VCM). The
PM displays the image from the video source,
overlaid with the GUIs. The PM also provides
controls of the display contrast, brightness and
the various functions activation. The VCM
communicates with the other systems through
the Control Area Network (CAN)-bus.

taken: to improve the effective range of stereo
vision and to explore new technologies such

We have identified that the lack of the

as flash LADAR1 (LAser Detection And Ranging)

Situation Awareness (SA) problem can be

or millimetre wave radars.

further broken down into (i) Global SA and (ii)
Local SA. With respect to (i) Global SA, the

Artificial Intelligence - At the moment, the

TMTS needs to be replaced with a messaging

intelligence of the AUGV is limited to avoiding

system that is of better performance and better

obstacles, following vehicles and following a

data integrity. A good messaging system as

road. These are low level intelligence functions

demonstrated by the TMTS does help to reduce

that gives it the basic capabilities. For effective

navigation time and create better situational

autonomous operations, the AUGV needs a

awareness. More importantly, it must also have

better understanding of both the environment

good data integrity to make the crews trust

and itself and their interactions. Also, studies

the data. This is not fully achieved by the TMTS.

of advanced supervisory controls that could

As for (ii) Local SA, a more Over-the-Hill (OTH)

1 Flash

LADAR is a new technology that is able to acquire range information from the whole scene at one
go, much like a camera “flash”.
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type of Panoramic Sight and/or a 360 Vision
Suite with an obstacle/intrusion detection laser
proximity belt will be useful. With these sensor
suites (inclusive a suitable audio suite) and
suitable data fusion and representation, we
will be closer in answering and matching what
hatch-out crews actually experience.

Depth Perception - To better the indirect
vision driving and other IVOs, there is a need
to improve the perception of depth. T wo
dimensional images are not capable of
differentiating between a cast shadow and a
real hole. Stereoscopic images augmented with
LADAR will give the IVOs operator better real
world information to make a correct decision.

6. SYNERGIES BETWEEN
AUGV AND INDIRECT
DRIVING TECHNOLOGIES
Unmanned Ground Vehicles have been slow

cluttered ground environment requires high
fidelity to ensure the safety of the vehicle,
especially if high speeds are desired. With high
fidelity comes the need for high computing
power to process the information.
The synergies between AUGV technologies
and the lessons learnt from IVO are apparent.
In the Indirect Driving studies, we have learnt
some of the issues that need to be considered
and designed for, in driving a vehicle using
cameras. This is analogous to driving a remote
controlled vehicle, since the video from the
remote vehicle is also displayed on a screen or
other types of displays. Therefore, some of the
design considerations for IVO will benefit the
design of a teleoperation console, either as a
Command & Control (C2) console or a remote
control console. The technologies developed
under the AUGV, such as machine vision, can
help ease the problems encountered during
IVO, such as the lack of local situational
awareness and depth perception.

in their emergence in the battlefield, unlike
their aerial cousin, the Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV). This is no surprise, because up
in the sky, there is significantly less clutter and
obstructions compared to the ground – a midair collision is a highly unlikely event.
The major difficulties in putting autonomous
unmanned ground vehicles in the field have
been the limitations on machine vision and
intelligent behaviour. Sensing in the highly

Teaming
Often, real-time operations require a
compromise on the fidelity and amount of
information that the robots can process. This
means that the robot has limited understanding
of the environment, which in turn translates
into limited intelligence. Therefore, in order
for unmanned ground vehicles to be fielded
for operations in the near future, the present

The following table summarises the synergies between the two technologies:

Technologies under AUGV that
will benefit IVO

Technologies under IVO that
will benefit AUGV

Unmanned driving with obstacle avoidance,
road following and vehicle following can ease
the workload of crew during movement

Indirect driving and global situational
awareness MMI can be adapted to
improve interface for robot control
(teleoperation, waypoint navigation)

Machine vision can detect obstacles and highlight
them to driver to alert them of dangerous areas

Experiences in camera placement for
local situational awareness can improve
the teleoperation experience for
remote controller

autonomous technologies must be
complemented with human intelligence. We
term this the teaming between manned and
unmanned platforms. Autonomous
technologies such as obstacle avoidance,
waypoint navigation, road and vehicle
following can be integrated onto an unmanned
ground vehicle and controlled by an operator
under the protection of a C2 vehicle. The
unmanned vehicle does not need to have the
full intelligent capability for it to be used
in missions.
In order for the teaming concept to be realised,
we need to study how the operator can
effectively interact with the remote unmanned
vehicle. The interaction may be in the form of
the conventional remote control, or it could
be more sophisticated. Alternatively, it could
be more sophisticated, whereby the operator
can call upon different autonomous behaviour
components which are modular in nature.

reduced. Then, it would be possible for one
operator to control multiple unmanned
systems, including both unmanned ground
vehicles and UAVs.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described the main
design features of both AUGS and IVD. Both
systems were explored separately , but the
synergies between the two are apparent.
Further, when the two technologies are merged
together, the concept of teaming between
manned and unmanned vehicles is born, a
concept that draws on the benefits of existing
state-of-the-art technology in both areas. We
are confident that this new and innovative
synergising of two standalone technology areas
will be the next thrust for
land manoeuvre.

However, there are differences between the
two, and the following are areas that need to
be studied:
a. There is a disparity between the physical
feedback felt by the operator seated in the
C2 vehicle (especially when it is moving)
and the visual feedback that he receives
from the video screen while controlling
the unmanned vehicle. The effects of this
on the operator need to be studied.
b. We need to study the MMI (Man-Machine
Interface) that would be ef fective for
controlling the unmanned vehicle,
especially when the C2 vehicle is moving.
c. The workload and workflow of the
operator and crew in the C2 vehicle needs
to be studied.
In the long run, as more sophisticated
autonomous behaviour is developed, the load
of operating the unmanned vehicles can be
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INTRODUCTION
It is a common perception that computer games
and military simulators are very dif ferent
entities. Many games entertain by drawing
participants into a virtual world that calls for
a suspension of the user’ s disbelief; military
simulators, on the other hand, seek to attain
a high level of realism in order to derive
meaningful simulation results. In reality, they
both share a common set of enabling
technologies, and it is beneficial to both the
game industry and military simulation
community to tap each other’ s innovative
solutions (Zyda and Sheehan, 1997). This paper
describes the DSTA-SAF initiative to exploit
computer games for military applications, the
approach adopted in successfully modifying
suitable commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) games
to find relevance for training, and our
future plans.

CONVERGENCE OF
SIMULATION AND GAMES
Military simulation systems evolved as
sophisticated applications that run on highpowered computer workstations, while
computer games were
Training
initially programmed by
Value
hobbyists to run on
machines like the
Commodore Amiga
(Herz, 2002). However,
the availability of faster
processors, larger hard
disks, and graphic
accelerators to PC owners
enabled game developers
to leverage advances by
computer scientists in
areas such as real-time 3D
graphics, artificial
intelligence and
networking. The
increasing power of the
PC heralded the rise of

Traditional
Military
Simulators

the extremely lucrative game industry that has
since produced numerous titles that begin to
rival military simulators in terms of the level
of detail and richness of experience.

GAMING IN THE MILITARY

have since been introduced into the
mainstream gaming community, several COTS
games such as Delta Force 2, Steel Beasts, and
Falcon 4.0 have also been adapted by various
armed forces to enhance their relevance to
military training (Macedonia, 2002; Calvert,

Indeed, the potential of computer games as a
cost-effective conduit to motivate and engage
a game-savvy generation of soldiers in
repetitive tactical thinking “anytime,
anywhere”, has not gone unnoticed among
various armed forces.
In 1995, the US Marine Corps had the prescience
to take advantage of the Doom shareware in
the development of Marine Doom, which was
designed to hone the teamwork and
coordination of four-soldier fire teams (Riddell,
1997). The advent of fully 3D games presented
new possibilities for military application. In the
past few years, the US Army has spent millions
of dollars to work with developers to create
various games, including America’s Army, which
started out as a recruitment tool but has since
been used to train future officers at West Point
(Roth, 2003). Another such game is Full Spectrum
Warrior, which aims to train squad leaders in
real-life combat tactics of urban warfare
(Reuters, 2003).

Emergence of
dual-purpose
games

New breed
of simulators

Convergence of simulators and games
based on similar enabling technologies:
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LEVERAGING COTS
GAMES THROUGH MODS
Adapting a game for military application
typically involves engaging a game developer
to create customised game content under strict
licensing agreements. However, this may soon
be the exception rather than the rule. Gamedevelopment toolkits, once the tightly-guarded
bastion of game developers, have been made
increasingly available by developers, to the
delight of an emerging breed of gamers – the
mod makers (The Straits T imes, 2003). With
access to the tools used to create games, these
technically-inclined gamers are able to create
new content – characters, weapons, vehicles,
maps, missions – collectively forming
modifications (or mods, in gaming jargon) of
the commercial game, which they then freely
share with other gaming enthusiasts over
the Internet.
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Figure 2. Screenshots of the SAF mod
created by Nanyang Polytechnic students

A good mod will invariably garner plaudits
from the gaming community, and the status
and acknowledgement awarded its creator is
motivation enough for mod makers to spend
countless hours creating new content (Herz,
2002). The game developers also stand to
benefit as mods become a source of new
content that extends the shelf life of games
(Smed and Hakonen, 2003). It is this symbiotic
relationship between game developers and
mod makers borne out of the unique social
ecology of games that we wish to leverage in

There are many benefits in leveraging COTS
games to create mods for the SAF. First, there
is low risk and little cost involved. In developing
a game for commercial release, the developers
would no doubt have allocated a significant
budget towards the research and development
of a robust game engine with leading-edge
technology. By creating mods of COTS games,
we are thus able to leverage the sophisticated
game technology already in place for a fraction
of the cost.

the modification of COTS games for the SA F.

Secondly, the game-development toolkits
released by the game developers provide a
layer of abstraction from the underlying code,
allowing experienced mod makers to create
game assets with a relatively short turn-around
time. While the tools may take some time to
master, there is a wealth of online resources
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2003; Zyda and Sheehan, 1997).

National Servicemen (NSF) displayed great
interest and aptitude as mod makers during
various formation trials conducted in early
2003 to identify suitable COTS games that may
supplement the SAF’ s existing training
curriculum. Under the direction of the officersin-charge, these NSFs embarked on projects to
create new game content specific to their
respective arms formations, thus enabling the
formations to quickly move ahead and
incorporate these relevant mods in their
training curriculum. In addition, students from
Singapore’s Nanyang Polytechnic with skills in
digital media design and information
technology were engaged to create localised
game content for the SAF’ s use across the
various arms (see Figure 2).

As a conscript armed force, the SAF has a large
pool of young national servicemen, many of
whom are eager gamers. Several full-time
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create new game content specific to their
respective arms formations, thus enabling the
formations to quickly move ahead and
incorporate these relevant mods in their
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in the form of tutorials, videos, and forums to
help novices shorten their learning curve.
Our specific approach of involving NSF and
polytechnic students in the process of creating
mods for the SAF allows us not only to tap on
their interest and skill sets, but also serves as
an effective vehicle to reach out to this
technology-savvy generation and welcome
their contributions towards the SAF’s innovative
approach to training.
Whilst COTS games of fer proven game
technology, the cultural infrastructure of the
gaming communities also facilitates an informal
yet invaluable source of feedback for the
verification and validation of game models. In
traditional military simulators, much care is
given to verify and validate the accuracy of
the simulation models, often requiring many
man-hours dedicated to model testing. In the
case of COTS tank, naval, and flight
simulation games or other combat simulation
games, the experienced soldiers amongst the
pool of avid gamers will ferret out any
inaccuracies in the game models and highlight
them via reviews and forums. These errors may
then be rectified by the developer in
subsequent game patches, resulting in better
fidelity game models.

3D
model

CONSTRUCTING A WHOLE
NEW VIRTUAL WORLD
Armed with the arsenal of professional gamedevelopment toolkits and third party utilities,
mod makers have unleashed their creativity in
pushing the bounds of the underlying game
engines. A salient example is The Chain of
Command, a mod of Operation Flashpoint
developed by a diverse group of dedicated
fans brought together by the common desire
to create large scale strategic combat
simulations on top of the original section-level
tactical first-person shooter. In addition to
strategic level gameplay, the mod makers have
also created artillery units, torpedoes, mines,
and combat divers to extend the spectrum of
possible operations in the game.
The exact process of mod-making differs from
game to game but they are likely to involve
similar steps. The remainder of this section
serves to provide an idea of what is involved
in the creation of an SAF mod of
Operation Flashpoint.
New game assets such as SAF weapons and
vehicles as well as localised buildings and
vegetation are modelled using Oxygen Light,
the official modelling tool released by Bohemia
Interactive Studio (BIS), the game’s developers.
Photo-realistic textures prepared from actual
photographs are then applied to the polygons
of the 3D models. Key components of the
model are identified with predetermined tags
in order for the engine to associate the
appropriate attributes with them. For instance,
New game asset

texture

Figure 3. Steps in creating a SAR21 rifle
game model
config
file

both ends of the SAR21 rifle barrel have to be
tagged so that the engine can calculate the
bullet’s trajectory.
After the game assets have been modelled,
their in-game behaviour is specified in a
configuration file that provides information
to the game engine via parameters such as
vehicle speed, armour values, effective range
and damage of ammunition. The daunting
task of defining all the parameters of a new
game asset is eased considerably by using the
parameters defined for an existing similar
object. For instance, a new armoured personnel
carrier like the SAF Bionix Infantry Fighting
Vehicle could inherit the parameters of the
existing M113 armored personnel carrier ,
leaving the mod maker to change only the
parameters for which the Bionix differs from
the M113.
Custom maps may also be created using Visitor
2 Light, the official terrain editor released by
BIS. Geo-specific terrain may be modelled
based on the Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
of geographical areas. However, there is some
pre-processing that needs to be done to the
DEM file before it may be imported into the
terrain editor. Alternatively, a generic
heightmap may be used in the modelling of
geo-typical terrain.
Once the elevation profile has been imported
into Visitor, ground textures such as grass,
rock, or sand are applied to different parts of
the terrain. Localised objects such as kampung
huts, a Command HQ building, lamp posts,
and vegetation such as mangrove, coconut,
and banana trees created
in Oxygen Light are then
Digital Elevation
imported into the project
Model (.dem)
and may be placed on the
island as desired. Lastly ,
Gray-scale
a network of roads
heightmap
is designed.
(32-bit.tga)
After the custom map and
game assets are completed,
everything is put together

The mission editor provides

gamers to define simple rule-sets in the creation
of new missions. More complex scenarios may
be designed with additional scripting of the
computer-controlled units’ behaviour .

CHALLENGES
A strong element of creativity is integral to
game object modelling and mission design to
make for compelling gameplay. It is this creative
aspect that sets COTS games apart from
traditional military simulators and it should
be pre-eminent in any ef fort to adapt COTS
games to incorporate military training
curriculum.
A more dif ficult challenge to surmount in
adapting COTS games for the military is the
lack of access to the underlying source code.
This presents limitations to the degree that
the original game may be modified. For
instance, the important phases of mission
planning and After-Action Review (AAR) may
not be easily incorporated in a game without
tweaking the source code. However, there is
a glimmer of hope that more developers would
embrace the open source movement that has
been proven commercially viable by developers
such as id Software. The decision taken by id
Software to release the source code of Doom
and Quake has given rise to a myriad of
extensively modified games (Au, 2002). If more
game developers adopted the same mantra

WILBUR

Gray-scale
heightmap
(24-bit.tga)

Adobe Photoshop

tga2ase

ASCII Scene Export
(.ase)

Figure 4. Preparing a DEM file for use in Visitor1

in the mission editor that
is shipped with the game.

a fairly intuitive graphical user interface for

1

Wilbur is a freeware terrain editor developed by Joseph R. Slayton.
The utility tga2ase is developed by Kegen Kotisivu to facilitate terrain
heightmap generation for Visitor
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of free information access, it would pave the
way for more extensive modifications of COTS
games to meet specific military interests.

USE OF MODS IN THE SAF
The versatility of Operation Flashpoint mods
has found innovative applications in the various
SAF schools to engage trainees in achieving
learning objectives. Incorporating these mods
into the training curriculum has yielded
additional benefits such as savings in training
resources and increased realism in conducting
drills involving various members of a combat
unit. The following paragraphs highlight the
initiatives taken by the School of Armour (SOA)
and School of Combat Engineers (SOCE) in
creating custom game content to suit their
specific needs.
The SOA has embarked on an ambitious project
to create models of its vehicles such as the
Ultra OWS, SM1, Bionix, and Bronco (see Figure
5) for use in custom training scenarios. Played
in multi-player mode, the missions provide an
environment for trainees to practise the various
drills as well as hone their situation awareness
and team-fighting skills. The Ultra OWS and
SM1 models, along with a simple block mission,
may be downloaded from the portal
for SAF National Servicemen at
http://www.miw.com.sg and played with the
COTS Operation Flashpoint: Game of the
Year edition.
The SOCE has also created new content such
as concertina wire, mines, booby traps, and
other equipment specific to their scope of
operations and incorporated these in multiplayer missions to enhance classroom
instruction. This has proven to be an effective
way of conducting dry runs as a preamble for
actual field lessons or exercises. Trainees are
able to quickly gain a clear understanding of
the ground picture and their respective roles
through hands-on gaming sessions. This
translates into cost savings in the conduct of
field exercises; for instance, there is less wastage
of materials compared to previously when
trainees were more unfamiliar with their drills.
Besides enhancing classroom instruction, mods

are also explored as an alternative to field
lessons as a wet weather programme, or to
overcome limitations of manpower and
resources, and safety considerations that result
in unrealistic battlefield scenarios.

FUTURE PLANS
As a repertoire of SAF mods is being built,
some of these may be made accessible through

SM1

Bionix

the Internet for download and multiplayer
online gaming. This would be an ef fective
medium to reach out to NSFs and constantly
engage them in tactical decision-making.
While mods find even more application for
training, we are also exploring its potential for
military experimentation. The versatility of
mods lends itself as a promising proxy world
for the evaluation of war -fighting concepts.

SUMMARY AND
PERSPECTIVE
As PC technology advances in response to
market demand, COTS games will continue to
grow in sophistication and complement military
simulators in providing virtual environments
that are rich in detail. This trend, coupled with
the low cost of games and the ubiquity of PCs
has motivated a closer examination of the
relevance of COTS games to the SAF. The release
of game-development toolkits by commercial
game developers has been a boon in providing
us a means to create customised content and
mission scenarios to suit the SAF’ s training
needs with a short turn-around time.
The initial projects undertaken by SOA and
SOCE represent the first steps in our
commitment to fully explore and harness COTS
games in engaging our next generation of
soldiers. Overall, the results and feedback have
been positive, paving the way for future
projects as we seek other ways that this
commercial interactive digital medium may
cross over to meet the needs of military
simulation in the SAF.
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INTRODUCTION
The Problem
In Nicholas G. Carr’s article, “IT Doesn’t Matter”,
in the May 2003 edition of the Harvard Business
Review (Carr, 2003), the basic premise is that
the evolution of information technology is
following a pattern similar to that of earlier
technologies like railroads and electric power.
As these “infrastructural technologies” are
being built into the infrastructure of commerce,
they open opportunities for forward-looking
companies to gain strong competitive
advantages. But as their availability increases
and their cost decreases - as they become
ubiquitous - they become commodity inputs.
From a strategic standpoint, they become
invisible i.e. they no longer matter .
At the same time, the bursting of the dot com
bubble has resulted in:

• Many entrenched monopolistic suppliers
of critical IT infrastructure ratcheting up
the costs to their already captive market
at each maintenance contract renewal in
order to meet their bottomline in the
absence of new revenue streams.
As a result, the Chief Information Officers (CIOs)
of today face the twin problems of:

The EA Process promises to provide IT
organisations with a systematic approach to
aligning IT projects with corporate goals and
priorities. The MET A Group claims that
implementing enterprise systems identified by
the EA Process would provide organisations
with a comprehensive approach to the
management and development of
IT environments.

• Justifying the strategic use of IT and the
return on investment for new
IT investments
• Containing the rising recurrent cost of
existing IT infrastructure

The Solution
To solve the CIOs’ dilemma, consultants are
engaged. Among the most influential in terms
of mind share is the Enterprise Architecture
Planning Process (EA Process) promulgated by
the META Group (Buchanan and Soley, 2002)
(See Figure 1).

• Many companies facing severe hangovers
as they survey the damage done to their
Income & Expenditure statement by a
glut of IT investments made during the
height of the dot com days.

WHAT IS ENTERPRISE
ARCHITECTURE?
The Gap

Figure 2. Enterprise Architecture serves as a bridge between
business strategy and programme management
(Buchanan and Soley, 2002)
business decision-making and information
sharing to implement the business strategy.

The META Group positions the EA Process as
one which will bridge the gap (See Figure 2)
between the concerns of:
•

Corporate strategists who deal with
business strategic planning that identifies
threats and opportunities emerging from
the environment and recommends
appropriate organisation responses
and investments

•

IT project managers who establish IT goals
and manage the acquisition and
development of new hardware and
software systems.

The Components
The META Group defines Enterprise
Architecture as a top-down, business strategic
driven process that coordinates the parallel,
internally consistent development of an
Enterprise Business Architecture (EBA), an
Enterprise Information Architecture (EIA), and
an Enterprise-Wide Technology Architecture
(EWTA), as well as the Enterprise Application
Portfolio (EAP):
•

The EBA refers to an organisation’s business
strategy.

•

The EIA is driven by the EBA and describes
the information required by users for rapid

Figure 1. META Group’s Enterprise Architecture Process Model (Buchanan and Soley, 2002)

•

The EAP is driven by both the EBA and the
EIA. It is a “town plan” of integrated
application systems required to satisfy
business information needs and to support
information and business processes. The
EAP includes both existing and planned
inventory of applications and components.

•

The EWTA is driven by the EBA, EIA and
EAP and aims to enable rapid engineering,
solutions development and technical
innovation. It details the enterprise’ s
technology strategies and current and
future states of the enterprise’ s
infrastructure and technology platforms.
The EWTA guides programmes/projects
in engineering the organisation’ s
information
systems and
technology infrastructure.

WHY ENTERPRISE
ARCHITECTURE?
The Raison D'être
In a nutshell, through developing the Enterprise
Architecture, the EA Process aims to link
strategic planning to software project
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management. The aim is to make IT
investments according to objective measures
of business strategic value and priorities and
in accordance with a long-term plan for
infrastructure and architecture development.
The CIO would then be in a position to create
a set of priorities for modifications and to plan
changes. In addition, when business strategies
change, IT investment plans can change
dynamically in response through an analysis
of the gap between what already exists and
what is called for by the changed strategy and
the redefined Enterprise Architecture.

WHO HAS DONE
ENTERPRISE
ARCHITECTURE?
The Hype
In 2002, the US Government mandated the
use of a Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA).

WHAT WE HAVE
LEARNT THUS FAR?
The Reality
MINDEF, the SAF and DSTA are clearly not alone
in embarking on this Enterprise Architecture
journey. We can therefore take comfort and
learn from those who have gone before us,
especially the true practitioners.
The following advice comes from The Practical
Guide to Enterprise Architecture (McGovern
et. al. 2004) and is expanded upon at
www.agiledata.org/essays/enterpriseArchitec
ture.html. Although it pertains mainly to what
is described as EWTA above, and the examples
given are from our own experience in
implementing the MINDEF / SAF Corporate IT
Enterprise Technical Architecture (CITTA), the
lessons learnt are clearly applicable to the other
Enterprise Architecture components as well.

Led by the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB), the purpose was to identify
opportunities to simplify processes and unify
work across the agencies and within the lines
of business of the Federal Government.
The outcome was a more citizen-centred,
customer-focused government that maximised
technology investments to better achieve
mission outcomes.
The US Department of Defence (DoD) also got
into the act with their own Enterprise
Architecture called the Global Information Grid
(GIG) to address issues of interoperability. In
Singapore, iDA, with the Ministry of Defence
(MINDEF) and DSTA participation, has launched
the (Civil) Service Wide Technical Architecture
(SWTA).
MINDEF, the SAF and DSTA have also not been
spared from the Enterprise Architecture bug
with various Enterprise Architecture initiatives
being driven by the various CIO of fices.

Seven Habits Of Highly Effective
Enterprise Architects

To achieve this, a central theme of the
successive reorganisations within DST A has
been the progressive centralisation and
rationalisation of Technical and Information

Architectures evolve over time due to new

Architects (Technical Architects or T As and

requirements, new technological choices, and

DataBase Administrators or DBAs) across

greater understanding by the Enterprise

business lines.

Architecture team. A good example is the EAI
backbone where we learnt the painful lesson

This has allowed us to seed, nurture and sustain
a critical mass of Technical and Information
Architects by of fering opportunities for
professional interaction, mutual learning and
career progression along a technical path.

chance that it will be understood and actually
followed by developers. The building blocks
of a successful Technical Architecture were thus
progressively laid down through simple
standardisation on high payoff components
such as a single database (Oracle); a single
development language (Java); a single
application server (W ebLogic); a single
Enterprise Application Integration (EAI)
Development Framework (Struts); and a single
Integrated Development Environment (IDE)

Going forward, the high payoff areas identified

This process results in the creation and iterative

can possibly include a single Enterprise Resource

refinement of many artifacts that collectively

Planning (ERP) system, content management

define a future Enterprise Architecture, and

system, workflow engine, portal and end user

identifies the gaps between the current state

reporting tool.

and this future architecture.
This standardisation also mutually supports
This process focus misses the key enabler

Habit 1 by allowing us to ef fectively and

necessary for a successful Enterprise

efficiently build up a critical mass of Technical

Architecture initiative i.e. the Architects. It

and Information Architects by concentrating

takes good Architects to come up with a great

our effort. It is also mutually supported by

with an architecture model.

approach to support a few strategies rather
than a single system integration strategy to

Habit 4: Roll Up Your Sleeves

Architecture represents a process, not a thing.

that had enough technical depth to come up

affair. The team has since modified their

The simpler the architecture, the greater the

The META Group opines that Enterprise

in CITTA was therefore to configure a team

oriented middleware is not a straightforward

cater to the reality of our legacy systems.

(Eclipse).

architecture model. The challenge we faced

that replacing flat file transfers with messaging

Habit 2: Keep It Simple

backbone (WebMethods); a single Web Tier

Habit 1: Focus On People, Not
Technology Or Techniques

Habit 3: Work Iteratively And
Incrementally

Habit 3.

Developers will not respect the Enterprise
Architecture team and therefore will not accept
the Architecture, if the Enterprise Architecture
team is not willing to get actively involved in
their project efforts. We learnt this when the
relationship between the Technical Architecture
team and the line projects was one of mentor
to student. The engagement model has since
been modified to attach Enterprise Architecture
team members to flagship line projects to get
better acceptance and buy-in.

Habit 5: Build It Before You Talk
About It
Everything works in theory . In practice
however, it can often fail miserably. Technical
prototyping is therefore key to validating a
reference implementation of the Enterprise
Architecture. This was the lesson learnt from
our first few attempts to build systems on top
of Java application servers based on textbook
approaches that simply do not scale. The second
time round, the Technical Architecture team
developed a full-blown working reference
implementation. This reference
implementation is complete with its own set
of documentation artifacts and hence has the
added advantage that it can serve
as a documentation standard and
communication tool.
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Habit 6: Look At The Whole Picture
This is a primary skill of Enterprise Architects
and hence is one of the reasons why a multiview approach is so important. This is also one
of the major lessons learnt thus far as the major
stakeholders have repeatedly commented on
the usability of the architecture documents
beyond the technical community . This has
resulted in our current ef fort to put aside
resources to prepare additional documentation
targeted at critical audiences e.g. intranet
website standards targeted solely at web
developers and web masters. This also leads
us to the next habit.

Habit 7: Make Architecture Attractive
To Your Customers
If the enterprise architecture artifacts are not
easy to understand, access, and work with, the
customers (developers, users and managers)
will very likely ignore the enterprise
architecture work. Going forward, the
architecture community is actively building on
artwork from the iDA SWTA effort in coming
up with cartoons for communication purposes
and to put across facts about CITT A.
As the maxim goes: Communicate,
communicate, communicate.

left to others to do the hard work of actual
implementation. The job thus falls onto the
in-house staff, as the true practitioners, to
make it work.
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The other major challenge is one of top
management involvement beyond mere
support. Stripping out the fancy term, the
EBA is simply a description of an organisation’s
business strategy. In an ideal world, EBA drives
the other components i.e. EIA, EAP and EWTA.
A key challenge for the overall Enterprise
Architecture process therefore, is to ensure the
clarity of the key strategy and performance
metrics driving MINDEF/SAF business.
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CONCLUSION
A Final Word From The Trenches
Like any other strategy, the main problem with
the Enterprise Architecture initiative is in its
execution.
We have met many challenges during our
Enterprise Architecture journey. Chief among
them is the issue of managing expectations.
By positioning the concept of an Enterprise
Architecture as a process and not a product,
the consultants have made it intrinsically
appealing as yet another initiative that can be
kicked off for a “feather in the cap” and then
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INTRODUCTION
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
originated from transponder technology
created by the British for aircraft identification
during World War II. Over the next 60 years,
the inventions of the transistor , integrated
circuits, the computer and the advances in
miniaturisation, manufacturing and computer
networking have contributed immensely to
the evolution of RFID till today, where it stands
poised to transform the global supply chain
management.
The push from both the US Department of
Defence (DoD) and Wal-Mart to use RFID gave
this 60-year old technology a boost. In June
2003, Wal-Mart, the leading retailer in the US
announced that it would require its top 100
suppliers to use RFID technology on cases and
pallets by January 2005 and would expand to
include all suppliers by year 2006. Then in
October 2003, the DoD announced that it
requires suppliers to put RFID tags on cases,
pallets and high-value items. The goal is to
reduce safety stocks and improve forecasting
through better visibility. Both parties require
the RFID tags to be based on the Electronic
Product Code (EPC) format. The widespread
adoption of RFID by both parties as well as
other retailers across the US and Europe, has
set both the commercial and military sectors
abuzz.
The push from both the US DoD and Wal-Mart
has also generated great interest in the
technology sector. Many of the leading
technology companies such as IBM, Microsoft,
Texas Instruments, Oracle, Sun Microsystems,
HP and Alien Technologies along with many
other companies have taken on roles in the
research, consultancy, development and
support of RFID.

THE TECHNOLOGY
First, it is important to understand how the
technology works. The basics of RFID consist

of a tiny microchip (or tag) and a small coiled
antenna. The RFID microchip and antenna can
be attached to almost any object. They can
vary in shape, size or form depending on the
application such as layering them on a piece
of tape or label or placing them between
cardboard layers in a carton. The RFID tag
would store a unique identification code from
which RFID scanners, ranging from handheld
units to fixed readers, transmit radio signals
to turn on the tag that sends back information
to the reader.
There are three types of RFID tags. A passive
tag requires no batteries and derives its power
from the electromagnetic field created by the
signal from the RFID reader . This generates
enough power for the tag to respond to the
reader with its information in the form of
electromagnetic waves. The RFID reader
converts the new waves into digital
information. While the range is smaller than
that for active tags, having no need for a
battery makes the passive tag’s life virtually
unlimited and its size potentially as minute as
a grain of rice.
An active tag uses its own battery power to
contact the reader. It works over a greater
distance than passive tags, but its larger size
is its main drawback. Semi-passive tags use a
battery to run the chip's circuitry , but
communicate by drawing power from the
reader. Active and semi-passive tags are useful
for tracking high-value goods that need to be
scanned over long ranges, because they are
too expensive to be placed on low-cost items.
The focus is on passive tags, which are a lowcost technology. The read range of passive tags
is about a few metres in comparison to active
tags that can be read from a longer range.
Another key aspect of an RFID tag is the
frequency at which it functions. Depending on
the antenna in the chip, readers communicate
with tags at various frequencies. There are
four different kinds of tags commonly in use,
their differences depending on their radio
frequencies: low frequency tags (between 125

to 134 kHz ), high frequency tags (13.56 MHz),
and ultra high frequency (UHF) tags (868 to
956 MHz), and microwave tags (2.45 GHz).

mass adoption.
At present, falling tag costs, emerging open
industry standards and new production

Low-frequency RFID tags are commonly used
for identification, and automobile key-andlock, anti-theft system. High-frequency RFID
tags are used in library book or bookstore
tracking, pallet tracking, building access control,
airline baggage tracking, identification badges
and apparel item tracking. RFID tags are
commonly used in pallet and tracking, and
and tracking, whilst microwave RFID tags are
used in long range access control for vehicles.

techniques are spurring wide-scale

RFID tags of lower frequencies are better suited
for applications that require reading of small
amounts of data at low speed. The reading
range is also limited to not more than a few
metres. Even though they have a shorter range
compared to higher frequencies, they are more
tolerant of obstacles such as water , tissue,
aluminium and wood. They are even
moderately tolerant of small amounts of metals
in the way. However reading of multiple tags
simultaneously is difficult in close proximity as
reading collisions can occur. Higher frequencies
tags can be used for long range applications.
High frequencies also have faster data transfers.
However, these high frequency beams are more
easily stopped. They have problems with
reflections, inability to “see” round corners,
and problems with blocking of the beam, even
by obstacles transparent to human vision.

The EPC, a key initiative of AutoID center , is

RFID DEPLOYMENT

development and deployment initiatives. A
major catalyst has been the collaborative work
via the AutoID Center in the US. Here a number
of companies and universities have worked
together to develop the standards and designs
for a range of relatively simple tags that can
be manufactured in bulk with the aim to reduce
the cost per tag down to below
ten cents.

emerging as a global standard for tag
specifications. In an EPC-embedded RFID tag,
each tag stores a unique 96 bit code that
identifies the object and individual serial
number. Once the code is read from the tag,
the EPC can be linked via a distributed EPC
Network to look up databases that can provide
detailed information about the item or package
such as the manufacturer, characteristics, batch
number, shipping history, manufacture date
and expiration date. The tags can also be
programmed to store additional data. Details
of EPC and the EPC Network can be found in
Appendix 1.

RFID IN DEFENCE
Previously, the lack of standards and the
relatively high cost had led RFID to be
implemented in a modest manner in the SAF.

While RFID technology has been available for
nearly two decades, costs associated with it
have limited RFID to niche uses. These include
toll collection, livestock identification, library
book monitoring and security access, just to
name a few uses. Until quite recently , RFID
tags cost at least a few dollars apiece and thus
had to be used repeatedly over an extended
period of time to justify the investment.
Another main issue hindering a quicker
proliferation of RFID is the lack of standards
or significant initiatives to push for

Some examples are the Individual Physical
Proficiency Test (IPPT) system that uses RFID
chips to record the start and finish times of
runners for the IPPT, the monitoring of fuel
dispensation to authorised SAF vehicles and
the signing in and out of weapons.
With falling RFID tag prices and increasing
global technical standardization, RFID tags will
gradually replace the venerable bar codes,
which are currently widely utilised. Defence
logistics like the retail industry will exploit
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tag requires no batteries and derives its power
from the electromagnetic field created by the
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converts the new waves into digital
information. While the range is smaller than
that for active tags, having no need for a
battery makes the passive tag’s life virtually
unlimited and its size potentially as minute as
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An active tag uses its own battery power to
contact the reader. It works over a greater
distance than passive tags, but its larger size
is its main drawback. Semi-passive tags use a
battery to run the chip's circuitry , but
communicate by drawing power from the
reader. Active and semi-passive tags are useful
for tracking high-value goods that need to be
scanned over long ranges, because they are
too expensive to be placed on low-cost items.
The focus is on passive tags, which are a lowcost technology. The read range of passive tags
is about a few metres in comparison to active
tags that can be read from a longer range.
Another key aspect of an RFID tag is the
frequency at which it functions. Depending on
the antenna in the chip, readers communicate
with tags at various frequencies. There are
four different kinds of tags commonly in use,
their differences depending on their radio
frequencies: low frequency tags (between 125

to 134 kHz ), high frequency tags (13.56 MHz),
and ultra high frequency (UHF) tags (868 to
956 MHz), and microwave tags (2.45 GHz).

mass adoption.
At present, falling tag costs, emerging open
industry standards and new production
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for identification, and automobile key-andlock, anti-theft system. High-frequency RFID
tags are used in library book or bookstore
tracking, pallet tracking, building access control,
airline baggage tracking, identification badges
and apparel item tracking. RFID tags are
commonly used in pallet and tracking, and
and tracking, whilst microwave RFID tags are
used in long range access control for vehicles.

techniques are spurring wide-scale

RFID tags of lower frequencies are better suited
for applications that require reading of small
amounts of data at low speed. The reading
range is also limited to not more than a few
metres. Even though they have a shorter range
compared to higher frequencies, they are more
tolerant of obstacles such as water , tissue,
aluminium and wood. They are even
moderately tolerant of small amounts of metals
in the way. However reading of multiple tags
simultaneously is difficult in close proximity as
reading collisions can occur. Higher frequencies
tags can be used for long range applications.
High frequencies also have faster data transfers.
However, these high frequency beams are more
easily stopped. They have problems with
reflections, inability to “see” round corners,
and problems with blocking of the beam, even
by obstacles transparent to human vision.

The EPC, a key initiative of AutoID center , is
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development and deployment initiatives. A
major catalyst has been the collaborative work
via the AutoID Center in the US. Here a number
of companies and universities have worked
together to develop the standards and designs
for a range of relatively simple tags that can
be manufactured in bulk with the aim to reduce
the cost per tag down to below
ten cents.

emerging as a global standard for tag
specifications. In an EPC-embedded RFID tag,
each tag stores a unique 96 bit code that
identifies the object and individual serial
number. Once the code is read from the tag,
the EPC can be linked via a distributed EPC
Network to look up databases that can provide
detailed information about the item or package
such as the manufacturer, characteristics, batch
number, shipping history, manufacture date
and expiration date. The tags can also be
programmed to store additional data. Details
of EPC and the EPC Network can be found in
Appendix 1.

RFID IN DEFENCE
Previously, the lack of standards and the
relatively high cost had led RFID to be
implemented in a modest manner in the SAF.

While RFID technology has been available for
nearly two decades, costs associated with it
have limited RFID to niche uses. These include
toll collection, livestock identification, library
book monitoring and security access, just to
name a few uses. Until quite recently , RFID
tags cost at least a few dollars apiece and thus
had to be used repeatedly over an extended
period of time to justify the investment.
Another main issue hindering a quicker
proliferation of RFID is the lack of standards
or significant initiatives to push for

Some examples are the Individual Physical
Proficiency Test (IPPT) system that uses RFID
chips to record the start and finish times of
runners for the IPPT, the monitoring of fuel
dispensation to authorised SAF vehicles and
the signing in and out of weapons.
With falling RFID tag prices and increasing
global technical standardization, RFID tags will
gradually replace the venerable bar codes,
which are currently widely utilised. Defence
logistics like the retail industry will exploit
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various characteristics of RFID to improve supply
chain management and processes. Unlike bar
codes, RFID tags do not require a direct line
of sight for the data to be read. For instance,
materiel within a pallet in a truck does not
need to be unloaded and unpacked to be
scanned by an RFID reader, as the radio waves
can penetrate the walls of the pallet and truck.
Another feature of RFID technology is the
ability of an RFID reader to read hundreds of
chips virtually instantaneously, speeding up
the loading and delivery processes.
RFID could also be applied to soldier
identification, soldier physiological monitoring,
casualty evacuation management and
recording of casualty vital signs, friend-foe
identification systems, and tracking of classified
documents. RFID tags can also be used to
enhance security such as automatic vehicle
identification and ensure that a proper match
of authorised drivers to vehicles during
heightened security situations. A similar
application will be matching authorised soldiers
to their assigned weapons to eradicate any
unauthorised or unqualified use. RFID deployed
for cargo visibility would strengthen maritime
and aviation security, while an RFID-based antiterrorism system with sensor tags to detect
radiation, biological or chemical agents would
deter smuggling of weapons into the country.

and a knowledge-enabled logistics command

relentless sales pitches. The next time, you walk

and control system assisted by decision-support

into the store, advertisements would be flashed

tools, logisticians would be able to anticipate,

on wall-sized screens based on your spending

Such intriguing features of RFID position it as

predict and plan the right amount of supply

pattern, a scenario played out in the movie

a key enabler in realising the vision of T otal

materiel to be delivered in a timely manner to

‘Minority Report’.

Assets Visibility (TAV). TAV can be viewed as a

where it is needed. This brings about a logistics

capability that provides commanders and

transformation that shifts away from a ‘just

Another disquieting possibility is that future

warfighters at various echelons with timely

in case’ paradigm to that of a ‘just-in-time’

burglars with the appropriate technology

and accurate information on the location,

and ‘just adequate’ approach.

would be able to examine contents of nearby

Total Assets Visibility

movement, status and identity equipment,
materiel and supplies from factory to foxhole
whether they are in storage, in transit or in
process. RFID will bring about some benefits
such as:
• Reduced footprint on the battlefield
• Increased accuracy and visibility
of inventories
• The optimisation of depot and warehouse

wallets, knapsacks and packages to identify
Such a sense-and-respond logistics capability

valuables and expensive gear before making

is an integral component of the SAF Integrated

their moves. Critics also raise Orwellian fears

Knowledge-enabled Command and Control

that RFID technology would make it easier for

(IKC2) concept. The SAF IKC2 is conceptualised

government agencies to track a person’s every

as network–enabled, knowledge-based

movement and allow invasion of privacy .

warfighting that will enable the SAF to achieve
greater force optimisation, self-synchronisation,

This issue of privacy and the ability to remain

greater flexibility and efficiency of action as

anonymous would have to be addressed before

well as to enhance the speed and quality of

RFID become ubiquitous.

decision-making. Combat units cannot sustain

operations to meet customer requirements

the attributes of an IKC2 model without a

and improve materiel transport

logistics system that shares those attributes.

• Accurate supply chain execution
• Better asset management
• Increased availability and readiness
of equipment
• Online, real-time, user-driven requisition
processing
• Tracking of transaction history associated

A sense-and-respond logistics capability will
allow logisticians to project and sustain combat
power with greater speed, accuracy and
flexibility and provide the necessary congruency
between combat elements and their logistics
supply system.

CHALLENGES

• Reduced manpower for checking inventories

Every new technology has its set of
implementation challenges and RFID is no
different. In order to exploit the benefits
brought about by RFID, we need to be mindful
of a few aspects. Realising cost benefits and
understanding the value proposition of RFID
is key. The requirements concerning hardware
implementation of RFID include the types of
tag to be used, the environment they are going

with each asset
Some RFID technologies include read and write
memory that provides an electronic catalogue
of the contents that a pallet or container may
have held over a period of time. Furthermore,
some RFID tags contain other sensors that can
transmit valuable data. For example, RFID tags
with anti-tamper features could be used to
monitor any tampering to a consignment of
weapons, ammunitions, hazardous material
or other high-value assets. RFID tags with
temperature, vibration and humidity
monitoring features could also be used to track
shelf and environmental conditions under
which combat rations are stored to minimise
attrition. Opportunities and applications, other
than those mentioned, for deploying RFID in
the SAF abound.

RFID IMPLEMENTATION

Besides cost and standardisation challenges

to be used in, the number, type and location

that are being addressed, another key

of readers, the servers and client workstations.

• Checking of assets in and out expeditiously

challenge is allaying concerns over privacy .

There are also other costs incurred in network

• Simplified and speedier asset location

There are concerns that RFID technology makes

infrastructure, software applications and also

it possible for our movements to be tracked

integration with other enterprise information

and allows our personal information to be

systems.

• Up-to-date snapshots of the status of
fixed assets

available to an unprecedented level of detail.

• The facilitation of predictive maintenance

The idea of implementing RFID tags sewn into

The cost of investment is closely coupled with

and shortening maintenance turn-around-

clothes or embedded into a myriad of products

the information needs. The adoption of

time

has raised the possibility of people being

tagging will generate data resulting in very

tracked through their possessions. Imagine the

high data volumes that will put pressure on

An RFID-enabled TAV environment would

RFID tagged items that you have purchased

data storage capacity . For example, it is

endow the SAF with a logistics system that is

with credit cards would link you to those

envisaged that Wal-Mart will generate more

able to sense and respond appropriately and

specific items in the departmental store’ s or

than seven terabytes of operational RFID data

in a timely manner to the logistics needs of

card’s databases, down to the colour, size, style

a day. Traditional technology architectures are

combat units in the mission theatre. With the

and price. Marketers could then make use of

not prepared to handle volumes of such

information from the ability to track assets,

the data and surreptitiously identify you for

magnitude. Operational databases, which differ
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various characteristics of RFID to improve supply
chain management and processes. Unlike bar
codes, RFID tags do not require a direct line
of sight for the data to be read. For instance,
materiel within a pallet in a truck does not
need to be unloaded and unpacked to be
scanned by an RFID reader, as the radio waves
can penetrate the walls of the pallet and truck.
Another feature of RFID technology is the
ability of an RFID reader to read hundreds of
chips virtually instantaneously, speeding up
the loading and delivery processes.
RFID could also be applied to soldier
identification, soldier physiological monitoring,
casualty evacuation management and
recording of casualty vital signs, friend-foe
identification systems, and tracking of classified
documents. RFID tags can also be used to
enhance security such as automatic vehicle
identification and ensure that a proper match
of authorised drivers to vehicles during
heightened security situations. A similar
application will be matching authorised soldiers
to their assigned weapons to eradicate any
unauthorised or unqualified use. RFID deployed
for cargo visibility would strengthen maritime
and aviation security, while an RFID-based antiterrorism system with sensor tags to detect
radiation, biological or chemical agents would
deter smuggling of weapons into the country.
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whether they are in storage, in transit or in
process. RFID will bring about some benefits
such as:
• Reduced footprint on the battlefield
• Increased accuracy and visibility
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• The optimisation of depot and warehouse
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• Accurate supply chain execution
• Better asset management
• Increased availability and readiness
of equipment
• Online, real-time, user-driven requisition
processing
• Tracking of transaction history associated

A sense-and-respond logistics capability will
allow logisticians to project and sustain combat
power with greater speed, accuracy and
flexibility and provide the necessary congruency
between combat elements and their logistics
supply system.

CHALLENGES

• Reduced manpower for checking inventories

Every new technology has its set of
implementation challenges and RFID is no
different. In order to exploit the benefits
brought about by RFID, we need to be mindful
of a few aspects. Realising cost benefits and
understanding the value proposition of RFID
is key. The requirements concerning hardware
implementation of RFID include the types of
tag to be used, the environment they are going

with each asset
Some RFID technologies include read and write
memory that provides an electronic catalogue
of the contents that a pallet or container may
have held over a period of time. Furthermore,
some RFID tags contain other sensors that can
transmit valuable data. For example, RFID tags
with anti-tamper features could be used to
monitor any tampering to a consignment of
weapons, ammunitions, hazardous material
or other high-value assets. RFID tags with
temperature, vibration and humidity
monitoring features could also be used to track
shelf and environmental conditions under
which combat rations are stored to minimise
attrition. Opportunities and applications, other
than those mentioned, for deploying RFID in
the SAF abound.
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from traditional back-end databases, will be
commonplace and necessary for the collection,

implementation experience is outlined in
Appendix 2.

APPENDIX 1

correlation, filtering and cleansing of data. It
is important to think through the data
management requirements, strategies and
structures to identify the data to be collected
and exploit it meaningfully.
The introduction of RFID is likely to bring about
changes to some business processes. Automatic
data collection and identification of goods
may also mean that some roles will be made
redundant and new roles created.
While commercial manufacturers will
increasingly include EPC in the products that
they manufacture, not all military suppliers
will follow suit. While the military will exploit
the EPC Network to gather information about
the supplies that they have acquired from
commercial vendors, a separate unique
identification numbering system may have to
be developed to tag military specific items
pertinent to the SAF. The architecture of such
a system will have to be harmonised with the
EPC construct.
Companies have to examine whether the
technology that they put into place today will

CONCLUSION
While most agree that the benefits of RFID,
once harnessed, will bring about major
improvements throughout the entire supply
chains, logistical processes and other
applications, cost efficiency and standardisation
are issues to be addressed. One key issue that
needs resolution before mass acceptance is
privacy concerns, in particular, the potential
ability of a government to easily track its
citizens as depicted in Aldous Huxley’s “Brave
New World”.
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ELECTRONIC PRODUCT
CODE AND EPC NETWORK
Introduction
To facilitate global interoperability and visibility
across the global supply chain involving
different corporations in the industry
ecosystem, there should be a standardised way
of uniquely identifying items within the supply
chain. Next, there has to be a standardised
way of discovering and sharing the data that
describes each item.

Electronic Product Code
The Electronic Product Code addresses the first
requirement by allowing goods to be identified
to the item level. Like many current numbering
schemes used in commerce, the EPC is divided
into numbers that identify the manufacturer
and product type. But the EPC uses an extra
set of digits, a serial number, to identify unique
items. Using this EPC, one can identify and
locate information about the manufacturer,
product class and item instance of a
particular product.

Figure 1
In a 96-bit EPC, there are 96 bits of data that
can be used to uniquely identify up to 268
million unique companies, each with 16 million
different types of products. Each product can
contain over 687 billion individual items.
Additional fields may also be used as part of
the EPC in order to properly encode and decode
information from different numbering systems
into their native (human-readable) forms.
The EPC standards also call for five classes of
tags over time to meet different requirements
and applications. They are:
•

Class 0 : Read Only

•

Class 1 Write Once, Read Many

•

Class 2 Read / Write

•

Class 3 Read / W rite Battery Enhanced
for Long Range

•

Class 4 Read / W rite Active Transmitter

EPC Network

1. Header, which identifies the length, type,
structure, version and generation of EPC

For manufacturers, distributors, and retailers
to realise the potential of RFID and EPC
technology, they need access to comprehensive,
real-time product information. The EPC
Network provides the open-loop, standardsbased environment required for global
exchange of EPC information.

2. Manager Number, which identifies the
company or company entity such as
“The Coca Cola Company”

The EPC Network is composed of three key
elements:

An EPC is a number that contains:

3. Object Class, similar to a stock keeping unit
such as “V anilla Coke 330 ml can”
Serial Number, which is the specific instance
of the Object Class being tagged

•

EPC Information Services (EPC-IS)

•

EPC Discovery Services

•

Object Name Service (ONS)

experience and understand the issues to be
better positioned for future larger scale
implementation. The Hospital Movement
Tracking System is an early pathfinder project
that we have undertaken and its

When an RFID tag is manufactured with an
EPC, the EPC is registered within the ONS. The
RFID tag is attached to a product and the EPC
becomes a part of that product as it moves
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from traditional back-end databases, will be
commonplace and necessary for the collection,

implementation experience is outlined in
Appendix 2.

APPENDIX 1

correlation, filtering and cleansing of data. It
is important to think through the data
management requirements, strategies and
structures to identify the data to be collected
and exploit it meaningfully.
The introduction of RFID is likely to bring about
changes to some business processes. Automatic
data collection and identification of goods
may also mean that some roles will be made
redundant and new roles created.
While commercial manufacturers will
increasingly include EPC in the products that
they manufacture, not all military suppliers
will follow suit. While the military will exploit
the EPC Network to gather information about
the supplies that they have acquired from
commercial vendors, a separate unique
identification numbering system may have to
be developed to tag military specific items
pertinent to the SAF. The architecture of such
a system will have to be harmonised with the
EPC construct.
Companies have to examine whether the
technology that they put into place today will

CONCLUSION
While most agree that the benefits of RFID,
once harnessed, will bring about major
improvements throughout the entire supply
chains, logistical processes and other
applications, cost efficiency and standardisation
are issues to be addressed. One key issue that
needs resolution before mass acceptance is
privacy concerns, in particular, the potential
ability of a government to easily track its
citizens as depicted in Aldous Huxley’s “Brave
New World”.
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ELECTRONIC PRODUCT
CODE AND EPC NETWORK
Introduction
To facilitate global interoperability and visibility
across the global supply chain involving
different corporations in the industry
ecosystem, there should be a standardised way
of uniquely identifying items within the supply
chain. Next, there has to be a standardised
way of discovering and sharing the data that
describes each item.

Electronic Product Code
The Electronic Product Code addresses the first
requirement by allowing goods to be identified
to the item level. Like many current numbering
schemes used in commerce, the EPC is divided
into numbers that identify the manufacturer
and product type. But the EPC uses an extra
set of digits, a serial number, to identify unique
items. Using this EPC, one can identify and
locate information about the manufacturer,
product class and item instance of a
particular product.

Figure 1
In a 96-bit EPC, there are 96 bits of data that
can be used to uniquely identify up to 268
million unique companies, each with 16 million
different types of products. Each product can
contain over 687 billion individual items.
Additional fields may also be used as part of
the EPC in order to properly encode and decode
information from different numbering systems
into their native (human-readable) forms.
The EPC standards also call for five classes of
tags over time to meet different requirements
and applications. They are:
•

Class 0 : Read Only

•

Class 1 Write Once, Read Many

•

Class 2 Read / Write

•

Class 3 Read / W rite Battery Enhanced
for Long Range

•

Class 4 Read / W rite Active Transmitter

EPC Network

1. Header, which identifies the length, type,
structure, version and generation of EPC

For manufacturers, distributors, and retailers
to realise the potential of RFID and EPC
technology, they need access to comprehensive,
real-time product information. The EPC
Network provides the open-loop, standardsbased environment required for global
exchange of EPC information.

2. Manager Number, which identifies the
company or company entity such as
“The Coca Cola Company”

The EPC Network is composed of three key
elements:

An EPC is a number that contains:

3. Object Class, similar to a stock keeping unit
such as “V anilla Coke 330 ml can”
Serial Number, which is the specific instance
of the Object Class being tagged

•

EPC Information Services (EPC-IS)

•

EPC Discovery Services

•

Object Name Service (ONS)

experience and understand the issues to be
better positioned for future larger scale
implementation. The Hospital Movement
Tracking System is an early pathfinder project
that we have undertaken and its

When an RFID tag is manufactured with an
EPC, the EPC is registered within the ONS. The
RFID tag is attached to a product and the EPC
becomes a part of that product as it moves
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through the supply chain. The particular
product information is added to the
manufacturer's EPC-IS, and the knowledge that
this data exists within the manufacturer's EPCIS is passed to the EPC Discovery Service.
When the product leaves the manufacturer's
facility, its departure is automatically registered
with the EPC-IS. Likewise, when the product
arrives at the next point in the supply chain
(e.g., a distributor site), it is automatically read
and registered with the distributor's EPC-IS
and with the EPC Discovery Service.

APPENDIX 2
HOSPITAL MOVEMENT
TRACKING SYSTEM
During the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS) Emergency Response in 2003, DST A
spearheaded the design, development and
implementation of two pilot Hospital
Movement Tracking Systems (HMTS) at
Alexandra Hospital and National
University Hospital.
The system automatically tracks the movement
of hospital staff, patients and visitors at the
Accident and Emergency (A&E) department
within the hospitals leveraging RFID tags,
readers and custom application running on
servers to capture information.

Figure 2
When the distributor needs product
information, it asks the ONS for the location
of the manufacturer's EPC-IS. The root ONS
provides the location of the manufacturer's
ONS, which in turn provides the location of
the manufacturer's EPC-IS. This query process
is transparent to the supply chain member and
takes only milliseconds to execute. With the
manufacturer's EPC-IS location, the distributor's
application can request specific
product information.
As products progress through the supply chain,
they are in constant communication with the
EPC-IS. The result is real-time full visibility of
the supply chain.
The AutoID Center has assigned continuing
commercial development of the EPC Network
to EPCGlobal Inc., a non-profit organisation
formed by European Article Numbering
International and the Uniform Code Council.

Figure 3. System deployment diagram

System Overview
All patients and visitors entering the A&E
department were each issued a radio frequency
identification tag (about the size of an identity
card), in exchange for their identity cards at
the registration counter. Hospital staff carry
permanent tags. Each tag is encoded with a
unique identity, and is associated with a
person’s identity card number.
As a person moves around the A&E
department, the radio frequency energy
emitted from the tags is detected by the readers
installed in the ceiling. The back end servers
will record the date and time information that
the person enters or leaves a certain area.
Different coloured lanyards are issued together
with the tags for ease of tracking and testing
– blue for hospital staf f, green for patients
and pink for visitors. The system deployment
diagram is depicted in Figure 3.

Benefits
Previously, Alexandra Hospital manually
recorded the entry and exit timings of patients
and visitors. If a suspect SARS case was
discovered, it took about two days to track all
contacts, given the high traf fic flow of the
hospital. The patient had to recall where and
when he has been to in the hospital. The
hospital has to check through the duty rosters
of its staff to see if they had been to those
areas at that time.
With this system, exact information on when
a person enters or leaves a certain area as well
as the persons he could have been in contact
with, can be recorded. Such information can
be obtained quickly when needed, through
the query and search capabilities of the system.
This allows for faster and easier tracking of
contacts, easing the workload of the hospital
staff. Under the manual contact tracing effort,
it takes six staff about 350 minutes to generate

the list of contacts when a suspected SARS case
is discovered. Using HMTS, only one person is
required to perform the task and the list can
be generated in 31 minutes or less.

Information Processing
The back-end server processes the information.
It consists of a database of all the movement
data captured via the tracking system, and an
access terminal.
Access to the database is through a web-based
portal in the hospital intranet, and is granted
only to authorised hospital personnel.
The portal has a very powerful query and
search capability. Should a suspect SARS case
be found at the A&E department, a check can
be made immediately to find out who has had
contact with the suspect SARS case, in which
zone and at what time. The information is
kept confidential and will be destroyed after
21 days.
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This allows for faster and easier tracking of
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Challenges

the interference of the RF emissions of the

Several challenges were encountered during

the Productivity and Standards Board

group of 50 tags. Testing was carried by

the implementation process:

to ensure that the tags were safe to be

•

tags passed the Specific Absorption

worn by the patient, visitor and staff. The

A clear understanding of the operational

Rate test.

processes within A&E was needed to allow
for the installation to determine the system
deployment diagram for the capture of

•
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the data reliability. The use of active RFID

the relevant information needed for the

technology for movement tracking is

contact tracing ef fort (such as contact

relatively new. The contact tracing team

numbers, installation of readers to cover

was originally sceptical on the results

the various zones patients are likely

•

Extensive testing was carried out to verify

BIOGRAPHY

to visit).

obtained from the system. The behaviour

The site had to be surveyed to determine

the results obtained could be explained.

the location of hardware to be installed as

Due to the anti-collision algorithm used

well as site peculiar requirements. The

by the reader to read a large number of

of the HMTS had to be understood before

registration counter had intermittent

tags, the system was only able to read

connection to the servers because the

100% of all tags within its coverage zone

Wi-Fi connection was unstable due to the

only after one minute after 100 tags are

lack of line of sight (heavy human traffic).

introduced. Tests conducted showed that
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system contact lists generate were more
•

Difficulties were experienced in the tuning

than 98% accurate compared with the

of the reader capture zone, as the coverage

manual testing. The dif ference can be

diagram is probabilistic instead of

attributed to manual capturing errors and

deterministic. Several rounds of

problems encountered when staff left tags

measurements were conducted to give the

within A&E department after work

best coverage.

(resulting in errors being introduced to the

The readers were tuned

data captured).

to balance the reader zone coverage
overlap and the blind areas (where there
is no reader coverage).

•

Innovative solutions to filter tag data, had
to be introduced when staff leave the A&E

•

There were safety concerns with

department at the end of the shift but left

electromagnetic interference

their tags in the lockers (located within the

(EMI)

A&E department). The active tags selected

and

compatibility
equipment.

electromagnetic
(EMC) with medical
Extensive EMI/EMC

for HMTS operate in the UHF band (433
MHz). At this frequency, RF energy can

measurements were carried out to

be blocked by human tissue. During

determine the ambient RF signature at

testing, patients occasionally ‘disappear’

the emission frequency (433.92 MHz)

from the HMTS when the patients lie over

before and after the introduction of the

the tags. An extendable lanyard was

HMTS. Furthermore tests were carried out

introduced to extend the tags and attached

with all the medical equipment used in

to the bed to overcome this limitation.

A&E department to ensure that it was not
susceptible to malfunction resulting from
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BACKGROUND
Commanders are usually not provided with
information that allows them to interpret the
Weapon Danger Area (WDA) for weapon
systems. Typically only one set of WDA is
available to them and they are expected to
interpret the WDA as a demarcation between
areas of safety and areas of hazard, regardless
of whether they are dealing with training or
operational scenarios. Commanders are
currently seeking to improve their
understanding of WDA to better achieve the
different objectives of training and planning
for effective operations.

Generally, it is dif ficult to
expect a single WDA for a
weapon system to be able
to provide maximum safety
during training while
offering minimal restriction
during real operations. This
is because in reality , the

Planning for operations entails addressing a

could reasonably be the criteria only
during operations.

of risk for training and for operations are not

different kind of risk from training risk. During

the same. For reasons of operational

military operations, the greater issue is the

effectiveness, troops can expect to be exposed

total number of casualties (fatalities). In order

to a greater risk during operations than that

that our troops are not rendered inef fective

which is acceptable during training.

by its own safety restrictions, the tolerance to
hazards needs to be at a higher level than

The extent to which the incapacitation criterion

peacetime training activities. This is required

the determination of WDA. In this approach,

affects the WDA depends on the weapon effect

so that the mission can be accomplished.

the selection of probability and severity criteria

concerned. For weapons that typically produce

Operations cannot be limited by minor injuries.

can influence the definition of WDA for a

large fragments, the difference is insignificant.

However, risks from lethal injuries from

weapon system.

This is the case for 155mm High Explosive (HE)

friendly fire will still remain a factor in

M107, illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.

operational planning.
The dimensions of the WDA in Figure 1,
The difference in acceptance thresholds for

determined based on a criterion of 4.8J

operation and training hazards suggests that

(appropriate for peacetime training decisions),

we need two sets of WDA for these two

are almost identical in dimension to those in

separate applications. It remains for us to

Figure 2, determined based on a criterion

weapon system is used. We can easily perceive

agree on these thresholds. Without any work

of 80J.

that no sort of injury can be accepted during

on terminal effects, it is convenient to align

training. All minor injuries are to be

this criterion to that in Table 1.

The question of weapon ef fects must be
addressed in light of the context in which the

This can be appreciated if we know that the
fragment sizes of M107 are wide-ranging and

investigated and the risk of which,
subsequently, is to be reduced. By any

We can intuitively associate the weapon effect

if we understand that it is only the large

judgement, only nothing more than the lowest

of "injury" as unacceptable during peacetime

fragments that get projected to the periphery

probability and negligible severity of injury

training. The effects of lethality or "fatality"

of the contours presented in the figures.

can be accepted.
In line with this expectation, the fragment
energy criterion of 4.8J is the rational criterion
for severity in the determination of WDA for
training applications. This value of 4.8J is
associated with severe bruising or lethal
penetration of softer parts of the body. This
criterion is based on UK ESTC 1 data shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. Criteria of Incapacitation

Energy level

Effect on personnel

1.5 J

Nuisance only, no wounding

4.8 J

Severe bruising or lethal penetration
of softer parts of body

14 J

Lethal penetration of any body part

1 Explosives Storage and T ransport Committee, Part 1, Appendix 3 "Incapacitation Criteria"

(superseded document)

Variation in WDA with Different
Incapacitation Criteria

This paper offers a risk management model in

Training Hazard versus
Operations Hazard

Applying the appropriate WDA T emplate
(known locally as Safety Template) is important
for conducting safe training and ef fective
operations. The WDA demarcates the area
within which specific weapons or their
hazardous fragments may impact under normal
firing conditions. For all purposes, we would
expect troops to be positioned outside the
boundaries of the WDA. However, what should
this boundary be?
Conventional WDA does not explicitly state
the criteria for the WDA boundary. However,
present work in the development of
Probabilistic WDA (PWDA) has presented us
with a choice of criteria. We can now consider
the opposing demands of operational
effectiveness versus safety with flexibility to
effectively deploy troops in order to accomplish
a mission.

perception of hazards and the acceptable levels
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Figure 1. 155mm M107 Ground Burst Weapon
Danger Area (4.8J Hazardous Fragment Criterion)
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1 Explosives Storage and T ransport Committee, Part 1, Appendix 3 "Incapacitation Criteria"

(superseded document)

Variation in WDA with Different
Incapacitation Criteria

This paper offers a risk management model in

Training Hazard versus
Operations Hazard

Applying the appropriate WDA T emplate
(known locally as Safety Template) is important
for conducting safe training and ef fective
operations. The WDA demarcates the area
within which specific weapons or their
hazardous fragments may impact under normal
firing conditions. For all purposes, we would
expect troops to be positioned outside the
boundaries of the WDA. However, what should
this boundary be?
Conventional WDA does not explicitly state
the criteria for the WDA boundary. However,
present work in the development of
Probabilistic WDA (PWDA) has presented us
with a choice of criteria. We can now consider
the opposing demands of operational
effectiveness versus safety with flexibility to
effectively deploy troops in order to accomplish
a mission.

perception of hazards and the acceptable levels
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Figure 4. 40mm HEDP Weapon Danger Area
(80J Hazardous Fragment Criterion)

Figure 2. 155mm M107 Ground Burst Weapon Danger Area
(80J Hazardous Fragment Criterion)
Figures 3 and Figure 4 show the WDA for 40mm
HEDP. This ammunition has a range of
fragment masses that are significantly lower
than those of 155mm M107.

For peacetime training (range safety), only the
lower-risk WDA may be acceptable. However,
for operations, troops may be required to
operate with the WDA shown in Figure 4.

The difference in size between the 4.8J WDA
and the 80J WDA is significant in this example.

Benefits of Different Criteria
Recognising the difference between training
WDA and operations WDA allows both training
and operational activities to be carried out
with the same weapon systems to their most
effective extent at the most appropriate level
of safety.

Risk Acceptance

consideration necessary for training and
operational planning. The probability of
hazard occurrence is the other parameter .

Risk Categories & Management
Risks should be categorised in consideration
of the severity of the hazard and the probability
of it occurring. A common way to present risk
is the matrix format shown in T able 2.

The issue of weapon effects, as discussed above,
is only one of the parameters of the risk
Table 2: Mishap Risk Categories (Department of Defense, 2000)

Probability

Figure 3. 40mm HEDP Weapon Danger Area
(4.8J Hazardous Fragment Criterion)

Severity

Catastrophic

Critical

Marginal

Negligible

I

II

III

IV

Frequent

A

High

High

Serious

Medium

Probable

B

High

High

Serious

Medium

Occasional

C

High

Serious

Medium

Low

Remote

D

Serious

Medium

Medium

Low

Improbable

E

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low
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Table 2 shows the matrix of Mishap Risk
Categories that is currently in use. Each mishap
is assigned an alphabet (A to E) to indicate the
probability of it happening, as well as a Roman
numeral (I to IV) to indicate its severity .
a. For any given event (e.g. training with a
particular weapon system, storage of
flammable substances, etc), a number of
mishaps can be identified a priori.
b. Based on its severity and
probability, each mishap is then
allocated a mishap risk
category (HIGH, SERIOUS,
MEDIUM or LOW).

criterion of lethal penetration (refer to
Table 1) can also be considered. This WDA
will be less restrictive than the WDA for
training, so that closer combat operations
can be possible and effective.
If we deliberate upon the possibilities and
combinations in Table 2, we can reduce it to
fewer options for consideration as illustrated
in Table 3.

Table 3. Example categories from Annex
to MIL-STD-882D (Department of Defense, 2000)
Severity
Probability
Occasional

C

Critical

Negligible

II

IV

Operations (Not applicable)

c. Finally, the appropriate authority
needs to be identified for
Improbable
E
Operations
acceptance of each mishap risk.
The authority is required to
acknowledge and accept the risk
associated with the hazards before the
Applications of Risk
event is allowed to take place.

Training

Categories
for PWDA Determination

Thus, applying this concept of Risk Categories
to WDA determination, it is possible to define:
a. Injury during training as an event of
NEGLIGIBLE severity (IV) and IMPROBABLE
probability (E). An energy level of 4.8J is
just on the threshold of penetrating skin,
and thus, is the likely agreeable reference
value for NEGLIGIBLE severity . Higher
energy levels than this would imply
acceptance of serious wounding of
personnel, even death. These are scenarios
that are strictly unacceptable for
routine training.
b. Fatality during operations as an event of
CRITICAL severity (II) and OCCASIONAL
probability (C). Under the situation of close
combat, operations scenarios, only CRITICAL
severity mishaps matter to the commander.
Anything less severe can be tolerated. We
postulate that a higher energy criterion
such as 80J can be the criterion for WDA
determination. Alternatively, 14J as a

The concept of Risk Categories has been
successfully applied in system safety in general.
It is also suitable for use in our perception of
risk in WDA application.
In the example of M107 that has high energy
fragments, the energy criterion does not
change the WDA significantly. The differences
in the PWDA safety distances vary at most by
25m. Such a distance is negligibly small from
an operational viewpoint. It is only the
consideration of acceptable probability that
would significantly influence the safety
distances to be observed in the field.
With weapon systems that produce fragments
of lower mass, both the selection of
incapacitation criterion and the command
decision on probability of hit influence the size
of the WDA Template.
With this knowledge, the WDA Templates to
be used by troops for training and operations

can be different and they should be determined
after considering the weapon effects criterion
and the probability of the hazardous event
that is acceptable. As a general statement, in
the determination of PWDA, the weapon
danger area determined must take into account
the combined effect of severity and probability,
rather than either severity or probability on
its own.

CONCLUSION
The WDA for a fragmentation weapon has to
be determined by taking into account both
the hazard of its weapon ef fects and the
probability criterion. This can be expressed for
convenient interpretation in the general form
of a Risk Category Matrix (refer to T able 2).
Specific to the WDA, a reduced matrix shown
in Table 3 would be adequate.

the development and acquisition phases for
the weapon system. The decisions on
probability should be made prior to establishing
a training doctrine or planning a mission.
With this risk management approach, training
as well as operations can be carried out
effectively. The objectives of operation need
not be compromised by the safety required
during routine training.
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analyse the risks and hazards associated with the construction
and usage of a facility. In Singapore, the Defence Science &
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System safety was not mandated as a requirement when the
project was conceptualised. Although the facility was designed
to comply with the existing industrial codes for buildings and
infrastructure, and ammunition storage, the Ministry of Defence
(MINDEF) and DSTA decided to implement a retrospective
system safety assessment of the facility to take stock of the
residual risks and improve downstream design to enhance
safety considerations. It is also the intention of MINDEF to
continue with the system safety activities when the facility is
handed over to the operations and support phase. As the
system safety activities were introduced retrospectively, the
construction of some components of the facilities is in progress
whilst some aspects of the construction work are in the final
planning stage. This mixture of retrospective cum prospective
activities makes this system safety effort intriguing. This paper
discusses the approach adopted to tackle the challenges under
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INTRODUCTION
Background
A study done in the early 1990s raised the
possibility of supporting the future needs of
the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) ammunition
stockpile storage in an underground
ammunition facility (UAF). This option was
particularly crucial in land-scarce and densely
populated Singapore. Two obvious advantages
were immediately recognisable:
• Ability to provide good protection for the
stockpile
• Less sterilisation of surface land
The current site was chosen following
numerous geological engineering studies and
surveys. At the conceptual stage, two reputable
agencies were also engaged to conduct
preliminary safety analysis of the UAF: Sandia
National Laboratories and Bienz, Kummer and
Partner. The studies provided insights on the
following areas:
• Adequacy of engineering design principles
for
tunnels/chambers and
mechanical/electrical systems
• Explosive safety
• Blast and shock effects
• Fire detection and fire-fighting concept
• Best practice for operations
DSTA is entrusted with the responsibility of
planning and managing the development and
construction of the UAF. The facility belongs
to and will be operated by the SAF . The
planning and construction of buildings and
infrastructure for military use is governed
primarily by the Singapore Building Control
Act and the MINDEF Infrastructure Guide. These
guides provide the prevailing codes of practice
for compliance by DST A. For ammunition
depots, the SAF Directive on the licensing of
explosive facilities has to be complied with.

References were also made to the NATO Allied
Ammunition Storage and T ransport
Publications (AASTP-1) Parts 3A
and 3B.
The UAF is currently at a relatively advanced
stage of construction. Even at this stage, DSTA
management felt that a system safety ef fort
would be beneficial from two perspectives:
• To do a retrospective system safety
assessment of the safety considerations
that were already embodied during
the conceptualisation and planning
phases of the project and to improve
on downstream safety by influencing
the design, where possible
• To p r o v i d e a p i l o t p r o j e c t f o r
“experimentation” in the performance of
a Facility System Safety Assessment effort
To achieve the above, DSTA decided to take
the approach of a Safety Case (UK Ministry of
Defence, 1996). The UAF Safety Case Report
provides a condensed and balanced appraisal
of the UAF project at its current state of
development. The Safety Case will provide
appropriate documentation of the design
criteria of the UAF , demonstrate through
assessments that identified hazards have been
mitigated to an acceptable level and justify
that the system is safe and suitable for inservice use. Finally, the Safety Case serves as a
vehicle to enable the users (namely, the SAF)
to control the residual risks and maintain the
required level of safety throughout the life
cycle of the UAF.

THE APPROACH
Objectives
The main objectives of this system safety
assessment effort are:
• To apprise DST A management of the
significant safety concerns that were
identified and d e l i b e r a t e d b y t h e
v a r i o u s s a f e t y assessments

• To c o m m u n i c a t e t h e a c t i v i t i e s
undertaken in mitigating the identified
h a z a r d s a n d t h e l e v e l o f re s i d u a l
risks remaining, as well as
any
associated constraints and limitations, if
any
• To seek acceptance of the residual safety
risks at the appropriate management level
aligned to the Risk Acceptance Matrix for
this project
To accomplish this ef fort, the UAF System
Safety Working Group (SSWG) was
inaugurated. The Programme Manager of the
UAF leads the UAF SSWG with members from
the other supporting specialists divisions
in DSTA and the SAF . The P r o g r a m m e
Manager for the UAF has
overall
responsibility for the system safety effort for
the UAF. The contractor working on the
project was also inducted as a member of
the SSWG. None of the members had any
formal training in system safety at the onset.
Knowledge and experience were obtained
through participation in the International
System Safety Society Conferences and
visits/dialogues with reputable system safety
practitioners such as the US Army and the
UK Ministry of Defence.

System Safety Programme Plan
The initiating activity for the SSWG was to
craft out the System Safety Programme Plan
(SSPP). The plan was drafted with four key
issues in mind:
• Providing details of the organisational setup
of the UAF SSWG
• Description of the activities, deliverables
and milestones required to provide
an assessment of the safety risks of the
project and follow-up recommendations,
where applicable
• Description of the boundary of interest
• Endorsement of the Risk Acceptance
Authority Matrix

The SSPP also documented the management
organisation for the endorsement of the SSWG
activities and the Safety Case Report
(see Figure 1).

Weapon System Safety Assessment
Board Final Endorsement

Project Steering Committee
Initial Endorsement

Project Director

SSWF (UAF)
Figure 1. UAF System Safety
Management Organisation

System Safety Approach
The System Safety Assessment for the UAF
programme was initiated as a retrospective
assessment of the reviews conducted by Bienz,
Kummer & Partner (BK&P) and Sandia National
Laboratory (SNL). This review demonstrated
that the fundamental principles of the design
were sound. Subsequent to this initial review,
the approach taken by the SSWG was to hold
dialogue sessions with the various Subject
Matter Experts (SME) in successive stages of
hazard identification, allocation and analyses.
To facilitate the discussions, the Hazard
Identification Checklist was used as a prompt
list for hazard identification (UK Ministry of
Defence, 1996).
This System Safety Assessment was carried out
under a spirit of experimental learning. This
meant that while an SSPP was developed to
guide the general approach in managing the
effort, the plan is tolerant to fine-tuning based
on experiential feedback. The experiential
lessons and feedback have resulted in evolving
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Table 1 - Hazard Assessment Criteria
Severity
Catastrophic

Critical

Marginal

Negligible

Frequent

1

3

7

13

Probable

2

5

9

16

Occasional

4

6

11

18

Remote

8

10

14

19

Improbable

12

15

17

20

Probability

Table 2 - Residual Risk Acceptance Authority Matrix
Mishap Risk
Assessment Value

Mishap Risk Category

Risk Acceptance Level

3. S t a n d a r d h a z a r d s
associated
with
engineering designs and
operational processes
Figure 2 provides a graphical
representation of the three
levels of consideration. Tied
to each of these safety
considerations are studies and
analyses within the specific
domains and boundaries of
interests.

Stage 1 Analysis - This stage

forms the preliminary hazard
analysis of the facility . The
1-5
High
Chief of Defence Force
domain of analysis in
6-9
Serious
Project Steering Committee
safeguarding the general
10 - 17
Medium
Head of Service
public from the MCE impact
resides within the knowledge
18 - 20
Low
Operations Manager
and applications in
Engineering Geology, Shock
the System Safety Assessment approach from
Propagation, Blast Effects and Simulation Tests.
a purely retrospective review to a combination
The SAF Directive on the licensing of explosive
of retrospective review and active hazard
facilities (based on JSP482, UK Explosive
analyses.
Regulation) mandated the criteria for safety
regulation. The MCE safety considerations
Hazard Assessment Criteria and governing the construction of the UAF began
Risk Acceptance Authority
with the assumption of an MCE having taken
Matrix
place. Then, it was reckoned that the impact
from such an MCE would give rise to hazards
We adopted the Hazard Severity Categories
external to the facility as well as internal
and Hazard Probability Levels as recommended
aggravation of the MCE condition. Subsequent
in MIL-STD-882D (Department of Defense, 2000)
safety analyses, experimentation and
(see Table 1). The Risk Acceptance Authority
simulations that were carried out resulted in
Matrix was subsequently developed and
the introduction of other safety barriers in the
endorsed (see Table 2).
construction design to mitigate the identified
MCE effects. The mitigation was achieved from
Boundary of Interest
two perspectives and some of the solutions
are also shown:
As in any system safety effort, it is important
• Prevention of exceeding MCE level (primary
to define the boundary of the system under
mode of mitigating an explosion of
consideration. For this effort, the SSWG decided
MCE
Proportion)
to work on three levels of safety considerations
associated with the UAF programme:
a. Blast doors designed to withstand the
1. Impact of Maximum Credible Event (MCE)
explosion on the general public and
occupants within the UAF
2. Explosive hazards associated with
inadvertent triggering of
the
explosive stores

explosion pressure from an adjacent
chamber. The development and design
was validated through large-scale trials.
The blast doors within the same cluster
are interlocked to ensure that only one
door is opened at any one time.

Figure 2. Boundary of Interest

b. Sufficient rock separation between
adjacent chambers to prevent breaching
and subsequent possible sympathetic
explosion by rock spalling
c. Controlling and limiting the Net
Explosive Quantity (NEQ) of each
chamber and other transient areas
(tracking devices and procedural control)
• Reduction of MCE effect (secondary mode
of mitigating the effect of an explosion of
MCE proportion)

c. Multiple debris traps to reduce external
debris hazards and reduce exit pressure
d. Barricade wall outside entrance to stop
any residual exiting debris and to further
reduce airblast hazard distance by
redirecting the blast upwards
Figure 3 shows the schematic layout and the
key safety features of a typical underground
storage cluster.

a. Multiple tunnels
turning from
the chamber to
the entrance of
the UAF
b. E x p a n s i o n
Vo l u m e t o
reduce blast
pressure and
slow down gas
flow in the
tunnel
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Table 1 - Hazard Assessment Criteria
Severity
Catastrophic

Critical

Marginal

Negligible

Frequent

1

3

7

13

Probable

2

5

9

16

Occasional

4

6

11

18

Remote

8

10

14

19

Improbable

12

15

17

20

Probability
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Mishap Risk Category

Risk Acceptance Level
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All key safety designs have been validated
through a series of large-scale tests in a tunnel
facility. The final yellow line (no inhabited
public buildings within the designated area)
defined based on this mitigation, is lower than
that of a shotgun type of tunnel. This line has
been registered with the appropriate
government land-use authority to safeguard
against any future public development.

at the next stage of the analysis. These are the
“triggers” that can initiate an explosion. The
most important primary effects of explosion
of ammunition are airblast and debris throw
and they are the main sources of hazards to
personnel. Should an explosion occur , the
design considerations discussed at Stage 1 will
contain and limit the explosion ef fect to be
below or at worst, approach the MCE level.

Stage 2 Analysis - This stage of safety activities

Stage 3 Analysis - This stage of System Safety

centres on eliminating and/or mitigating
hazards associated with the triggering of
explosive stores. To this end, there are two
categories of hazards – namely those relating
to the intrinsic safety integrity of the explosive
stores and those relating to the initiation of
explosion from external stimuli. Examples are:

activities as depicted in Figure 4 represents the
bulk of the ef fort in this System Safety
undertaking. Unlike stages 1 and 2 which focus
on explosion-related safety, this stage deals
with the analysis of all other credible hazards.
Relevant to the main focus of this System Safety
effort, the boundary of interest can be defined
from two dif ferent vantage points – an
Engineering Systems perspective (i.e. Functional
Analysis of the Engineering Systems) and from
a Functional Locations perspective (i.e. Zonal
Analysis). The former provides the team with
an effective way of addressing hazards relating
to the specific engineering systems while the
latter allows for the assessment of interface
hazards as a result of the physical disposition
of the engineering systems and its components
in its installed or operating domain.

-

Self initiation due to explosive instability
Fire
Static discharge
Lightning
Shock
Electromagnetic radiation
Electrical surge

The intrinsic safety integrity of the explosive
stores is assured through a formal process of
certification and surveillance similar to the one
for above-ground ammunition depots operated
by the SAF. Crucial considerations are the NEQ
within the various areas of the UAF and tight
control of the storage mix of the various types
of munitions. The external stimuli are addressed

Figures 4 and 5 provide a simplified view of
the two perspectives.

Systems

Electrical

Mechanical

Structures

Group

Group

Civil & Structures (C&S) - The SSWG assessment
was that the C&S group are functionally passive
and unlikely to be an initiator of mishaps. Its
intrinsic safety as an operational facility is
assured to a large extent by the building
codes and regulations and the extensive rock
and soil analysis carried out for the facility .
Prominent hazards such as cave-ins, rock falls
and flooding are adequately addressed through
the design of the facility . In addition,
instrumentation and monitoring was carried
out to verify the design during and after
construction.

Electrical Group - The identified hazards
associated with this group were found to be
manageable with the hazard controls that
were put in place or recommended (for systems
that have yet to be installed). The bulk of the
hazards was associated with the possibility of
arcing (fire initiation), gassing (battery
charging), wireless communications system
(Electromagnetic Interference/Electromagnetic
Compatibility) and power failure, and the
mitigation effort has been demonstrated to
be adequate.
Mechanical Group - The significant hazards for
this group arise primarily from the subsystems
of Air-conditioning and Mechanical Ventilation
(ACMV) and Fire Protection System (FPS).
a. ACMV – The primary purpose of the
system is to provide forced ventilation
of the underground complex as well as
smoke extraction in the event of a fire.
Ventilation hazards arise primarily
from the accumulation of vehicle exhaust
gases. Real time fan status monitoring
linked to a gas concentration detection
system and multi-fan design provide
adequate mitigation of the hazards.

UAF Engineering

Civil &

Engineering Systems

Munitions
Handling
Equipment

Figure 4. Engineering Systems Perspective

Depot
Management
System

b. FPS – At the onset, a comprehensive fire
protection system (detection and
suppression) was deemed as a core
requirement. An innovative approach
to use nitrogen as a fire preventive
measure within the storage chambers is

being evaluated for the UAF. Associated
hazards relating to possible asphyxiation
and hypoxia due to excessive nitrogen
concentration have been identified
for mitigation.

Munitions Handling Equipment (MHE) These are designed to move and stack the
munitions within the UAF. Options exist for
the use of electrical or diesel power for the
prime mover. Both options are required to
meet ATEX Directive 94/9/EC (Equipment and
Protective Systems intended for use in a
potentially explosive atmosphere). Hazards
associated with the MHE would primarily be:
a. Shock to the load (ammunitions) should
the MHE make contact with the cavern
structure or drop from height –
mitigation is primarily from procedural
control and the training of drivers
assisted by proximity sensors mounted
on the equipment.
b. Fire from batteries and/or electrical
motors (for electrical prime movers) or
fire from diesel engines (for diesel engine
prime mover) – sensors in compartments
coupled to fire extinguishing
suppression agent.
c. Exhaust fumes from diesel prime movers
designed to meet or exceed Euro2
exhaust emission control levels.

The Depot Management System (DMS) is a
Management Information System, which
provides solutions for the T racking of
Ammunition/Vehicular/Personnel Movement,
Operational Activities, Training & Simulation
and Facilities Maintenance. The system
performs these roles by monitoring and
updating the various activities/services through
appropriate sensors such as Radio Frequency
Identification, gas/temperature/motion sensors
and other hand-held input devices such as
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). A key concern
is the integration of the appropriate software
safety assurance into the hardware and
humanware aspects of the UAF. In addition,
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for mitigation.
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prime mover. Both options are required to
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a. Shock to the load (ammunitions) should
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designed to meet or exceed Euro2
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hazards associated with Hazards of
Electromagnetic Radiation to Ordnance, Fuel,
Personnel (HERO, HERF and HERP) are being
addressed.
The next series of activities involves the
assessment of interface hazards as a result of
the physical disposition of the engineering
systems and its components in its installed or
operating domain. At the current stage of the
effort, the zonal analysis has just commenced.

SUMMARY AND
DISCUSSION
Systems within a System - Due to the size
and complexity of the facility , some of the
engineering systems themselves are being
assessed as a separate system safety effort. At
the highest level, the UAF Safety Case attempts
to provide the “big picture”. One example is
the DMS, which would entail a large dosage
of software system safety. One of the challenges
is the integration of the safety cases for such
systems into the overall UAF Safety Case.

Isn’t compliance with codes and regulations
good enough? - In the proceedings of the
SSWG, we have more then once argued about
the effectiveness and comprehensiveness of
the applicable building and engineering
codes/regulations/specifications that have to
be complied with. In the end, we agree that
the codes/regulations form a good basis for
our mitigation effort. The system safety effort

has shown that there can be enhancement to
the mitigation effort with suggestions that
exceed the scope of the codes/regulations. An
example is the study of the concept of
increasing the concentration of nitrogen to
inhibit the possible initiation of a fire in the
storage chambers.

Operations & Support (O&S) Hazar d
Analysis - As the study has shown, the various
codes and regulations have provided for a
good foundation to mitigate the hazards
associated with a UAF. In the process of our
analysis, we have also come to realize that
hazards that may arise from the O&S activities
within the UAF may form the bulk of the
hazards in the safety case. A wide range of
procedural risk mitigation would remain and
we will develop appropriate procedures and
regulations to convey the risks to the operators.
In this aspect, this area will be the next focus
for the SSWG.

CONCLUSION
The implementation and execution of a system
safety effort for the UAF has proven to be a
viable and positive option. The experience
gained from this effort has contributed to the
development of the framework for future
system safety effort not only for the Building
and Infrastructure sector but also for the
weapon system groups in DSTA.
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